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Alan R. Harrison 
ALAN R, HARRISON LAW. PLLC 
497 N. Capital Ave, Suite 210 
Idaho Hills, Idaho 83402 
Telephone: (208) 1165 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OP THE SEVENTH JUDIClAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, TN AND FOR COUNTY OF HONNEVJLLE 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a 
Utah limited liahilHy company, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
TETON VJE\V GOLF ESTATES, LLC, 
a Utah limited liability company: 
ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability comp:rny; 
/\JvIERITITLE COMP J\NY; ZBS, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; DEPA TCO, lNC., an Jdaho 
Corporation; SCHIESS & 
ASSOClA TES, P.C, an Tdubo 
Professional Service Corporation; HD 
SUPPLY WATERWORKS, LTD.; 
DOES and ALL PERSONS IN 
POSSESSION OF REAL PROPERTY 
DESCRIBED HEREIN, 
Defendants, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
} 
) 
) 
} 
) 
) 
) 
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Case No. CV-08-4395 
AF.FlUA V IT OF MELINDA 
BOSWELL IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
AFFIDAVTT OF MFJJNDA BOS\VELL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER l 
r·1R\'-f_2:JLJ-2CHl3 22: 14 From: 
STATE OF UTAH 
County of {,1/d--;J }u ',-lzc/J 
) 
) ss. 
) 
120855211 75 
I, Melinda Howv'(:11, being first duly sworn, sLaLes: 
l) I am the manager nf ldnho Dcvclopmc11l, LLC who is the Plaintiff in the above 
case. I arn over cighLeen years of age and am competent to testify in this matter. 1 make the 
following slatcmc11ls from personal krn.J\vledge. lf called as a witness in open court, l would 
testify in accordance with the statements set nul. 
2) The documents which are attached as Exhibit A are lrue and corred copies of the 
bnnk records tor tlle account opened al Key Bank a[Ler furn1ing Teton View and arc incorporated 
herein by reference as iF set forth fully herein. 
3) The document which is attached as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the 
proposed budget for Teton View Ciol I' Estates is ineorpora1ed herein by reference as if set forth 
fully herein. 
4) I rcccivcJ inLnesL paymenl~ on my loan of $1,100,000 for the months of March 
2U08 to August 2fl08. I received interest pnyrnents on $1,025,000 for the months of September 
and October 2008. 1 only received $550 of my $5,125 interest payment due in November 2008. 
5) I received $10,000 /'rom Teton View for agrc:clng lo cxlc:nd my loan one month 
beyond the maturity date of May 28, 2008. 
Dated this 4 H1 day of May, 2010. 
\ /\AcLtttL. ~0( __ ~-----~ 
l\1elinda Bo~well 
Subscribed and sworn to before me on this ~Llay of May, 2010. 
No ry 
Rcsiu i ng at: --~-..1:--.\."'""....:::.::::;...;u..11---"'""'-,t---~-,<-
My Commission Expires: ----'-.+-,1---<--=f--"=-- J(/ 
~~ 
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KeyBank 
<>-it Deposit Receipt for 
KEY BUSINESS FREE CHECKING 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC 
2858 WILLOW CREEK DR 
SANDY, UTAH 84093-2049 
,~~,~~nk, 1'.hp:infor!JlatiQil below is a . 
:~~ us~¼~:a,;~mIµ1.pj1tmt#-1 P,rovide you 
KEY BUSINESS FREE CHECKING 
Account Number 
Social Security # 
Opening 
Date Opened FEB 29, 2008 
VARIABLE Interest Rate N·A % 
Annual Yield :'l:/\. "(, 
This Account is governed by the provisions of the Account Agreement 
established by the Bank at which you opened your Account. Including but not limited 
to withdrawal: penalties for early withdrawal from Certificate of Deposit Accounts; 
variable rate determination and rate changes, where applicable; payment of interest: 
joint accounts; pledging the account as collateral; renewal; the transferability or non-
transferability of the Account; taxpayer identification numbers and backup 
withholding: and by such Bank's Personal Deposit Account Fees and Disclosures. A 
Retirf'ment Account opened in connection with a Bank retirement plan also is subject 
ta such Bank's reti:rement plan agreement or plan document and tlrn Retirement 
Account Deposit Disclosure All Accounts are subject to applicablr federal and state 
laws and regulations. 
No checks will be enclosed within the statement 
Thank you for visiting the DAYBREAK Key Center 
CLINTON J. THOMPSON 
11422 S DISTRICT DR 
SOUTH JORDAN, UT 84095 
801-495-5420 
~kis: 
ULl,lL,tDlillH 
LENDER Member FDIC 
Key.com 
1 ·800·KEY2YOU 
803 
February 29, 2008 Page 1 of 1 
Ex'.1--Hf~IT k! k 
KeyBank 
<>,: BUSINESS/NON-PERSONAL SIGNATURE CARD 
Legal Title of Account: 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES. LLC 
Statement Mailing Address: 
2858 WILLOW CREEK DR 
City: State: 
SANDY UTAH 
Open Date: Opening Deposit: 
FEB 29 2008 $250 00 
LYNN C SPAFFORD 
MELINDA C BOSWELL 
81 
82 
83 
S1 
S2 
S3 
S4 
S5 
Zip Code: 
84093-2049 
Opened By: 
KeyCenter #: 
238 DAYBREAK 
Product Code: 
EXTERNAL-NON-KEY 
BROKER/MUT'L FUND 
Business Phone: 
801) 916-9200 
Officer Code: 
CJTOZ 
Account#: 
442380000921 
Sub Product Package 
Code: Code: 
09 
SIC Code: Sales 
Volume: 
KeyBank National Association, hereafter the "Bank", is authorized to recognize any of the signatures subscribed above for the transaction of any 
business for this Account in connection with funds belonging to the Entity to whom this Account is titled (the "Entity). The undersigned 
acknowledge(s) receipt of a copy of the Deposit Account Agreement and Disclosures governing this Account. 
It is agreed that all transactions on this Account shall be subject to the Deposit Account Agreement and Disclosures as well as any amendments 
Thereto hereafter made. By executing this signature card, each signer shall be bound by the terms and conditions of said Deposit Account 
Agreement and Disclosures. It is further agreed that the Bank may conclusively assume that the authority of each signer shall continue as such 
until receipt by the Bank of written notice to the contrary, consistent with the authority designated by the corporate or non-corporate depository 
certificate or resolution on file. such notice to be given to each office of the Bank in which this Account is maintained. Until such notice is actually 
received, the authority conferred herein to the above noted signatories shall remain in full force and effect and the Bank shall be indemnified and 
saved harmless from any loss suffered or liability incurred by it in continuing to act in pursuance of this signature card. 
r certify that the above are the true and genuine signatures of authorized signer(s) with their respective title. authorized to sign for the Entity. 
Under penalties of perjury, the undersigned certifies that 1) the number shown on this form is the Entity's correct taxpayer or employer 
Identification number (or the Entity is waiting for a number to be issued), and 2) the Entity is not subject to backup withholding because: 
(a) the Entity is exempt from backup withholding, or (b) the Entity has not been notified by the Internal Revenue Service that it is subject 
to backup withholding as a result of failure to report all interest or dividends, or (c) the IRS has notified the Entity that it is no longer 
subject to backup withholding, and 3) I am a U.S. citizen or other U.S. person (defined below). 
Definition of a U.S. person. For federal tax purposes, you are considered a U.S. person if you are: 
An individual who is a U.S. citizen or U.S. resident alien, 
A partnership, corporation, company, or association created or organized in the United States or under the laws of the United 
States, 
An estate (other than a foreign estate), or 
A domestic trust (as defined in Regulations section 301.7701·7). 
The undersigned must cross out item (2) above if the Entity has been notified by the IRS that it is currently subject to backup withholding 
Because of under-reporting interest or dividends on its tax return. Tax Identification Number: 52-8257748 
---------------
Refer to the list of payees exempt from backup withholding and for which no information reporting is required. If this entity is exempt 
from backup withholding and information reporting under IRS regulations, enter your correct TIN in the previous section and check here: 
If you are a foreign person, cross out above certification section and U.S. Person on the line under your signature below. Complete the 
appropriate Form W-8. 
The Internal Revenue Service does not require your consent to any provisions of this document other than the certifications required to 
avoid backup withholding. 
809 Bank Copy - Customer Copy - 3rd Copy 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have set my hand at 
SOUTH JORDAN 
City 
BY 
.-=.U_T_A_H _______ this ____ day of _______ . 20 __________ _ 
State 
Signature of U.S. Person Title 
Business ID Tvpe ORGANIZATIONAL PAPERS Business ID Details: ARTICLES 
Business ID State/Countrv of Issuance: U°TAH 
Personal ID/ Comments: DRIVERS LICENSE MAJOR CREDIT CARD 
For Bank Use Only New Account Verification Tl'.Qe of Account Status 
Verified By Waived By [8l Checking Account D Statement Saving D Corp D Corp. Non-profit D Sole Prop 
ChexSystems D Money Market Chk D Money Market Sav D Org/Assoc D Partnership D Public Funds 
Phone No. D Certificate of Deposit [8l Limited Liability Company 
Other D Formal Trust D Estate D Other 
Certificate or Resolution Filed Check One 
Date: Location: Sig Req.: [2l New D Change of Signers Effective Date. 
Payees and Payments Exempt from Backup Withholding. - The following is a list of payees exempt from backup 
withholding and for which no information reporting is required. For interest and dividends, all listed payees are exempt 
except item 9. For broker transactions, payees listed in 1 through 13, and a person registered under the Investment 
Advisers Act of 1940 who regularly acts as a broker are exempt. 
Payments subject to reporting under sections 6041 and 6041A are generally exempt from backup withholding only if 
made to payees described in items 1 through 7, except a corporation that provides medical and health care services or 
bills and collects payments for such services in not exempt from backup withholding or information reporting. Only 
payees described in items 2 through 6 are exempt from backup withholding for barter exchange transactions, 
patronage dividends, and payments by certain fishing boat operators. 
1. A corporation. 
2. An organization exempt from tax under section 501 (a), or an IRA, or a custodial account under section 403(b)(7). 
3. The United States or any of its agencies or instrumentalities. 
4. A state, the District of Columbia, a possession of the United States, or any of their political subdivisions or 
instrumentalities. 
5. A foreign government or any of its political subdivisions, agencies or instrumentalities. 
6. An international organization or any of its agencies or instrumentalities. 
7. A foreign central bank of issue. 
8. A dealer in securities or commodities required to register in the United States or a possession of the United 
States. 
9. A futures commission merchant registered with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. 
10. A real estate investment trust. 
11. An entity registered at all times during the tax year under the Investment Company Act of 1940 
12. A common trust fund operated by a bank under section 584(a). 
13. A financial institution 
14. A middleman known in the investment community as a nominee or listed in the most recent publication of the 
American Society of Corporate Secretaries, Inc., Nominee List. 
15. A trust exempt from tax under section 664 or described in section 4947. 
810 Bank Copy - Customer Copy - 3rd Copy 
Page l of) 
Small Business Checking /J:. .:>unt Fees and Disclosures 
Utah 
Effective April 20, 2007 
KeyBank National Association o-ar 
Member FDIC 
Todays Date Is February 29, 2008 
KeyBank 
KEY BUSINESS FREE CHECKING ACCOUNT 
This Small Business· Checking Account Fees and Disclosures ("Disclosure") provides information about deposit accounts we offer A.I the discretion of Bank 
Jfficers specific product features may vary from those stated here. A.ny agreement which varies these product features supersedes this Small Business Checking 
4ccount Fees and Disclosures. A copy of the current Small Business Checking Account Fees and Disclosures may be obtained upon request at all offices of the 
3ank Current Interest Rate Information may be obtained by contacting your nearest KeyCenter or by calling 1-888- KEY 4BIZ® (1-888-539-4249). 
mportant: All Accounts are subject to the fees listed in the OTHER CHARGES section. 
'<EY BUSINESS FREE CHECKING ACCOUNT 
)escription: 
\n economical checking Account that is ideal for business owners with low monthly transaction activity 
v1inimum deposit to open the Account· 
:arnings Credit is not computed on this checking Account. 
;ervice Charges: 
$250 00 
-here is no monthly Maintenance Service Charge for a Key Business Free Checking Account. Your Account will be charged $0.25 each for any combination of 
:heck(s)/Withdrawal(s) Paid and/or Deposited ltem(s) in excess of 200 during the monthly statement period 
r you have your checks returned with your statement, your Account will be charged a $3.50 Enclose ltem(s) with Statement Charge per statement period 
)THER CHARGES 
:XCESS TELEPHONE INQUIRY SERVICE CHARGE 
If you calf 1-800-KEY2YOU® (1-800-539-2968) this charge applies to all types of Business Checking Accounts excluding analyzed accounts.) 
· the number of automated (a call during which you do not speak to an employee) telephone calls for general account information exceeds eight (8) per statement 
eriod. your Checking Account will be charged $0.75 per call. If the number of employee assisted (a call made directly to an employee or transferred from an 
utomated telephone inquiry) telephone calls for general account information exceeds three (3) per statement period, your Checking Account will be charged 
1.50 per call. If you request general account information on more than one account during the same telephone call each account is treated as a separate 
ilephone call and may be assessed a charge as described above. General account information includes account balance. checks that have been paid, electronic 
ansactions that have been paid, deposits that have been made and interest information. If your request for general account information results in a request for 
ervice, such as a copy of an item or a stop payment, no charge for the employee assisted request for general account information will apply and the call will not 
e counted towards the limits described above. However, any applicable charges for the services requested will apply. 
ERVICE CHARGES IN CONNECTION WITH AN ACCOUNT: 
:harges may vary for Analyzed Accounts) 
• Account Reconciliation Charge Varies 
• Banking Card Charges: There are charges for certain types of Bank Card transactions. Please refer !o the Bank's Small Business Debit Card Cardholder 
Agreement for the description and amount of each type of transaction charge. 
• Charge for Handling Legal Process 
Garnishment/Levy 
Subpoena 
• Charge for Account Early Close-out (Account Closed within 180 days aner opening) 
• Charge for Copy of ltem(s) 
Safekeeping (Up to 12 copies of canceled checks per calendar year): 
Charge for Each Copy in excess of 12 per calendar year: 
Non-safekeeping 
Charge for Each Copy of a Check: 
• Charge for Copy of Statement(s) 
• Charge for Special Statement 
• Charge for Night Drop 
Standard Night Bag Drop 
Canvas/Non-Standard Night Bag Drop 
1 Charge for Night Drop Bag(s) 
1 Branch Roll Out Fee 
1 Branch Strap Out Fee 
1 Chargeback Fee (Deposited Item Returned) 
1 Redeposited Item Charge 
1 Returned Statement Charge 
$25.00 
Hourly Rates Vary for Research 
No Charge 
$3.00 
$3.00 
$25 00 
$6 00 
$6.00 
No Charge 
$6 00 
$15.00 
$0.10 per roll 
$040 per strap 
$6 00 
$5.00 
If your statement is returned to the bank due to an incorrect address, your Account will be assessed a $10.00 Returned Statement Charge. 
For each month that follows (months two through a maximum of 12 consecutive months) where a current address has not been provided, a 
Statement lnfonnation Safekeeping Fee of $10.00 per month will be assessed 
1 Overdraft and Return Item Charges: 
Overdraft Item Charges and Return Item (NSF) Charges will be assessed to your Account according to the tiered transaction limits described below. 
We will count each overdraft and returned item over a rolling 12 statement period (current statement period and previous 11 statement periods) to determine 
the charge to be assessed 
Tier #OD/NSF Transactions /OD/NSF Per Item Charge · · · 
1 1-2 -----· --~-------··········- ~ ... , - ····-··---············-·-·· 
2 3-6 ----- !$35.00 ,-,_ 4 "' J==-~ .. -- 7 and above -------·-· _ ... ---JE~:?_Q_ -· (J T i_ -- . _ 
Recurring Overdraft Sen11ce Charge - In add1t1on to a base overdraft service charge (and excess overdran charge, if any) assessed for each item that 
tps ://onl inea.keybank..com/v-.-eb l /d cm1GetEdasDisclosure?action=oroduct&na=D FPS&rw=nn .Ax, rnk 1 7_'7Q,7()()Q 
overdrz.ws your Account, if your Account remai 
Char\;!e of $28.'50 and will be charged $28 50 
all outstanding fees) or uI1tII !he Account Is 
0 rdraw11 for five consecutive bus111ess days your A 
ery five business days thereafter until your Accor 
e Stop P ayrnent Charge (for each stop payment or to renew a stop payment on a 
check/wittidrawal) 
e To stop payment or to renew a stop payment on a range of checks (multiple items in 
sequence\ 
e Telephone Funds Transfer Charge 
will be assessed a Overdraft Service 
111ce becomes positive (rncludlng the payment of 
$32.0C 
$ ',2 00 
$250 
e Incoming Wire Transfer ~~otification Fee - For non-analyzed accounts. if you have requested that you be notified 
incoming wire transfer charge will be increased by $5.00 If your Account is on analysis, the $5.00 Incoming Wire 
your analysis statement separate from the Incoming Wire Transfer Charge. 
of incoming wire transfers each 
r\Jotifrcat1on Fee will appear on 
e Fedwire Service Charge 
Incoming (domestic and lnterna!ional) S 15 00 
Domestic Outgoing $2'.l.0C 
International Outgoing $35 00 
Special Handling (for analyzed accounts) $10 00 
• Special Instructions Charge - This monthly charge of $9 00 will apply to any business customer who requests special handling of returnee deposited rte ms for 
Checking and Savings Accounts 
>THER SERVICE CHARGES (INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO): 
• Deposited Currency Charge 
• Charge for Foreign Draft 
• Safe Deposit Box Rental Charge 
• Safe Deposit Lock Replacement 
812 
rate of $0 1 per $100 00 deposited ir: excess of 
$5000 00 deposited per day 
S10 00 
Varies based on size of box 
Cost Varies 
Js://onlinea.keybank.com/web l /dcm/GetEdasDisclosure?action=product&pa=DEPS&pg=DDA&11d= I... 2/29/2008 
l' 
KeyBank 
D.D. Box 2211'1 
Albany, NY 12201-211~ 
-r, ' 
Business Bari'.i:::~ Statement 
February 29, 2008 
page 1 of 3 
ll ,,I 1111111111, 1,1111111,, .1.1111111 l11II .111, 1,1, I 11 I, l11lil 
Questions or comments? 
T 0238 00000 R E\11 T1 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC 
2858 WILLOW CREEK DR 
Call our Key Business Resource Center 
1-888-KEY4BIZ (1-888-539-4249) 
SANDY UT 84093-2049 
Enroll in Online Banking today at Key.com. 
Access your available accounts, transfer funds and view your transactions right from your PC. 
KeyNotes 
IMPORTANT NOTICE OF CHANGES TO YOUR FUNDS AVAILABILITY POLICY 
As a result of the Federal Reserve Banks' reduction in the number of locations 
at which they process checks, effective February 23, 2008, the KeyBank National 
Association Funds Availability Policy was revised. The Local Check routing 
number table in the section titled OTHER CHECK DEPOSITS TO ALL OTI-/ER TYPES OF 
BUSINESS DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS NOT LISTED ABOVE IN SECTION NUMBER 4, in the KeyBank 
Funds Aval/ability Policy is revised. Checks with the routing numbers listed 
below that previously would have been treated as non-local check deposits will 
now be treated as local check deposits. For checks deposited in KeyBank 
branches in the states listed, the additional routing numbers are as follows: 
Ohio( Ashtabula, Carroll. Columbiana, Cuyahoga, Defiance, Erie, Franklin, Fulton, 
Geauga, Hancock, Huron, Lake. Lorain, Lucas, Mahoning, Medina, Ottawa, Portage, 
Richland, Sandusky, Seneca, Stark, Summit, Trumbull, Wood counties) 
0220, 0223*, 2220, 2223* 
Michigan 0220, 0223*. 2220, 2223* 
New York(Allegany, Cattaraugus, Chautauqua, Erie. Genesee, Livingston, Monroe, 
Niagara, Ontario, Orleans, Steuben, Wayne, Wyoming, Yates counties) 0220, 0223, 
0412*, 0441•, 0442•, 0724*, 2220, 2223, 2412*, 2441*, 2442*, 2724* 
Connecticut(Fairfield) 0213, 2213 
Funds from deposits of local checks will be available on the first business day 
after the day of your deposit unless the routing number listed above is denoted 
with the asterisk(*). If the routing number is denoted with an asterisk(*), 
then the first $100 of your deposit will be available on the first business day 
after the day of your deposit, and the remaining funds will be available on the 
second business day after the day of deposit. 
The rest of the Funds Availability Policy remains unchanged, A complete 
442380000921 - 04451 
18366 
813 
KeyNotes rcon·t) 
Business Ba ., Statement 
February 29, 2008 
page 2 of 3 
copy of the revised Funds Availability Policy is available at any KeyBank 
branch 
PLEASE RETAIN THIS IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR YOUR RECORDS. 
Key Business Free Checking 442380000921 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC 
442380000921 04451 
18366 
Beginning balance 2-29-08 
Ending balance 2-29-08 
814 
$.00 
$,00 
CONSUMER ACCOUNT DISCLOSURES 
T,,e folkJwng d1sc!osu!es app',, o,ily to accounts covered by thG Feooral TMh·in 
Lending Act or the Federal Electronic Funds Transte, Act as amended. or s1m,1a, state 
av,-s. 
IN CASE OF ERROR OR QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR ELECTRONIC TRANSFERS· 
Callus al the phone.nunt,er indicated on the !irst page of this statenJ.901. OR write us at 
the address f>sted there. as soon as you can. tt you thirj( your statenient or receipt is 
wrong or if you need more information aOOU! a transfer listed on the statement or 
receipt. We ITTJsl hear from you no later than sixty (GO) days after we sen! you the 
FIRST statemem on which the problem or error appeared 
Te!! us your 11arne and Account n:..trrber . 
Dsscribe the error Dr transfi?r tbat you are unsure about, fl!i11d expklin as 
clear~· as you can V<Jhy you behev-e ·if: is an Eff'"Of or \-Vhy you need m:,re 
information: 
Tell us the dollar amount ol the susr:,ectac error 
lf you teP us :,rally, ~'e may ·e.::1.1ire tnal you send us ycur coTp!aint or question l'1 \-\Titing 
with'n ten ;1 m bc1s1ness days. 
We wil investigate your complaint and 't,ili correc: any error pronipt'y. II we lake mere 
tha·iten (1Dj t~:si,,ess days to do this. we \\111 •ecredit your account!oc !he arnount you 
think is in e~ror so !ha: you will have use? 01 !he ft)Jney d.i~!ng the titne it takes us to 
co',)lete our lnves!igarie·1 
COMMON ELECTRONIC TRANSACTION DESCRIPTIONS 
XFEF1TO SAV 
XFER FROM SAV 
XFER TOCKG 
XFER FROM CKG 
PMT TO CR CARD 
ADV CR CARD 
rransfer to Savir,gs .1\ccount 
- Transfer frorn Savings Account 
Transfer to Checking Account 
Transfer from Checking Account 
Payment lo Credit Card 
Advanc<a from Credit Cara 
Preauthorlzed Credits: If you have arranged lo have direct deposits nude to your 
Account at k:last orice every s\xty {60} days frcm t!le same p,erscn br corpp.eny, you can 
call us at the nurroer indicated on the reverse sid8 to find OU! whether or no! the depos/1 
has been made. 
IMPORTANT LINE OF CREDIT INFORMATION 
Bllllng Rights summary: In case of Error or Questions About Your BIii, If you 
think your statem,mt is wrong, or tt you need more information about a transaction on 
this statenient. write JS on a separate sheet at the address s'iown on your statement as 
soon as possible. We ,nust hear from you no later than sixt1 (60) days after we sent 
you the FIRST slatement on which the error or problem apoeared. You can tesphone 
us. but doing so wiH 10! preserve your rights. 
In your letter, give us to~ folio',,fog inforrration: 
Your name and account nurroer: 
The do/er am,unt of the suspected error: 
Describe !he error and expain. ff you can. why you believe there is an error 
If you need more inr ormation. describe th0 rtern you are unsure aboul. 
You do not have to pay any amount in question while we are investigating. bU! you ar!!> 
still obUgated to pay the parts of your bill that are not in cp_Jes!ion While we investigate 
your q.ies!ion, wa cannot report you dalinQJenl or lake any action to collect the amount 
you (J.lestion 
E:xplanatlon of Finance Charge: Your Finance Charge is col1l)l.rted on ad cash 
advances from the date each cash a<Nance is made until we receive payment in full. 
We fiaure the Finance Charge on your ijne of credit by applying the daily periodic rate lo 
the "Average Daily Balance" (Finance Charge Balance) of your line of credtt inclJding 
current transacl!ons. To get the average dai~· balance we take the beginning balance of 
your line of credit each day. add any new cash a&ances or cleMs, and subtract any 
payments or credits. fees and unpaid Finance Charge. This gives us your daily balance. 
Then we add up an daily oolances and divicle this total by the nulTber of days in the billing 
cycle to g;t th; average daily balance. Then we rrultip~· the average daily balance by 
thg daily periodlc rate times the nu1'i::>er of detys in the billing cycle Tl1e Daily Periodic 
Rale is figured by dividing the Annual Percentage Rate by the nu;,i::,er of days ·,n a year 
(365/366 da)fll). 
CREDIT INFORMATION. If you beHeve we have rnported inaccurate information about 
your accoum to a credit r9porting agency. you may conlact the credrt report;ng agency 
or write to us at: 
Credit Res,;,arch Department 
Box94518 
Cleveland, Ohio 44101·4518 
Please inclide your account nuntJer, a copy of your cred~ report refl9cting the 
inaccurate information. name. address. city. state. and zio code. and an explanation of 
why you believe the information is inaccurate. 
442380000921 - 04451 
18366 
I 
page 3 of 3 
BALANCING YOUR ACCOUNT 
Please examine your statement and canceled checks upon 
receipt. Erasures, alterations or irregularities should be reported 
promptly in accordance with your accoun1 agreement The 
suggested steps below will help you balance your account. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
0 Verify and check off in your check register each deposit, 
check or other transaction shown on this stater11ent. 
6 Enter into your check register and SUBTRACT: 
• Checks or other deductions shown on our statement that 
you have not already entered. 
The "Service charges". if any. shown on your statement. 
€) Enter into your check register and ADD: 
• Deposits or other credits shown on your statement thal 
you have not already entered. 
• The "Interest earned" shown on your statement. if any. 
l 0······~lliziiilie~i······ 
·.···•···••stateme:111~ •/•.)\\I·······\} _ 
~~~? ·· •·•· < AkJJni > > .... · 
I TOTAU $ 
I I 
I 
I I 
.~ ~ij~#a¥.ttf1r~t®c1 
····· •< >:eiiteiditterenee here'. ? 
. ··:··.:.::.·::::::;:::?~Li.~::::~::··~·======·~ 
$ 
TOTAL t $ 
0 ·• t',.)' Q,!. 
KeyBank Business Ban Statement 
P.O. Box 2211" 
A!bany, NY 12201-2114 March 31, 2008 
page 1 of 3 
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Questions or comments? 
2 RTM1X T 0238 00000 R EM T1 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC 
2858 WILLOW CREEK DR 
Call our Key Business Resource Center 
1-888-KEY4BIZ (1-888-539-4249) 
SANDY UT 84093-2049 
Enroll in Online Banking today at Key.com. 
Access your available accounts, transfer funds and view your transactions right from your PC. 
KeyNotes 
Make taxes less taxing. 
With KeyTax@ your business can pay federal, state and most local taxes online or 
by phone. 
It's convenient. 
* Available anytime 
* No payment coupons 
• No check writing 
* No trips to the bank 
It's secure. 
• Confidential access code and PIN 
• Confirmation tracking number provided real-time 
• IRS confirmation number provided for federal payments within one business day 
of payment 
Proof of payment available via mailed or faxed receipts 
It's flexible. 
* Schedule payments up to 30 days in advance 
* Schedule payment options to suit your business needs 
Try Key Bill Pay. You could win $1,000. 
Take it easy this month and discover a more convenient way to pay bills. Use 
Key Bill Pay to complete three online payments between March 1 and 
March 31, 2008, to be automatically entered in the Key Bill Pay sweepstakes. The 
winner will receive $1,000. Just enroll in (or log on to) Key's Online Banking 
and you're ready to set up your payees and start paying bills. 
For more sweepstakes information, including the official rules, visit 
www.Key.com/1000. 
442380000921 - 04451 
19265 
8 ·J C' _,_ 0 
Key Business Free Checking 442380000921 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC 
Additions Deppsits ____ Date Seri?Jjj Source 
,{~;":::'? 
Business Ba~~;,;::'t Statement 
---------------
M"arch 31, 2008 
page 2 of 3 
Beginning balance 2-29-08 
1 Addition 
3 Subtractions 
Ending balance 3-31-08 
}:-10_~~------C_u_s_to_m_e_r _D_e~p_o_s_it _____ _ 
Total additions 
Subtractions 
rchecks 
I~ 7 ___ 3_-1_8 _____ $_2 __ 0~,o_o_o_.o_o---+ --'-'-''-+-----3_--'--31 _____ ____,e5__,___,8_0_0_.o---'--o_ Paper checks paid 
• check m)ss1ng rrom sequence 
$ 00 
+ 135,000 00 
-25.874.51 
$109,125.49 
$135,000 00 
$135,000.00 
$25,800.00 
~ -'-'1A.'-'-lj"-'--f1h'-"1d'-',r.=ac..cvv-=·a"-ls=---=D'---'a'--'-tec__--"-''--'-'-""---''---"L..C..o.C.ca~-t'-"io~n'--------
3-26 _________ Check/Su2_pl_y~_P_u_r_c_ha __ s_e __________________ $74 51 
442380000921 - 04451 
19265 
Total subtractions $25,874.51 
8 ·1 !'! 11 
CONSUMER ACCOUNT DISCLOSURES 
I 11e f o!low1ng discbsu1 es 2.pp~f on~y Lo accounts covered 8y the Federal Truth-in+ 
Lending Act or the Federal Eectrornc Funds Transfer Act. as amended. or srrrnlar slate 
ews 
IN CASE OF ERROR OR QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR ELECTRONIC TRANSFERS. 
Call us at the phone nurrtier indicated on the first oage of this statement. OR wnte us at 
the address listed there. as soon as you can. rt you think your statement or receipt Is 
Mong or rt you need more information about a transfer listed on the statement or 
receipt We rrust hear trom you no later than sixty (60) clays after we sent you the 
FIRST statement on which the probern or error appeared 
Tel! us your name and Account nurrber, 
Describe the error or trans1er that you are unsure about, and expla.rn as 
cearly as you can why you believe rt Is an error or why you need m::,re 
information; · 
Te>II us the dollar am::,unt of the suspected error 
Ii you tell us oralt/. we may req_iire that you send us your corrplaInt or question in wrrtIng 
within ten (10) business clays. 
We will investigate your corrplaint and will correct any error promptly 11 we lake more 
than ten i10) rusiness days lo do this. we will recredil your account fo, the armunl you 
111,nk is in. error. so that you will have use of the monc,y dJring the titne rt takes us lo 
corrplele our investigation 
COMMON ELECTRONIC TRANSACTION DESCRIPTIONS 
XFER TO SAV 
XFER FROM SAV 
XFERTO CKG 
XFER FROM CKG 
PMT TO CFl CARD 
ADV CR CARD 
- Traisfer to Savings Account 
Trans1er from Savings Account 
Transfer lo Checking Account 
- Transfer from Checking Account 
- Payment to Credit Card 
- Advance from Credit Card 
Preauthorlzed Credits: If you have arranged to have direct depcsrts made to your 
Accou11t at ~as! once ev&ry sixty (60) days from the san-~ person or company, you can 
call us al the nurrtier indicated on the reverse side lo find all\ whether or not the deposrt 
has been nnde 
IMPORTANT LINE OF CREDIT INFORMATION 
BIiiing Rights Summary: In case of Error or Questions About Your BIii: If you 
think your statement is wrong. or rt you need more information aboLJt a transaction on 
this statement. wrne us on a separate sheet at the address shown on your statement as 
soon as possible. We must hear from you no later than sixty (60) days after we sent 
you the FIRST statement on which the error or problem appeared You can telephone 
us. but doing so will not preserve your rights. 
In your etter. give us the following information: 
Your name and account nurroor: 
The dollar amount of the suspected error; 
Describe the error and explain. if you can. why you believe there is an error 
If you need more information. describe the rtem you are unsure aboLJt. 
You do not have lo pay any amoun1 in question while we are investigating. bJt you are 
still obfigated to pay the parts of your bill that are not in q_iestion Wl1ie we investigate 
your question. we cannot report you delinq_ient or take any action to collect the amount 
you c,Jestion. 
Explanation of Finance Charge: Your Finance Cl1arge is corrputed on all cash 
advances from the date each cash advance is made until we receive payment in full, 
We figure the Finance Charge on your line of credn by applying the daily periodic rate to 
the "Average Daily Balance" (Finance Charge Balance) of your line of credtt inclJding 
curren1 transactions. To get the average daily balance we take the ooginning balance of 
your line of credtt each clay. add any new cash advances or debtts. and subtract any 
payments or credits. fees and unpaid Finance Charge. This gives us your daily ba0nce. 
Then we add up all daily baances and divide this total by the nurrtier of clays in the billing 
cycle lo get the average daily balance. Then we rrultiply the average daily balance by 
the daily periodic rate limes the nurrber of days in the billing cycle The Daily Periodic 
Rate is figured by dividing the Annual Percentage Rate by the nunter of days in a year 
(365/366 clays). 
CREDIT INFORMATION: If you believe we have repcrted inaccurate inforrmtion about 
your account to a credn reporting agency. you may contact the credrt repcrting agency 
or write to us at: 
Key Credtt Research Department 
P_O. Box94518 
Cleveland, Ohio 44101-4518 
Please incude your account nurroer. a copy of your credtt report refecting the 
inaccurate information. name. address. city. state. and zip code, and an explanation of 
why you believe the information is inacrurate. 
442380000921 - 04451 
19265 
page 3 of 3 
BAI_ANClr~G YOUR ACCOUNT 
Please examine your statement and canceled checks upon 
receipt, Erasures_ alterations or irregularities should be reported 
promptly in accordance with your account agreement, The 
suggested steps below will help you balance your account, 
INSTRUCTIONS 
0 Verify and check off in your check register each deposit. 
check or other transaction shown on this statement 
6 Enter into your check register and SUBTRACT: 
• Checks or other deductions shown on our statemenl that 
you have not already enlered 
The "Service charges". if any. shown on your statement, 
@ Enter into your check register and ADD: 
• Deposits or other credits shown on your statement that 
you have not already entered. -
• The "Interest earned" shown on your statemenl, if any 
;jflfl\11111~· 
• •••·•·••oite•'• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• A~[~t··•·•••••••••••••••.• 
TOTAL t $ 
--------+-----
·~···•• .• :11;¥i&iwaJs1~~·······,.·,···· 
• $~t®tAAtC > ,.·.· · ... 
$ I 
f--------+-------~- ---
$ I 
$ I 
TOTAL t $ 
81'.3 
KeyBank 
P.O. Box 2211'1 
Albany, NY 12201-2114 
Business Banking Statement 
April 30, 2008 
page 1 of 2 
11 .. I, I I II I I I II I I, I II I I 11,,, I, I I I 1111 I II I I , I 11, I, I, I II I, I II I, I 
Questions or comments? 
10 02 T 0238 00000 R E:M AO 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC 
2858 WILLOW CREEK DR 
Call our Key Business Resource Center 
1-888-KEY4BIZ (1-888-539-4249) 
SANDY UT 84093-2049 
Enroll in Online Banking today at Key.com. 
Access your.available accounts, transfer funds and view your transactions right from your PC. 
KeyNotes 
Choices' Choices! Choices! Effective March 31, 2008, KeyBank will offer new 
and refreshed check designs(more than 90 in all). Our new and exciting 
selection offers a variety of checking and deposit solutions to meet your 
business needs, including software compatible check designs, endorsement stamps, 
deposit tickets, security deposit bags, envelopes and more! Visit 
www.key.com/orderchecks or call 800-503-2345 to place your order today' 
KeyBank now offers personalized stationery and accessories' Visit 
www.RetailDirect.com/KeyBank for more details' 
Key Business Free Checking 442380000921 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC Beginning balance 3-31-08 
10 Subtractions 
$109,125.49 
-77,217.09 
Net fees and charges -10.00 
Ending balance 4-30-08 $31,898.40 
S ubtradions 
- ·------·----------------------- -.----·-·---------
Paper Checks • check m1ss1ng from sequence 
0002 4-7 
-------~-$400.00 
"1004 4-7 
71905 4-11 
vfoo5 4-14 
442380000921 - 04451 
38019 
150.00 
5,000.00 
12,610.44 
«ooa 4-14 
ll!D09 4-15 
VILJ 10 4-17 
_@_11 ______ 4-30 
81 :) 
3,000.00 v'1012 4-30 9,406.15 
9,000.00 l){f13 4-24 10,000.00 
5,800.00 Paper checks paid $77,217.09 
21,850.50 
I 111111111111111 lllll lllll l\11111111 !111111111111111111111111111111[ 111111111111111111111111!111111111111111111111111 
Business Banking Statement 
April 30, 2008 
page 2 of 2 
Fees and Date Quantity Unit charge 
charges 4-29-08 Returned Statement Handling Charge 1 10.00 -$10.00 
442380000921 - 04451 
38019 
Fees and charges assessed this period -$10.00 
a ? o 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~ ,~111111111111111111111 mi 11111111111111 m 1111 
KeyBank 
P.O. Box 22114 
A!bany. NY 12201-2114 
Business Bank , Statement 
May 31, 2008 
page 1 of 4 
I 1111,, 1,,1, 11 II I ,11!, 1111111II I, 111, 1111, 1111 I 1 .. 1, 11,. I, 111 I 
Questions or comments? 
7 ' 0238 00000 R EM T1 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC 
PO BOX 711946 
Call our Key Business Resource Center 
1-888-KEY4BlZ (1-888-539-4249) 
SALT LAKE CTY UT 84171-1946 
Enroll in Online Banking today at Key.com. 
Access your available accounts, transfer funds and view your transactions right from your PC. 
KeyNotes 
Important Information about the Return of Checks 
If you are still receiving actual cancelled checks or image replacements of your 
cancelled checks, please be advised that this will be discontinued, effective 
with the first statement you receive dated after July 18, 2008. 
Over the past few years, you may have begun to receive image replacements of 
your cancelled checks along with your periodic statements. Throughout the 
banking industry, the trend is to provide these images in lieu of actual checks. 
Improved technology fostered by the Check Clearing for the 21st Century Act 
(Check 21) is making the exchange of digital check images the standard, and is 
quickly eliminating the ability to return original cancelled checks. 
In place of actual cancelled checks or image replacements of your cancelled 
checks, you will receive digital images of the front and back of each check 
(multiple images per page}, conveniently organized by check number for your 
reference. This change applies to all deposit accounts and supersedes any 
agreement or understanding you may have with KeyBank to return physical checks 
with your periodic statement. There will be no fee change for the new image 
statement. 
If you should require a copy of a specific check image, please feel free to 
contact us. Check images are retained on our secure system for the period 
specified by law. 
If you prefer not to have check images displayed on your statement, online 
image-viewing options are available. Please feel free to contact your KeyBank 
representative for more information. using the phone number provided on this 
statement. 
442380000921 - 04451 
21479 
821 
Business Ban Statement 
KeyNotes (can't) 
May 31, 2008 
page 2 of 4 
Please read and retain this information with all of your KeyBank Account Opening 
Agreements and Disclosures. 
Key Business Onlines" 
Productivity, simplified. 
Introducing Key Business Online, a simple and powerful on/ine banking tool that 
can help manage your business finances-and your time-more productively. With 
Key Business Online, you'll spend less time on administrative tasks and more 
time focusing on your business. 
Key Business Online helps you: 
*View and ma_nage all your Key accounts 
*Make payments and transfers more efficiently and securely 
*Delegate tasks to trusted associates 
*Manage financial information more easily 
Try our interactive demonstration at key.comlkbo to see all the available Key 
Business Online features and functions. For more information, contact your Key 
Relationship Manager or call f-888-KEY4BIZ(f-888-539-4249). 
Persona/ and business banking: Better together. 
With Key Total Banking, you'll enjoy convenient business and personal banking 
under one roof. Choose from a variety of specialized accounts designed to fit 
your needs, and get more banking done in less time. How will you spend the 
time you save? 
To learn more, give us a call or visit your nearest KeyBank branch to speak to a 
banking Relationship Manager. 
Take advantage of Key's limited time DOUBLE offer. Between May 1 and September 
5, 2008, if you apply and are approved for a KeyBank Platinum Credit Card with 
the rebate or the rewards option, then you can receive a DOUBLE rebate or DOUBLE 
rewards on all gas, grocery, pharmacy and dining purchases for the next 6 
months! Offer available only for newly approved accounts opened in the branch 
or call center. For more details, or to apply, visit your local branch or call 
1-BBB-KEY-1234. 
442380000921 - 04451 
21479 
Key Business Free Checking 442380000921 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES. LLC 
Business Ba 
Beginning balance 4-30-08 
1 Addition 
7 Subtractions 
Ending balance 5-31-08 
Additions Qr=ps;sit_s___D_a_te __ S_e_n_·a_f ~#___ _S_o_u_r_ce ___ _ 
5-22 Customer De;iosit 
_ Statement 
May 31, 2008 
page 3 of 4 
,--·- -~- ·----·----------·-· - . 
Subtractions 
Paper Checks • check missing from sequence 
Total additions 
,898.40 
38.00 
-30,700.00 
$1,236.40 
__ $38.00 
$38.00 
-·"".=..c...c.-. .. -.....--'.....C... ____ ,, ______ ~~------ _1_0_1_7 ___ 5~--2~2 _ --·- 5,800 00 _1~0_20 _____ 5_-2_9 ______ 6~,0_0~_QQ_ 
442380000921 04451 
21479 
4,400.00 
5 000.00 
1018 5-22 6,000.00 Paper checks paid $30,700.00 
1019 5-28 2_.,750.00 
0 23· 0 - .. 
CONSUMER ACCOUNT DISCLOSURE'S 
The folklw1ng discklsures appty onty to accounts covered by the Federal Tcuth-in-
Lending Act o, U1e FeOOral Elec1ronic Funds Transfer Act. as amended, or s.1m!lar state 
Bv,-s 
page 4 of 4 
IN CASE OF ERROR OR QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR ELECTRONIC TRANSFERS: BALANCING YOUR ACCOUNT 
Cal/ us at !he phone nurTIJe1· indicated on the first page of this statement, OR write us at 
tt1e address listed ther8, as soon as you can, if you think your statement or receipt is 
wrong or ff you need rT10re intormalion 2bou1 a transfer listed on the statement or 
receipt We rrus1 hear from you no 0ter than sixty (60) days alter we sent you the 
FIRST statemont on which the problem or error appeared_ 
Tell us yoUJ name and Account nurrber 
DescriOO the error or tr·3nsfer· that yoLi are unsure about, and expBm 2s 
clearly as you can why you believe rt 1s an error or why you need more 
information; 
Tell 1Js the dollar amount o/ the suspected error. 
If you tel( us oral~'- we rnay req.Jire that you send us your complaint or question in writing 
v,ithtn ten (10) business days. 
We will investigate your corrplaint ard will correct any error promotty. If we take more 
than ten (10) business days to do this, we will recredit your account for t11e amount you 
think is in error. so that you will have usa of the money ciJring the time rt takes us to 
cotrp!Eite our investigation 
COMMON ELECTRONIC TRANSACTION DESCRIPTIONS: 
XFERTO SAV 
XFER FROM SAV 
XFER TO CKG 
XFER FROM CKG 
PMT TO CR CARD 
ADV CR CARD 
- Transfer to Savings Account 
- Transfer from Savings Account 
- Transfer to Checking Account 
Transfer trom Checking Account 
Payment to Credit Card 
Advance from Credit Card 
Preau th orlzed Credits: If you have arranged to have direct deposits made to your 
Account at least once every sixty (60) days from the samo person or company, you can 
caH us at the nurmer indicated on the reverse side to find out whether or not the deposit 
has bee 11 mnde. 
IMPORTANT LINE OF CREDIT INFORMATION 
Bllltng Rights Summary: In case of Error or Questions About Your Bltl: If you 
think your statemont is wrong, or ii you need more information about a transaction on 
this statement, write us on a separate sheet at the address shown on your statement as 
soon as possible. We must hear from you no later than sixty (60) days after we sent 
you the FIRST statement on which the error or problem appeared. You can telephone 
us, but doing so will not preserve your rights_ 
In your letter, give us 1t1e following information: 
Your name 2nd account nunt,er; 
The dollar amount of the suspected error; 
Describe the error and explain, ~ you can, why you believe there is an error. 
If you need more Information, describe the item you are unsure abourt. 
You do not have to pay any armunt in q_Jestion while we are investigating_ but you are 
still obligated to pay the parts of your bill that are not in q_Jestion. While we investigate 
your question, we cannot report you delin(!Jent or take any action to collect the amount 
you q_Jestion. 
Explanation of Finance Charge: Your Finance Charge is corrputed on all cash 
advances from the date each cash advance is made until we receive payment in full. 
We figure the Finance Charge on your line of credit by applying the rnily periodic rate to 
the "Average Daily Baence" (Finance Charge Balance) of your line o/ credit incuding 
current transactions. To g9t the average rnily balance we take the beginning balance of 
your line o/ credit each rny, add any new cash advances or debits, and subtract any 
paymonts or credits, tees and unpaid Finance Charge. This gives us your daity balance. 
Then we add up all dairy balances and divide this total by the nunner o/ days in the billing 
cycle to get the average daily balance. Then we rruttipty the average daity balance by 
the daily periodic rate times the nurrber o1 mys in the biHing cycle The Daity Periodic 
Rate is figured by dividing the Annual Percentage Rate by the nunner o/ days in a year 
(365/366 days) 
CREDIT INFORMATION· 11 you believe we have reported inaccurate information about 
your account to a credit reporting agency, you may contact the c'edit reporting agency 
or write to us at: 
Key Credit Research Department 
P_O_ Box 94518 
Cl9veland, Ohio 44101-451 B 
Please incl.Jde your account nurrber, a copy of your credrt report reflecting the 
inaccurate information, narm, address, city, state, and zip cooo, and an explanation of 
why you believe the information is inaccurate. 
442380000921 - 04451 
21479 
Please examine your statement and canceled checks upon 
receipt. Erasures, alterations or irregularities should be reported 
promptly in accordance with your accoun1 agreement_ The 
suggested steps below will help you balance your account. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
0 Verify and check off in your check register each deposit. 
check or other transaction shown on this statement. 
6 Enter into your check register and SUBTRACT: 
• Checks or other deductions shown on our statement that 
you have not already entered. 
The "Service charges", i1 any, shown on your statement. 
@ Enter into your check register and ADD: 
• Deposits or other credits shown on your statement that 
you have not already entered. 
The "Interest earned" shown on your statement, if any. 
t••••••i~r¥1;}}°~\t!t0Wat· .... !~tZ:lT'tr ¾Y~W > 
• ·• oJt¥ A~Q;t i? 
TOTAL. $ 
l••••••f if i!~i~m~1i••••·•·••·····, 
·:·:-·::.:;:::;:;::.;:::::/:/:-:>:::: <:>\/ i/\://:):/:>=-: ·. 
$ I 
& rMJ s aoJ ~ @<1 Jntet>> 
' <•t<:>tat Mf:~; > ---
$ I 
f----------t--------,~ 0• ... $µ@'~!3:#c@t~fof•••••-·•···-) im~~~•@r~fti~Nr:-
$ I 
TOTAL• $ 
824 
i<eyBank Business Bar Statement 
PC Box 22114 
A!bany, NY 12201-2114 June 30, 2008 
page 1 of 3 
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Questions or comments? 
T 0238 00000 R EM T1 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC 
PO BOX 711946 
Call our Key Business Resource Center 
1-888-KEY4BIZ (1-888-539-4249) 
SALT LAKE CTY UT 84171-1946 
Enroll in Online Banking today at Key.com. 
Access your available accounts, transfer funds and view your transactions right from your PC. 
KeyNotes 
Important Information about the Return of Checks 
If you are still receiving actual cancelled checks or image replacements of your 
cancelled checks, please be advised that this will be discontinued, effective 
with the first statement you receive dated after July 18, 2008. 
Over the past few years, you may have begun to receive image replacements of 
your cancelled checks along with your periodic statements. Throughout the 
banking industry, the trend is to provide these images in lieu of actual checks. 
Improved technology fostered by the Check Clearing for the 21st Century Act 
(Check 21) is making the exchange of digital check images the standard, and is 
quickly eliminating the ability to return original cancelled checks. 
In place of actual cancelled checks or image replacements of your cancelled 
checks, you will receive digital images of the front and back of each check 
(multiple images per page), conveniently organized by check number for your 
reference. This change applies to all deposit accounts and supersedes any 
agreement or understanding you may have with KeyBank to return physical checks 
with your periodic statement. There will be no fee change for the new image 
statement. 
If you should require a copy of a specific check image, please feel free to 
contact us. Check images are retained on our secure system for the period 
specified by law. 
If you prefer not to have check images displayed dn your statement, online 
image-viewing options are available. Please feel free to contact your KeyBank 
representative for more information, using the phone number provided on this 
statement. 
442380000921 - 04451 
22523 
KeyNotes (can't) 
(";',\ 
Business Ban1.,t,c tatement 
June 30, 2008 
page 2 of 3 
Please read and retain this information with all of your KeyBank Account Opening 
Agreements and Disclosures. 
Key Business Frne Checking 442380000921 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC 
Additions 
Subtractions 
Paper Checks 
Deposits Date Serial# __ 
6-3 
------· 
6-3 
• check m1ss1ng from sequence 
-----------
Beginning balance 5-31-08 
2 Additions 
1 Subtraction 
Ending balance 6-30-08 
Source 
Customer Deposit 
Customer Deposit 
Total additions 
$1,236.40 
+ 1,515.00 
-2,750.00 
$1.40 
-----~$~1,~00.00 
15.00 
$1,515.00 
------ ----------·---· ----·--·---------
1021 6-4 $2,750.00 Paper checks paid $2,750.00 
~ ---·--------
442380000921 - 04451 
22523 
8 n b., ,:, 
rf= ___ c_o_N_s_u_M_E_R_A_c_c_o_u_N_r_o_1s_c_L_o_s_u_R_Es ____ -----' 
The foHowlng d1sc'Osures appty only tc accounts covered by the Federal Tn..J1h-i11-
Lendin9 Act or the Federal Electronic Funds Tra:isier Ac1, as amended. or simi'3r state 
!aws 
IN CASE OF ERROR OR QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR ELECTRONIC TRANSFERS: 
Call us at !h9 phong nurrt)er indicated on the first page of this statement. OR v.1 ite us at 
the address listed there, as soon as you can. rt you think your statement or receipt is 
VwTona or ff you need more information about a 1ransfer listed on the statement or 
receipt Vve m.1st heac from you no 0.ter than s,xty (60) days alter we sent you the 
FIRST statement on ""1ich the problem or error appeared. 
Tel! us your name and Account riurrber . 
Describe the error or transfer that you are unsure about, and expa,n as 
clear~· as you can 'w"t.1y you believe rt is an error 01· v,.,11y you need n10re 
lnforrnation: 
Tell us the dollar amount of the suspected e~ror 
11 you tell us om!~. we rray reqJire that you send us your corr,=i0i:it or question in ,,,rrting 
within ten (10) business days. 
We will investigate your corrpl;aint and will correct any error promptly If we take more 
th3,1~ ten (10} business days to do this, we vJiil recredlt your account for the amount you 
think is in error. so that you will have use of the money d.Jring the time it takes us to· 
corrp!Elto our it1vE1stigation 
COMMON ELECTRONIC TRANSACTION DESCRIPTIONS: 
XFER TO SAV 
XFER FROM SAV 
XFER TO CKG 
XFER FROM CKG 
PMTTOCR CARD 
ADV CR CARD 
Transfer to Savinds Account 
- Tran,;-fer from sa:ings Account 
~ Transfer· to Checking Account 
- Transfer from Checking Account 
- Payment to Credit Card 
Advance from Credit Card 
Preauthorlzed Credits: If you have arranged to have direct deposits maole to your 
.!\ccount e! ~asr orice evg_ry stx!y (80) days from the s~m<:? person or c0n.ip3ny, you ce:in 
call us at the nu,rber indicated on the reverse side to find out whether or not the deposit 
has been made. 
IMPORTANT LINE OF CREDIT INFORMATION 
BIiiing Rights Summary: In case ol Error or Quostlons About Your BIii: If you 
think your statement is wrong, or tt you need more information about a transaction on 
thls stat~ment, write us on a sp,parate sheGt al the addrnss shown on your statement as 
soon as possible. We must hear from you no later than sixty (60) days after we sent 
you the FIRST statement on which \lie error or problem appeared You can telephone 
us. but doing so will not preserve your rights 
In your letter, give us the following information: 
Your name and account nurrber: 
Tl1e dol0r amount of the suspected error, 
Describe the error and exp0in, ~ you can, why you believe there is an error 
If you need more information. describe, the rtem you are unsure abotrt. 
You do not have to pay any amount in question while we a re investigating. but you are 
stin obligated to pay the parts of your biff that are not in q.,estion. While we investigate 
your question, we cannot report you delinq.,en1 or take any action to collect the amount 
you q.1estion. 
Explanatton of Finance Charge: Your Finance Charge is corrp.rted on all cash 
a&ances from the date each cash advance is made until we receive payment in full 
We figure the Finance Charge on your line of credit by applying the daily periodic rate to 
the "Average Daily Ba0nce" (Finance Charge Balance) of your rine of credrt ind.Jding 
current transactions To get the average daily baance we take the beginning ba0nce of 
your line of credit each day, add any new cash advances or debrts. and subtract any 
payments or credlts, fees and unpaid Finance Charge This gives us your daily ba0nce. 
Then we add up all daily ba0nces and diviole this total by the nurrber of cbys in the billing 
cycle to get the average dai~ ba0nce. Then we rruttiply the average daily ba0nce by 
the ooily periodic rate times th9 nurroer of days in the billing cycle The Daily Periodic 
Rate is figured by dividing the Annual Percentage Rate by the nurrber of days in a year 
(36513G6 days) 
CREDIT INFORMATION· If you believe we have reported inaccurate information about 
your account lo a credit reporting agency, you may contact the credit reporting agency 
or write to us at: 
Key Credit Research Derortrnent 
PO Box 94518 
Cleveland. Ohio 44101-4518 
PleasA inclJde your account nurrber, a copy of your credit report reflecting the 
inaccurate information, name, address, city, state, and zip code, and an expl;anation of 
why you befieve the information is inaccurate 
442380000921 - 04451 
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BALANCING YOUR ACCOUNT 
Plea.se examine your statement and canceled checks upon 
receipt. Erasures. alterations or irregularities should be reported 
promptly in accordance with your account agreement. The 
suggested steps below will help you balance your account. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
0 Verify and check off in your check register each deposit, 
check or other transaction shown on this statement. 
6 Enter into your check register and SUBTRACT: 
• Checks or other deductions shown on our statement that 
you have not already entered. 
The "Service charges", it any. shown on your statement. 
€) Enter into your check register and ADD: 
• Deposits or other credits shown on your statement that 
you have not already entered. 
• The "Interest earned" shown on your statement. if any. 
f-------+----- -
TOTALt $ 
TOTALt $ 
$ I 
0• .S\i@'i#{~fr#/l~d> 
~m~~itWt®~Ji¢t~i ·· · 
$ I 
1<:ey8anh \, 
PO.Box2211l 
Albany, t./Y 12201 -21 • 11 
11 .. I, I I, I I 11, I II II I I 11, I I Ill 111, I. I' I I I I, II I II I , I I, II, I I, I II I 
Busi dng Statement 
July 31, 2008 
page 1 of 2 
"42380000921 
T · 0238 00000 REM Tl 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC Questions or comments? 
PO BOX 711946 
SALT LAKE CTY UT 84111-1946 
Call our Key Business Resource Center 
1-888-KEY 4BIZ (1-888-539-4249) 
Enroll in Online Banking today at Key.com. 
Access your available accounts, transfer funds and view your transactions right from your PC. 
KeyNotes 
Important Information about Check Image Statements 
if you are receiving statements displaying digital images of the front and back 
of each check, please note the following impol1ant infonnation. 
Statements will be limited to ten thousand digital check images. Accounts with 
more than ten thousand checks per statement penod will not receive check images 
with the account statement. 
If you should require a copy of a specific check image, all the digital check 
images or to discuss other delivery channels for check images please feel free 
to contact us at the phone number provided on this statement. Check images are 
retained on our secure system for the period specified by law. 
Please read and retain this information with all of your KeyBank Account Opening 
Agreements and Disclosures. 
Take advantage of Key's limited time DOUBLE offer. Between May 1 and September 
5, 2008, if you apply and are approved for a KeyBank Platinum Credit Card with 
the rebate or the rewards option, then you can receive a DOUBLE rebate or DOUBLE 
rewards on all gas, grocef½ pharmacy and dining purchases for the next 6 
months! Offer available only for newly approved accounts opened in the branch 
or call center. For more details, or to apply, visit your local branch or call 
1-BBB-KEY-1234-. 
Key Business Free Checking 442380000921 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES. LLC 
44238000D92i D4451 
3081D 
Beginning balance 6-30-08 
Ending balance 7-31-08 
$1.40 
$1.40 
@._uSTOM ER AC_COUNT DISCLOSURES I 
Tho lo4towlng di,ci<>'ur..s •PP 
A<=t a ll'lte F.c""'i Elc,c:,.10,,ie 
ty o,,ly lo 1<.(.0<Jnt, covotod by l~o Foda~ ll\.l!l, ,i,,,Lo•ui"p 
,:.Jnds T,_·uile1 A¢1. v.s.om~ f'l da::I. QI ~un 1l .a., ci•to 1o.wft. 
IN CASE OF ERAOR OR OU ESTIOHS ABOUT YOUA ELECTAOt.JIC T/V.NSrEAS: 
·,~Jc::,1ed0ri l 1"\ (I lil"':."1 p.:1ge QI ihi~ tllli::rnem., 0~ writttu~ ;,i; C11H u,:.-.111'\e phol"k) ,. umbt:• 
,,. -s 1;,:-1 lh .... as s-o 
·p rong ~ ij you r,eecf ""'0~ •nf 
Wo must~., from you nor .. , 
on Vlfh"Ct, (1',~ prob ierr, O!" uuy 
Ot'\ e.s you can ii 'you lhihk. ~our 1a.i1em1r,n Io, r,,coipt i!. 
orrn.a1~2eiou t A tl"'.ll'ls,w ri"it0d on 1he ~,Bli!;ment 01 ~ 1ol. 
M '"~" <i:tfl( (001 day, a'1er w• s1n1 you !ho FIAST S1Alb"'6"1 
appea..,.d_ 
dl'\O Ac~O(Jl'lf number, Ti&J.;: u:J:you,nA!'l'e 
Oetc~ 11,. error 
~,"",.,.,, ~ vou <.an 
11"1 t 4J'n'\,&,l io.1; 
o, l~tre, 11\al Y<''-' are unsu,e •bovl, "'1d &x ple,r, as 
wky y~ b1::he-v-'! ,, ¼; ran enor or why you n-eitd rno,-.e 
Toil u, lhe doll.r a 1'1'Gunl ol 1h~ avs~loc:I $/?'01. 
1J you ,~Ir Vi. Offl'1y . ._~ ,n:iy ra 
"""" ' " IM( I O) ~us "<>SS.dsys. 
g u ire 1t-at you -s..e:nd us yOIJt compro.lr"\I o r q ue--sllOi\ m wnH,1,ij 
Wei """'•n." n5ili-gala vout ~oMP 
'""" let>flO) busiNS£doys 10 
,hir1.I( •& ii\ fltroi . &o "'81 yo.J w i 
G<)IT• pliete OU' i""'~ s,lgo& 1ion 
la...1 and will correc• ""Y ..,,-c,, pn:,,n_ptly II...,.. ral(o mort 
do tht.S'. w ~ w ill re,ciedh yov, 3e,eo·.;"'ll I°' !ht: a,nOV'\,l you 
fl h3V& us.a of 1"6 moMydori.r..g '.·~ Ilm e ii is1"6'! u:; f0 
OOMMON E 
i FEA TO SAV 
LECTf\ONIC T'RANSACTION DESCRIPTIONS: 
~Fen FRO l SAV 
X~EA O CKG 
XfrA FAC:-1.< CKG 
Pl.IT TOCll·C~ 
/lj)V CR CAAO 
l'1c1n.sle, 10 Sovir-g.s.Ac.coun.1 
Tran,,Lt,r i,om s2~ jl"'IC1S Acc.OUP'\I 
Tnil\S~, 10 Chod<lng Accounl 
Transl~, l'rt,'7> C~clrll\9/..oeoun1 
Paytnenl 10 c,o<:1i1 Cord 
A()ua/\ce hom CrOdH C!lrd 
P,esulhOI\Lod C,,o,J;u; ii you 
Ae<:aun1 ,.t lo.1c1 ol'\Co 6V$4Y sl 
c II II us .,1 lt1(' -ufl\btr\rioJc \!oio 
have ~~ied 10 hAo~ ctiN>CI do,i:,ooll! "'-''16 to vou, 
T'!V 160) day,: "'°"' Iha '-""" !)6i,on or ccrnp~. Y')U u n 
· on ll,o '""e""ft , ldD fo l ii,doul whlrltw.10, "°' 11\0 dopO$al 
hll,$ b~n l''\HK.1•.:. 
IMPOl"l 'l"-.IH UNI": OF CREOIT INFORMATION 
= of E:'tro/ ,,. OUO$llons /\boV, Your 81U: II ','>OUIM>l< 
·ou need n,or& lnlonnanon about ;111 tr.:u,si,c1-0n on 1h(~ 
81111"'9 R,gh1i. Sum,ni,,y: '" c 
)"<h.1r s \a1~1 •r- ""ffi/"Jl{I. o , ii ~ 
s:1.aremen!, wril~ l . S OI\ l &.eo,.:ira 
u po.s,I~. W& -n!JSI "o~no"' 
Flj:\S T ,..,.,~'""'m on which !he 
do.tl"lg SQ w ill ncl O~O$.Ol'Ve vou, 
<e ~e,l al the addr-e.5.!' sl\o""n on you, J.l~ temenl u $Ol:il\ 
y«, no Itta, than <llCfy (00) day< Mtor ·.-o u n, you Ik e 
orrororo...,olern appcored. Youc:1n ••l~hMe u,. but 
N_Jhts. 
\n yo\J.I l"?' II~. g1w us tre: to.~·f"IQ 1n lorm=.Hon: 
Uit n .... mt:o~ Y04.>I 1' ..\11'\.aA-.,~ a,c;oo 
.... .,e deUu a.·'"tOllt': e; 
Ve-s-!:n!'IC• IM erro, &i 
•..,"'. ll you l\eed m 
th~ cvsc,e,,eted enar: 
o &xpl6Jn. If YO'- ca"- ;wl'lyy.,u bc)ti,,,..e ,,,~,.,Is.an 
OrY i,,fon,,-a11011,de:senbc t~ i1emyou ere: u n sure about. 
ounr ln QU4J'hOl'I while we ,are lt'IYArtHJa1il"'lg. but 'YOU &re st.if You do nol ~~v., lo~yanyam 
ot>lig:>IOCI I0'P"Y I'-•"""' o•y= 
qucJ"hon. wc-~annot rep.art you 
, blll '"'af 1111 no1 '" qu~.oon. WhUe wo ltN4"'11iga•oyol.tl' 
d<ti l""lu«N o r u.l<e ro#\y :>eil->n lo ooll~cl 1h~ amouf\l y;>u 
ouo::s1 ion 
o: Y0u, F ,nanob Ch1100 Is computed on oil c..Jr, CJ<Olanet,on or"'"""°" Cha,v 
odvo" c.u::s ln, '"l1 i.h~ ('(;i,10 ,-a,ch e 
f'iou,e the F,c.al\Ce Clla,q• on yo 
.. Av&n,go Q.)lly 9~r.voco· (F.1<;1r, 
11"81'18Cl>OI\.$. ro g~t 11\e avttr.lfl<] 
ol c rod ii _,. day, Ddd ~ny n<>w 
c~,1, . lei!! GIid u/\paldhna"u 
uo all daily b.ala11Cd< •~d div•do 
1ha evor.iia da,loy oalal\GA. lno 
pe<iodic ru,a ome• u,~ 11<1mbc, 
/\gvro>d by di,,ld<no """ Al\f'val P 
a<f' odvon<e lo ""'ct.:: LJ/\tl! wo roc.o\~, poymonl 1,, lull W~ 
u, lina ol c ,..dll by >PPly\l'O Iha d • lly po/iod',c ral~ 10 1t\~ 
co Ch~o B.al..nca) ol your lino o/ crod<1 Jndudinoc...,...n1 
daily bata11c& we 1111(6 tho 1>o0,n11lno1:>otan~ of you• llin.t 
<'--""Ad"""""' ~ ' dobll , . ond suhlr.w:1 a11y P"Y"'Oflly t:i• 
Charoo. Th~ givM u~ yov, d~ily bofanoo. Th6n we add 
1hl~ 101ar by lho 11umh<>10/ day,: 111 iho billing eye la 10 9.i · 
n wa mvll,pfy tno •uonroo dally b.o!f.nec by 1he d3,ty 
or d4Y, In 11\0 b lllinQ cycfa, Troe o~,ly Per(od,, Aa10 ,s 
d•ys). 
CREDIT INFORMAllON: ti you 
you, .acooun1 10 a credll t"Bpo-<1 
wri1e lo usao: 
o,con••!!~ F\;11 & by lh6 ~u111bo• ol days ,n a v,.a, fJ6Y366 
b et•oivc wt- hOVO rcp,or'l~d i n3C--CUIV1.e jnfo rrnatiOl"'I. &.bOUI 
ino :i.oexy, you rn,,y a:,hi.'\ci "'° c,l'dit 1e i,M1ln(l ag~ncy ru 
i<ey c,ed.1 R~~p,01""' 
P.O.Bo'.l<.P-451B 
m 
Cl~ela.Nf. Qhio4.( 101-4518 
P~ indud¢ yO<J< ~co.,n1 '"' 
i~lom,a1 ion. name..~- c;1y 
b~eve \.ha '"'~1io,,i1 inat.eu 
mbc 1, a copy <>I you, c1edl1 report ,cil<:e11r,g the inaecurale 
1 s13 1~. af\d L;p 0::1de. al"ld ~"' ~x('ll.arHHtOl"I o( why you 
r:rl6 . 
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BALANCING YOL'A. ACCOUNT 
Please e~amine your sIa lemen! and paid check info ll'rlation 
UPOn receipt Erasures, alteralions or irregularities should be 
repor1ed promplly u-. ac cordance w i lh your account agreement 
n,'" 9ug9estad steps b elow will help you ba lance your account 
INSTRUCTIONS 
-0 Verily and check ofl in your check reg isler each deposil, 
ch~ck o r o lher trel\S./l.ClJon shown on this Slalement. 
6 Enter Into your check register and SUBTRACT: 
. Ch&cks or olher deducl ionsshown on our stalem en ! thaf 
you have nor atready entered. 
The "Se,vice charge-s ··, if any, shown on vour statemen t. 
0 Enter into your check register and ADO: 
Deposils or o lher c re<lits shown on your statement that 
you have not alreaay enle~d. 
. The " lnI ere steamed'' shown on your sIatement, 11 sny . 
0 Ual h:om your aback • Uat any ckPMil:a from regi,,te; 111Y Gheoks or your c,tMlck rwglaler 1h t 11 
olher daducflona fhal Ont ootshoMJ on your 
are notv,own qn your atatiement. 
i abilemerit. _ ,._, 
-
,-. 
-'--·--
-- - -Check, O.Jnl Dal6 ,\mo.int 
or Data ' 
__ ,__ 
TOTAL 
-+ $ 
e Enter ending l:>alanoe 
ehown ort yo1Jt 
tatemenl. 
r 
-' I ~ -
-· $ I 
8 Md 5 and 8 and cait-.r 
·· -
-
talal hero. 
I 
. 
$ 
O ; ~ter lo.tat from 4. 
$ I 
0 JS>lrac.t a rrorn 7 and 
enjer difference here. 
s r 
l ThiUJJ1QUnlshould wfth 
1$ TOTAL-+ yow ei:lc raollter Mee. 

























KeyNotes (can't) 
Business Banking Statement 
June 30, 2008 
page 2 of 3 
Please read and retain this information with all of your K eyBank Account Opening 
Agreements and Disclosures. 
Key Business Free Checking 442380000921 
'IETOr~ .. v'iEV'J GC·Lr:' CSTATES, LLC Beginnirig bala11ce 5-31-DS 
2 Additions 
1 Subtraction 
Ending balance 6-30-08 
Additions Q_e_QQ_'!J_ts ___ D_at_e __ S_e_r_ia_l~#~ __ Source 
Suhtractions 
6-3 Customer Deposit 
-'--6-_3 ______ Customer Deposit 
Total additions 
Paper Checks • check missing from sequence 
1021 6-4 
-----
442380000921 - 04451 
22523 
$2,750.00 Paper checks paid $2,750.00 
p.3 
$,,236 40 
+1,515.00 
-2,750.00 
$1.40 
$1,500.00 
15.00 
$1,515.00 
Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISB No. 6996 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
[<laho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
Phone: (208) 523-5171 
Fax: (208) 529-9732 
Attorneys for Defendant, Schiess & Associates, P.C. 
DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah limited liability 
company, 
Plaintit1~ 
vs. 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a Utah limited 
liability company; ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; WESTERN EQUITY, 
LLC, a Utah limited liability company; AMERITITLE 
COMPANY; ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation; 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho Professional 
Service Corporation; HD SUPPLY WATERWORKS, 
LTD,; DOES 1-3, and ALL PERSONS IN POSSESION 
OF REAL PROPERTY DESCRIBED HEREIN. 
Defendants. 
SC} IIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho Professional 
Service Corporation, 
Counterclaimant, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah limited liability 
company. 
Counterdefendant. 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES. P.C., an Idaho Professional 
Service Corporation, ~ 7~, f 
Case No.: CV-08-4395 
ORDER FOR DEFAULT IN FAVOR 
OF SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C. 
AND AGAINST TETON VIEW 
GOLF ESTATES, LLC 
APR O 6 2010 
Crossclaimant, 
vs. 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a Utah limited 
liability company; ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; WESTERN EQUITY, 
LLC, a Utah limited liability company; AMERITITLE 
COMPANY; ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation; HD 
SUPPLY WATERWORKS, LTD.; DOES I-3, and ALL 
PERSONS IN POSSESION OF REAL PROPERTY 
DESCRIBED HEREIN. 
Crosse.le fend ants. 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho Professional 
Service Corporation. 
Third Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BRAD ZUNDEL, an individual; JIM ZUNDEL, an 
ind iv i<lual. 
Third Pa Defendants. 
Upon Application for Order Entering Default and for Default Judgment and upon 
good cause showing: 
IT IS ORDERED: Default shall be and is entered against Teton View Golf 
Estates, LLC and in favor of Schiess & Associates, P.C. 
Attest r y hand and seal of said Court on_!l_day ~ 2010. 
Jon . ndurlng 
Distli 't Judge 
CLERK'S NOTICE OF ENTRY 
~Uc.J, C [ certify that on~ 2, 2010, I served a true and correct copy of the ORDER 
FOR DEFAULT lN FAVOR OF SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C. AND AGAINST 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC upon the following by the method of delivery 
designated: 
Alan Harrison 
Alan R. Harrison Law 
497 N Capital Avenue, Suite 210 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Fax: 552-1176 
Idaho Development 
Karl Decker 
Holden Kidwel I 
PO Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130 
Fax: 523-9518 
ZBS, LLC 
Mark Fuller 
Fuller & Carr 
PO Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935 
Fax: 524-7167 
DePatco 
Lynn C. Spafford 
Teton View Golf Estates, LLC 
PO Box 711946 
Salt Lake City, UT 84171 
Tony M. Versteeg 
Western Equity, LLC 
Rothchild Properties 
11105 S. Londonberry Drive 
Draper, UT 84092 
Jeffrey D. Brunson 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Fax: 529-9732 
Clerk of the Court 
DUS Mail GJ Hand delivered D Facsimile 
DUS Mail EZJ Hand delivered D Facsimile 
DUS Mail l2J Hand delivered D Facsimile 
LiJ US Mail D Hand delivered D Facsimile 
152] US Mail D Hand delivered D Facsimile 
DUS Mail I] Hand delivered D Facsimile 
Orner for f)efault in Favor of Schiess & Associates, P.C. and Against Teton View Golf 
Karl R. Decker, ISB #3390 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
P.O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone 208-523-0620 
Facsimile 208-523-9518 
Attorneys for ZBS, LLC 
7TH JIJlJIC:if.,' D'.:; i ,, ; - i' ' 
amw v: - • !i, 
1 0 "" j .!ii p ! •'jC ' ' ... ) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTI OF BONNEVILLE 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
WESTERN EQUITI, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company; 
AMERITITLE COMPANY; ZBS, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; 
DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation; 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an 
Idaho Professional Services 
Corporation; HD SUPPLY 
WATERWORKS, LTD; DOES 1-3 and 
ALL PERSONS IN POSSESSION OF 
REAL PROPERTY DESCRIBED 
HEREIN, 
Defendants. 
Order of Default (Teton View) 
8 r.:; :1 •J . 
Case No. CV-2008-4395 
ORDER OF DEFAULT ( TETON VIEW) 
Page - 1 
ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, 
vs. 
Counterclaimant/ cross-
claimant/third-party 
plaintiff 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company 
Counter-defendant, 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
AMERITITLE COMPANY; 
DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation; 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an 
Idaho Professional Services 
Corporation; 
HD SUPPLY WATERWORKS, LTD; 
Cross-defendants, 
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., 
an Idaho corporation, as and only as 
trustee, 
IDAHO TITLE & TRUST, INC., as and 
only as trustee, 
DOES 1-20; 
Third-party defendants. 
IN THIS ACTION, the counterdefendants, Teton View Golf Associates, LLC, 
having been regularly served with process, and having been ordered to appoint counsel 
licensed to practice in the State of Idaho, and having failed to appoint such counsel, and 
the time allowed by law for appointment having expired, upon application of Holden, 
Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, PLLC, attorneys for the crossclaimant, ZBS, LLC the default of 
the said crossdefendants is hereby ordered entered according to law. 
Order of Default (Teton View) Page - 2 
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DATED this __ da~pfi1,t2010. 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
,~ I hereby certify that I am the clerk of the above-entitled court, and that on the 
.._1 day of H..cL.t__, 2010, I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
document on the per~0ks listed below by mailing, with the correct postage thereon, or 
by causing the same to be hand delivered. 
Persons Served: 
Alan R. Harrison 
ALAN R. HARRISON LAW, PLLC 
497 N. Capital Avenue, Suite 210 
Idaho Falls ID 83402 
Jeffrey D. Brunson 
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY, PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls ID 83404-7495 
Mark Fuller 
FULLER & CARR 
PO Box 50935 
Idaho Falls ID 83405-0935 
Tammie D. Whyte 
Idaho Title & Trust 
PO Box50367 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Richard W. Mollerup 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP 
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 0 ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
-- ·--
Plaintiff, 
-vs.-
TETON VEIW GOLF ESTATES, et al., 
Defendants. 
________________ ) 
Case No. CV-2008-4395 
MINUTE ENTRY 
0\ 
::"· 
On May 4, 2010, at 1 :00 PM several motions came on for hearing before the Honorable 
Jon J. Shindurling, District Judge, sitting in open court at Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
Mr. Jack Fuller, Court Reporter, and Ms. Grace Walters, Deputy Court Clerk, were 
present. 
Mr. Alan Harrison appeared on behalf of the plaintiff. 
Mr. Jeff Bruson appeared on behalf of the defendant, Scheiss. Mr. Decker appeared on 
behalf of the defendants, ZBS and Zundels. Mr. Fuller appeared on behalf of the defendant, 
DePatco. 
Mr. Fuller presented argument on the Motion for Judgment and requested the Court 
granted the Judgment and allow the foreclosure to allow payment on the bills. 
Mr. Decker presented argument on the Motion for Default and Summary Judgment and 
requested the Court issue an order of foreclosure and find ZBS is entitled to funds over Idaho 
Development. 
MINUTE ENTRY - 1 
Q6'] u . 
Mr. Brunson presented argument to the Court on the Schiess' Motion for Default 
Judgment and requested default judgment. 
Mr. Harrison opposed the motions for settlement agreement and requested the Court 
delay ruling until the Motion for Reconsideration is heard. 
Mr. Decker rebutted the opposition argument. 
Mr. Fuller rebutted the opposition argument and objected to any delay in the ruling. 
The Court granted the summary judgment motions and the default judgments. The Court 
requested a judgment resolving the case. The Court stated there are no material issues or finding 
of facts remaining in this case. There is no stay in this case. Mr. Decker will submit a final order 
for signature, resolving all issues in this case. A hearing on the motion to reconsider was set on 
July 12, 2010 at 9:00 AM. 
Court was thus adjourned. 
c: Alan Harrison 
Mark Fuller 
Karl Decker 
Jeff Brunson 
MINUTE ENTRY - 2 
URLING 
District Judge 
MAY. 4. 2010 12: 11PM N MOL ERIJP 
Richard W. Mollerup1 ISB #4754 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
755 W. Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
(208) 342-6066 Telephone 
(208) 336-9712 Fax 
mollerup@lawidaho_com 
I:\264.157\.PLD\Answer to 3rd Pty Compfa.intdoc 
Attorneys for Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. 
NO. 48 2 p 2 
i i 
~ . " ' 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company; WESTERN 
EQUITY, LLC, a Utah limited liability 
company; AMERITITLE COMPANY; ZBS, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; 
DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho corporation; 
SCHIESS & ASSOCL-\TES, P.C., an Idaho 
professional services corporation; HD 
SUPPLY WATERWORKS, LTD; DOES 1-3 
and ALL PERSONS IN POSSESSION OF 
REAL PROPERTY DESCRIBED HEREIN, 
Defendants. 
Case No-CV 2008-4395 
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW 
CORP.'S ANSWER TO 
COUNTERCLAIM, CROSS-CLAIIVI AND 
THIRD PARTY CO1\1PLAINT FILED BY 
ZBS,LLC 
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.'S ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM, 
CROSS-CLAIM AND THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT FILED BY ZBS, LLC - Page I 
MAY. 4.21l1012:11PM AN MOLLERUP 
ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, 
v. 
Counterclaimantl 
Cross-claimant/third-
party plaintiff, 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT. LLC a Utah 
. ' 
limited liability company, 
Counter-defendant, 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
AMERITITLE COMP ANY; DEP ATCO, 
INC., an Idaho corporation; SCHIESS & 
ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho professional 
services corporation; HD SUPPLY 
WATERWORKS, LTD, 
Cross-defendants, 
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP.; an 
Idaho corporation, as and only as trust, 
IDAHO TITLE & TRUST, INC., as and only 
as trustee, DOES 1-20; 
Third-party defendants. 
NO. 48 2 P. 3 
COMES NOW, Third-Party Defendant Alliance Title & Escrow Corp., a Delaware 
corporation ("Alliance Title"), by and through its attorneys of record, Meuleman Mollerup LLP, 
and admits, denies and answers the Counterclaim, Cross-Claim and Third Party Complaint filed 
by ZBS, LLC (the "Third Party Complaint'') as follows: 
1. Alliance Title lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations 
contained in Paragraph 1 of the Third Party Complaint and, on that basis, denies same. 
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP,'S ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM, 
CROSS-CLAIM AND THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT FILED BY ZBS, LLC - Page 2 
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2. Alliance Title admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 2 of the Third Party 
Complaint. 
3. Alliance Title admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 3 of the Third Party 
Complaint, with the exception that Alliance Title is a Delaware corporation. 
4. Alliance Title lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the balance of the 
allegations contained in th.e Third Party Complaint and, on that basis, denies same. 
5. Alliance Title, by letter dated June 29, 2009, addressed to counsel for ZBS, LLC 
and filed with this Court, stated that because Alliance Title was named solely in its capacity as 
Trustee under the Idaho Development Deed of Trust, Alliance Title would file no responsive 
pleadings and would abide by the Order of the Court so long as no costs, fees or damages were 
sought against Alliance Title. Alliance Title files this answer solely to prevent from being 
defaulted from the above-entitled litigation. It is the understanding of Alliance Title that Idaho 
Development, LLC, the beneficiary under the Idaho Development Deed of Trost, is still involved 
in litigation and is asserting its lien. Alliance Title is unsure of the effect on the Idaho 
Development Deed of Trust if A11iance Title allows itself to be defaulted from the litigation. 
Alliance Title maintains its position that it is named in the above-entitled litigation solely in its 
capacity as Trostee under the Idaho Development Deed of Trust and, so long as no party seeks 
damages, costs or fees against Alliance Title, Alliance Title will file no further responsive 
pleadings and abide by any Order of the Court. 
DATED this 4 day of May, 2010. 
MEULEMAN MOLLER LP 
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP,'S ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM, 
CROSS-CLAIM AND THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT FILED BY ZBS, LLC - Page 3 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the~ day of May, 2010, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below to the following parties: 
Karl R. Decker 
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo P.LL.C. 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
P.O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: 208/523-0620 
Facsimile: 208/523-9518 
Counsel for ZBS, LLC 
D FS. Mail o Hand Delivered CJ Overnight Mail )dfacsimile 
Alan R. Harrison 
Allan R. Harrison Law, PLLC 
497 North Capital Avenue, Suite 210 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
Telephone: 208/552-1165 
Facsimile: 208/552-1176 
Counsel/or Melinda Boswell 
o U.S. Mail tJ Hand Delivered o Overnight Mai1 4acsimile 
Douglas R. Hookland 
Scott & Hookland LLP 
9185 S.W. Burnham 
P.O. Box 23414 
Tigard, Oregon 97281 
Telephone: 208/620-4540 
Facsimile: 208/620-4315 
Counsel/or HD Supply Waterworks, Ltd. 
o U.S. Mail o Hand Delivered o Overnight Mail /4csimile 
Jeffrey D. Brunson 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney, PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495 
Telephone: 208/523-5171 
Facsimile: 208/529-9732 
Counsel for Schiess & Associates, P. C. 
CJ U.S. Mail CJ Hand DeJivered o Overnight Mail /4csimile 
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Mark Fuller 
Fuller & Carr 
AN MOLLERUP 
410 Memorial Drive, Suite 201 
P.O. Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0935 
Telephone: 208/524-5400 
Facsimile: 208/524-7167 
Counsel for Depatco, Inc. 
o U.S. Mail CJ Hand Delivered EJ Overnight Mail ;a".Facsimile 
Lynn Spafford 
P.O. Box 711946 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84171 
Counsel for Teton View Golf Estates, LLC 
/u.s. Mail o Hand Delivered o Overnight Mail o Facsimile 
Tony Versteeg 
11105 Londonderry Drive 
Sandy, Utah 84092 
Counsel for Western Equity, LLC 
/u.s. l\fail CJ Hand Delivered CJ Overnight Mail o Facsimile 
Charles C. Just 
Kipp Manwaring 
Just Law Office 
3 81 Shoup A venue~ Suite 211 
P .0. Box 50271 
Idal10 Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: 208/523-9106 
Facsimile: 208/523-9146 
Counsel for Sandra A. MacArthur 
o U.S.Mail D Hand Delivered o Overnight Mail /4csimile 
Tammie D. Whyte 
Idaho Title & Trust 
PO Box 50367 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
NO. 48 2 
D Hand Delivered o Overnight Mail CJ Facsimile 
~~:? 
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Karl R. Decker, ISB #3390 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. 
1000 Rivenvalk Drive, Suite 200 
P.O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone 208-523-0620 
Facsimile 208-523-9518 
Attorneys for ZBS, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company; 
AMERITITLE COMP ANY; ZBS, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; 
DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation; 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an 
Idaho Professional Services 
Corporation; HD SUPPLY 
WATERWORKS, LTD; DOES 1-3 and 
ALL PERSONS IN POSSESSION OF 
REAL PROPERTY DESCRIBED 
HEREIN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2008-4395 
JUDGMENT, DECREE OF FORECLOSURE, 
AND ORDER OF SALE 
AND 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
Judgment, Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale, and Rule 54(b) Certifi[0a/f\ [ C ~; ~~;/) 
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ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, 
vs. 
Counterclaimant/ cross-
claimant/third-party 
plaintiff 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company 
Counter-defendant, 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
AMERITITLE COMPANY; 
DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation; 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an 
Idaho Professional Services 
Corporation; 
HD SUPPLY WATERWORKS, LTD; 
Cross-defendants, 
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., 
an Idaho corporation, as and only as 
trustee, 
IDAHO TITLE & TRUST, INC., as and 
only as trustee, 
DOES 1-20; 
Third-party defendants. 
This matter came before the Court for hearing in open court on May 4, 2010 on 
the Motion for Summary Judgment of crossclaimant, ZBS, LLC ("ZBS") dated April 6, 
2010, the Motion for Judgment and Order Approving Settlement Agreement to Perform 
Joint Foreclosure and for Certificate of Final Judgment of crossclaimant DePatco, Inc., 
("DePatco") dated April 20, 2010, and applications for entry of default against defendant 
Teton View Golf Estates, LLC filed by ZBS and Schiess & Associates, PC ("Schiess"). 
Judgment, Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale, and Rule 54(b) Certificate Page - 2 
In its Motion for Summary Judgment ZBS asserted that its deed of trust was the 
first and paramount lien on the Real Property and that it should be foreclosed and the 
Real Property sold to attempt to satisfy the debt. Subsequent to this motion ZBS, 
DePatco, and Schiess entered into an agreement to jointly foreclose their liens. Plaintiff 
Idaho Development, LLC is the only party that opposed entry of summary judgment in 
favor of ZBS. Plaintiff argued that ZBS had subordinated its claim to Plaintiffs Deed of 
Trust and should not be accorded priority. 
Karl R. Decker of Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P .L.L.C., appeared on behalf of 
the ZBS. Jeffrey D. Brunson of Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA appeared on behalf of 
Schiess. Mark R. Fuller of Fuller & Carr appeared on behalf of DePatco. Alan R. 
Harrison of Alan R. Harrison Law, PLLC appeared on behalf of plaintiff Idaho 
Development Company, LLC. 
Prior to the May 4, 2010 hearing the Court had granted Summary Judgment in 
favor of DePatco on December 22, 2009 in the amount of $729,357.51 plus interest 
accruing thereon at the rate of 5.625% per annum. 
Prior to the May 4, 2010 hearing the Court had issued an Opinion, Decision, and 
Order on Defendant DePatco's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment" which was 
entered April 2, 2010 ("April 2 Order") which determined that debt secured by Plaintiffs 
deeds of trust be recharacterized as a capital contribution in Teton View Golf Estates, 
LLC, and subordinated to the claims of Teton View's legitimate creditors. 
At the May 4, 2010 hearing the Court granted ZBS's Motion for Summary 
Judgment, and the Court has also granted DePatco's motion for joint foreclosure by 
ZBS, DePatco and Schiess as these parties have stipulated. 
The defendant Teton View Golf Estates, LLC has failed to appear and answer '"'ith 
respect to the claims of ZBS and Schiess, and also failed to appoint counsel admitted to 
practice in the State of Idaho and default has been entered against Teton View Golf 
Estates, LLC pursuant to Rule 55(a)(1) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Judgment, Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale, and Rule 54(b) Certificate Page - 3 
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Third-party defendants AmeriTitle, Inc., and Idaho Title & Trust, Inc. as trustee 
of deeds of trust at issue in this matter stipulated to entry of judgment. 
The Court having determined that a Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure should 
be entered in this case at this time, and the Court being fully advised in the premises; 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED 
as follows: 
1. That the Deed of Trust recorded February 29, 2008 as Instrument No. 
1291905, as amended by that Amendment of Deed of Trust dated March 7, 2008, 
recorded March 10, 2008 as Instrument No. 1292697; and, the Deed of Trust recorded 
August 25, 2008 as Instrument No. 1309847, Official Records of Bonneville County, 
Idaho which are held by plaintiff Idaho Development, LLC are avoided and ordered 
released of record pursuant to the April 2 Order. 
2. The Deed of Trust in favor of the ZBS, executed March 10, 2008 and 
recorded March 10, 2008, as Instrument No. 1292699, Official Records of Bonneville 
County, Idaho, (the "ZBS Deed of Trust") is a valid first lien and security interest on the 
below-described property securing an indebtedness of principal in the amount of 
$640,000.00, interest in the amount of $69,302.44 as of June 17, 2009 and accruing 
interest in the amount $157.81 per day for 324 days to May 7, 2010 in the amount of 
$41,130-44 for total interest of $120,432.88 as of May 7, 2010, for a total principal and 
interest of $760,432.88, plus attorney's fees and costs incurred herein as shall be shmvn 
hereafter pursuant to the provisions of Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54. The above-
referred sums constitute a total indebtedness due and owing to ZBS secured by the ZBS 
Deed of Trust. 
3. The Claim of Lien of DePatco recorded October 20, 2008 as Instrument 
No. 1314766, Official Records of Bonneville County, Idaho (hereafter "Depatco Lien") 
which was reduced to judgment in the amount of $729,357.51 plus accruing interest 
from December 22, 2009, at the rate of 5.625% per annum, is a valid first lien and 
Judgment, Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale, and Rule 54(b) Certificate 
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security interest on the below-described property securing an indebtedness of principal 
in the amount of $729,357.51 on which interest in the amount of$ 112-40 per day for 
136 days for total interest $15,286-40 has accrued as of May 7, 2010 for a total principal 
and interest due thereon of $744,661.91, plus attorney's fees and costs incurred herein 
as shall be shown hereafter pursuant to the provisions of Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
54. The above-referred sums constitute a total indebtedness due and owing to DePatco 
secured by the DePatco Lien. 
4. The Claim of Lien of Schiess recorded October 29, 2008 as Instrument No. 
1316496, Official Records of Bonneville County, Idaho (hereafter "Schiess Lien") is a 
valid first lien and security interest on the below-described property securing an 
indebtedness of principal in the amount of $92,880.71 as of April 28, 2009 on which 
interest of $17,204.97 had accrued through May 7, 2010 for a total due thereon of 
$110,085.68, plus attorney's fees and costs incurred herein as shall be shown hereafter 
pursuant to the provisions of Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54. The above-referred sums 
constitute a total indebtedness due and owing to Schiess secured by the Schiess Lien. 
5. Judgment of foreclosure is hereby entered against Teton View Golf 
Estates, LLC: 
(a) in favor of ZBS in the amount of $760,432.88 with interest at the legal 
rate of 5.625% from May 7, 2010 until paid; 
(b) in favor of DePatco in the amount of $729,357.51 ½rith interest at the legal 
rate of 5.625% from December 22, 2009 until paid; and 
(c) in favor of Schiess in the amount of $110,085.68 with interest at the legal 
rate of 5.625% from May 7, 2010 until paid; 
for a combined total principal amount of $1,599,876.07 with accrued interest of 
$15,286-40 for a total of principal and interest due as of May 7, 2010 of $1,615,162.47 
upon which total amount execution may issue. 
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6. The property described in and subject to the ZBS Deed of Trust, DePatco 
Lien and Schiess Lien is situated in the County of Bonneville, State of Idaho, and is more 
particularly described as follows (the "Property"): 
All of Blocks 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and Lots 1-24 of Block 6 of Teton View Estates, 
Division No. 1 according to the Plat thereof recorded August 27, 2008 as 
Instrument No. 1310084, Official Records of Bonneville County, Idaho. 
7. The ZBS Deed of Trust, the DePatco Lien, and the Schiess Lien are 
foreclosed, and all interest which the crossdefendant, Teton View Golf Estates, LLC, as 
the record title ovvner of the Property, and any all parties claiming by or through Teton 
View Golf Estates, LLC, in the Property shall be sold by the Sheriff of Bonneville County, 
Idaho, in one parcel in the manner provided by law, payable in cash, lawful money of the 
United States of America, in accordance with the practice of this Court. Provided, 
however, the ZBS, DePatco and Schiess shall be allowed to make a credit bid at such 
sale in an amount not exceeding the total indebtedness due and owing to ZBS, DePatco, 
and Schiess as set forth herein or as hereafter amended. 
8. The Plaintiff, Idaho Development, LLC and crossdefendants/ counter-
defendants/ third-party defendants, Alliance Title & Escrow Corp.; AmeriTitle, Inc; 
Idaho Title & Trust, Inc; and all persons claiming through or under them as purchasers, 
encumbrancers or otherwise, and all persons claiming to have any equity or interest in 
the Property after the recording of a Lis Pendens on June 19, 2009 as Instrument No. 
1336195, Official Records of Bonneville County, Idaho, are foreclosed of any interest, 
liens or claims in the Property and every portion thereof, save and except the statutory 
rights of redemption as said parties or any of them may have. 
9. The proceeds of the Sheriffs Sale shall be applied first to the cost of sale; 
second, toward the satisfaction of the indebtedness owing to ZBS, DePatco, and Schiess 
as set forth above; and third, any surplus thereafter remaining shall be paid into this 
,Judgment, Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale, and Rule 54(b) Certificate Page - 6 
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District Court for further determination regarding priority among those parties to this 
litigation whose rights are subordinate to the liens foreclosed herein. 
10. That ZBS, DePatco, and Schiess collectively, or any party to this suit, may 
become the purchaser at the sale of the Property, and the purchaser thereof shall be 
entitled to all of the rights and privileges of such purchaser under the laws of the State of 
Idaho, including the right to possession thereof on the production of the Sheriffs 
Certificate of Sale. 
11. The Sheriff of Bonneville County, Idaho, shall, after the time allowed by 
law for redemption has expired, execute a Deed to the purchaser or purchasers at such 
sale, and if any party of this action or any person who has since the commencement of 
this action come into possession under them, or either of them, shall refuse to deliver 
possession thereof to said purchasers on production of the Deed for such premises a '"-'rit 
of assistance, may, without further notice, be issued to compel such delivery to the 
purchaser or purchasers. 
·It DATED this-~/~ day of May, 2010. 
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RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above Judgment and Order it is 
hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), I.R.Civ.P., that the Comt has 
determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a final Judgment and 
that the Court has and does hereby direct that the above Judgment or Order shall be a 
final Judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided 
by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
DATED this \ \ day of May, 2010. I I 
Jon J. hindurling 
District Judge 
G I\NPDATA\KRDI 15389, ZBS LLC\03 Plead1ngs\Judgmen\. Decree of Foreclosure, Order of Sale. 2010-05-07 wpd 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Judgment, 
Decree of Foreclosure, Order of Sale and Rule 54(b) Certificate entered by the Court and 
on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice ,vere seffed as follows on 
LYNN SPAFFORD 
2858 E. WILLOW CREEK DR. 
SANDY UT 84093 
___X_Mailed __ Hand Delivered __ Courthouse Box __ Fax 
TONY VERSTEEG 
11105 LONDONDERRY DR. 
SANDY UT 84092 
--/.... Mailed Hand Delivered __ Courthouse Box Fax 
RICHARD W. MOLLERUP 
755 W FRONT STREET, SUITE 200 
BOISE ID 83702-5802 
?< Mailed Hand Delivered __ Courthouse Box Fax 
KIPP L. MANWARING 
381 SHOUP AVENUE, SUITE 210 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
___X_Mailed __ Hand Delivered __ Courthouse Box __ Fax 
ALAN R. HARRISON 
497 N CAPITAL, STE 210 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
Mailed Hand Delivered X Courthouse Box Fax 
DOUGLASR.HOOKLAND 
P.O. BOX 23414 
9185 S. W. BURNHAM STREET 
TIGARD OR 97281-3414 
XMailed Hand Delivered Courthouse Box Fax 
,TEFFREY D. BRUNSON 
2105 CORONADO 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83404-7495 
Mailed Hand Delivered X Courthouse Box __ Fax 
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MARK R. FULLER 
P.O. BOX 50935 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83405 
Mailed Hand Delivered _x_ Courthouse Box 
-- --
KARL R. DECKER 
P.O. BOX 50130 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83405 
_ _Mailed Hand Delivered .... X__ Courthouse Box 
~~ 
Dated: --------=-------
RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of District Court 
By:_---!,?2£.""'-"""--"-----*kc-'---""'="""'-'-------
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Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISB No. 6996 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
Phone: (208) 523-5171 
Fax: (208) 529-9732 
Attorneys for Defendant, Schiess & Associates, P.C. 
DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO 
lDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah limited liability 
company, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a Utah limited 
liability company; ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; WESTERN EQUITY, 
LLC, a Utah limited liability company; AMERITITLE 
COMPANY; ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation; 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho Professional 
Service Corporation; HD SUPPLY WATERWORKS, 
LTD,; DOES 1-3, and ALL PERSONS IN POSSESION 
OF REAL PROPERTY DESCRIBED HEREIN. 
Defendants. 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho Professional 
Service Corporation, 
Counterclaimant, 
VS. 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah limited liability 
company. 
Counterdefendant. 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho Professional 
Service Corporation, 
Case No.: CV-08-4395 
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Crosse laimant, 
vs. 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a Utah limited 
liability company; ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; WESTERN EQUITY, 
LLC, a Utah limited liability company; AMERITITLE 
COMPANY; ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; DEPATCO, INC., an ldaho Corporation; HD 
SUPPLY WATERWORKS, LTD,; DOES I-3, and ALL 
PERSONS IN POSSESION OF REAL PROPERTY 
DESCRIBED HEREIN. 
Crossdefendants. 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho Professional 
Service Corporation, 
Third Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BRAD ZUNDEL, an individual; JIM ZUNDEL, an 
individual. 
Third Pa Defendants. 
The parties, Schiess & Associates, P.C. and Brad Zundel and Jim Zundel, by and 
through their cow1sels of record, hereby stipulate and agree to dismiss all claims between 
them in the above entitled matter with prejudice as the parties have resolved all issues to 
the satisfaction of each party. The parties further agree that each shall be responsible for 
their own attorney fees and costs incurred. 
DATED: May IL{, 2010. DATED: May _____'l_l_, 2010. 
Karl Decker 
Holden Kidwell 
DlgltallyslgnedbyKarlR_Decker 
DN· c:n.,·Karl R_ Decke1,o~-Holde-n, Kld~II. Hahn & C1apo, 
P.L.L.Cou, eman~kdecker@holdenlegal com, c~us 
Date:1010.0~.13 09:14:03-06"00' 
Attorney for Brad and Jim Zundel 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify I am a licensed attorney in the state of Idaho , and on May J_Jd_, 2010, I 
served a true and conect copy of the STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL OF THIRD 
PARTY DEFENDANTS, BRAD ZUNDEL AND JIM ZUNDEL upon the following by 
the method of delivery designated: 
Alan Harrison 
Alan R. Harrison Law 
497 N Capital Avenue, Suite 210 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Fax: 1176 
Idaho Development 
Karl Decker 
Holden Kidwell 
PO Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130 
Fax: 523-9518 
ZBS, LLC 
Mark Fuller 
Fnller & Carr 
PO Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935 
Fax: 524-7167 
DePatco 
Lynn C. Spafford 
Teton View Golf Estates, LLC 
PO Box 711946 
Salt Lake City, UT 84171 
Tony M. Versteeg 
Western Equity, LLC 
Rothchild Properties 
11105 S. Londonberry Drive 
Draper, UT 84092 
DUS Mail D Hand delivered ~csimile 
D US Mail D Hand delivered ~simile 
DUS Mail D Hand delivered ~csimile 
Bus Mail D Hand delivered D Facsimile 
~ Mail D Hand delivered D Facsimile 
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Bonneville County Courthouse 
605 N Capital Avenue 
~ Mail D Hand-delivered GJ Facsimile 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Fax: 529-1300 
Gaffney PA 
tomeys for Defendant, Schiess & Associates, P.C. 
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MARK R. FULLER ( ISB No. 2 698) 
DANIEL R. BECK (ISB No. 7237) 
FULLER & CARR 
410 MEMORIAL DRIVE, SUITE 201 
P.O. Box 5 0 9 3 5 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0935 
TELEPHONE: (208) 524-5400 
ATTORNEY FOR DEPATCO, INC. 
L"ln I lq 11 '. ' ·: J :, J ~ • 'i , . i.J 
~ F. ' ) i 
. '/ i 1 () f'-1 
,, Ty 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL 
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR 
THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IDAHO 
Utah 
company, 
DEVELOPMENT, 
limited 
LLC., a ) 
liability) 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC., 
a Utah limited liability 
company, ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, 
LLC., a Utah limited liability 
company, WESTERN EQUITY, LLC., 
A Utah limited liability 
company, AMERITITLE COMPANY; 
ZBS, LLC., an Idaho limited 
liability company, DEPATCO, 
INC., an Idaho corporation, 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an 
Idaho Professional 
Corporation, HD 
WATERWORKS, LTD., 
and ALL PERSONS IN 
OF REAL PROPERTY 
HEREIN 
Service 
SUPPLY 
DOES 1-3, 
POSSESSION 
DESCRIBED 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-08-4395 
MOTION FOR AWARD OF 
ATTORNEY FEES 
COMES NOW the Defendant, DePatco, Inc., by its counsel of 
record, Mark R. Fuller, pursuant to Idaho Code §45-513, §12-120 
MOTION FOR AWARD OF ,Zfl'TORNEY FEES - 1 
and IRCP 54 (d) (5) and 54 (e) (3) and seeks an award of attorney fees 
based upon the Judgment, Decree of Foreclosure, and Order of Sale 
and Rule 54(b) Certificate entered May 11, 2010. This action was 
pursued by Defendant based upon breach of contract, breach of 
implied contract, unjust enrichment and foreclosure of 
materialman's lien under I.C. §45-507, et seq. 
ATTORNEY FEES UNDER I.C. §45-513 
Idaho Code §45-513 provides for a mandatory award of attorney 
fees based upon foreclosure of materialman's liens: 
The court shall also allow 
monies paid for filing and 
reasonable attorney's fees. 
as part of the costs 
recording the claim, 
the 
and 
The evaluation of attorney fees under this provision was addressed 
in Electrical Wholesale Supply Co. v. Nielson, 136 Idaho 814, 824, 
41 P.3d 242 (2001) as follows: 
The operative phrase of I .. c. § 45-513 is "reasonable 
attorney fees," and the trial court is free to consider 
all factors it deems as having a bearing on this case in 
its determination of what is reasonable. See Barberr 
116 Idaho 771, 780 P.2d at 93. The District Court's 
determination of a reasonable amount of attorney fees is 
a factual determination to which this court applies an 
abuse of discretion standard of review. (citations 
omitted) An award of attorney fees is a matter best 
left to the sound discretion of the trial court, and the 
burden is upon the appellant to demonstrate that the 
trial court abused its discretion. Hellar v. 
Cenarrusa, 106 Idaho 571, 577, 682 P.2d 524, 530 (1984). 
In reviewing an exercise of discretion, this Court must 
consider "(1) whether the trial correctly perceived the 
issue as one of discretion; (2) whether the trial court 
acted within the outer boundaries of its discretion and 
consistently with the legal standards applicable to the 
MOTION FOR AWARD OF ATTORNEY FEES - 2 
specific choices available to; and (3) whether the trial 
court reached its decision by an exercise of 
discretion." 
130 Idaho at 824. The Court went on in Electrical Wholesale to 
hold that the award of attorney fees was mandatory pursuant to 
Idaho Code §45-513: "EWSC was a prevailing lien claimant. 
Consequently, the award of attorney fees awarded was mandatory 
pursuant to I.C. §45-513. Whether the amount of attorney fees 
awarded by the District Court was reasonable is a factual 
determination which this Court reviews with an abuse of discretion 
standard. Although the award exceeds the amount of EWSC's 
judgment, this fact alone does not render the attorney fee award 
an abuse of discretion by the District Court." 136 Idaho at 824. 
The issue of whether the attorney fees awarded must be 
proportionate to the size of the damage award was expressly 
addressed in Meldcor Inc. v. Hollytex Carpet Mills, 118 Idaho 265, 
796 P.2d 142 (Ct. App. 1990): 
With respect to Hollytex's second argument, we note that 
although Rule 54 (e) (3) (G) requires the trial court to 
consider the amount involved in the case and the results 
obtained, the court is not required to give that factor 
more weight or emphasis than should be given to other 
applicable factors. Nalen v. Jenkins, 113 Idaho at 81, 
741 P.2d at 368. Moreover, Rule 54(e) (3) no where 
indicates the amount of an attorney fees award must be 
proportionate to the size of the damages award. We 
believe that the work record submitted by counsel from 
Meldco adequately supports the district court's 
determination of Meldco's attorney fee award. We 
conclude that no abuse of discretion has been shown. 
118 Idaho at 271. This Court of Appeals holding was subsequently 
885 MOTION FOR AWARD OF ATTORNEY FEES - 3 
supported by the Idaho Supreme Court in Lunders v. Snyder, 131 
Idaho 689, 963 P.2d 372(1998) 
The Snyders next argue that because the Lunders only 
recovered 23% of what their complaint sought, the award 
of attorney fees should be reduced accordingly. The 
factors to be used in determining the amount attorney 
fees as set forth in IRCP 54 (e) (3). Although one of the 
twelve factors listed is "[t]he amount involved and the 
results obtained," IRCP 54 ( e) ( 3) (G) , this factor is 
given no more weight than any of the others. We agree 
with the Court of Appeals that the amount of attorney 
fees need not be proportional to the amount of the 
damages awarded. Meldco, Inc., v. Holleytex Carpet 
Mills, Inc., 118 Idaho 265, 796 P.2d 142 (Ct. App. 
1990) 
131 Idaho at 699-700. It should be noted that in Lunders, the 
jury returned a special verdict in favor of the Lunders for 
$5,760. The Court awarded attorney fees of $21,779.85, slightly 
less than four times the amount of recovery obtained by Lunders. 
In the present action, the Defendant, DePatco has recovered 
$729,357.51. See Order Granting Summary Judgment entered December 
23, 2009. The attorney fee claim sought by Defendant, DePatco, is 
$64,386.25. Consideration must also be given to DePatco defeating 
Idaho Development's Deed of Trust claim by re-characterization. 
The mandatory nature of the attorney fee award was also 
addressed in Olsen v. Rowe, 125 Idaho 686, 873 P.2d 1340 (Ct. App. 
19 94) : 
Idaho Code §4 5-513, on the other hand, states, "the 
court shall also allow as part of the costs the monies 
paid for filing and recording the claim [of lien], and 
reasonable attorney's fees." ( Emphasis added.) This 
provision has been interpreted to mean that the costs of 
MOTION FOR AWARD OF ATTORNEY FEES - 4 
filing and recording, as well as the attorney fees, are 
incidental to the foreclosure of the lien. Therefore 
the lien is also enforceable as to the costs and fees. 
(Citations omitted) ... To the extent that Rule 54 (e) is 
inconsistent with I. C. §45-513, we hold that the rule 
has no application and does not modify the statute. 
This same analysis applies to the cost of foreclosure of 
a lien under I.C. §45-513. It would be inconsistent to 
require an award of attorney fees for the foreclosure of 
a lien but not require an award of costs. Therefore, 
when a party successfully forecloses on a lien filed 
pursuant to I. C. §45-507, that party is entitled to an 
award of the costs associated with the foreclosure 
pursuant to I.C. §45-513. 
Thus, we conclude that upon a successful entry of a 
judgment of foreclosure of a lien claimed under I. C. 
§45-507, an award of attorney fees and costs is 
mandatory. The amount of the award, however, is still a 
matter of discretion for the district court. (Citation 
omitted). In determining the amount, the district court 
is free to consider the factors of IRCP 5 4 ( e) ( 3) as well 
as those considerations which are part of the prevailing 
party analysis under IRCP 54 (d) (1) (B). 
125 Idaho at 688-689. 
Submitted herewith is the Affidavit of Mark R. Fuller 
regarding DePatco's attorney time and costs. Such Affidavit 
addresses each of the factors set forth in IRCP 54 ( d) ( 1) ( B) and 
IRCP 54 (e) (3). DePatco incorporates such Affidavit herein as if 
set forth at length. 
As a final matter, it should be noted that the Idaho Supreme 
Court held in Acoustic Specialtiesr Inc. v. Wright, 103 Idaho 595, 
651 P. 2d 52 9 ( 198 2) , that both the general contractor and the 
landowner are responsible for the attorney fees incurred in legal 
proceedings to collect on a claim of lien. The Court there 
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referenced Idaho Code §45-513 to support a holding that the 
attorney's fee is merged with and becomes part of the principle 
debt for which the foreclosure of the lien is sought. 103 Idaho 
at 595. 
ATTORNEY FEES UNDER I.C. §12-120 
In addition to recovery of the fees under Idaho Code §45-513, 
DePatco is entitled to an award of attorney fees under Idaho Code 
§12-120(1) and (3). It cannot be disputed that DePatco's 
Materialman's Lien claim was in the amount of $818,436.02 and that 
DePatco made written demand for payment of the claim on Teton View 
Golf Estates, LLC., on November 3, 2008, not less than ten (10) 
days prior to DePatco's entry into this action. Defendant's 
demand letter was attached as Exhibit "B" to Defendant's Answer 
and Counterclaim. DePatco filed its Answer and Counterclaim on or 
about April 15, 2009, more than ten (10) days after the demand 
letter was sent to Teton View. 
As prevailing party, DePatco, is further entitled to an award 
of attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code §12-120 (3) as this was a 
commercial transaction and was related to a contract for the 
purchase or sale of goods and services by DePatco to Teton View. 
Again, DePatco incorporates all statements reviewing the factors 
to be considered in the award of attorney fees, as set forth in 
the Affidavit of Mark R. Fuller submitted herewith. 
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CONCLUSION 
Based upon the stated law, and the atta Affidavit, 
DePatco sts an award of attorney s costs totaling 
$66,135.35, 
included in the pr 
for purposes of 
DATED THIS 
sts that such attorney fees and costs be 
amount of the materialman's lien claim, 
foreclosure. 
y of May, 2010. 
FULLER & CARR 
Mark R. Ful r 
Attorney for DePatco, Inc. 
OQ() l.J '··', I 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I served a true and correct copy of the 
following described pleading or document on the attorney listed 
below on this J ~. {'b day of 
--~---,LI----' 2010: 
Document Served: 
Attorneys Served: 
Alan R. Harrison, Esq. 
ALAN HARRISON LAW, PLLC 
497 N. Capital Ave., Ste. 210 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Jeffrey Brunson, Esq. 
BEARD ST. CLAIR 
2105 Coronado 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Karl Decker, Esq. 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO 
P.O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Rick Hajek (Amerititle) 
1650 Elk Creek 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
MOTION FOR AWARD OF ATTORNEY FEES 
U.S. Mail 
Facsimile 
Hand Delivery 
U.S. Mail 
Facsimile 
Hand Delivery 
U.S. Mail 
Facsimile 
Hand Delivery 
J--- U.S. Mail 
Facsimile 
---
Mark R. Fuller 
FULLER & CARR 
Hand Delivery 
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MARK R. FULLER (ISB No. 2698) 
410 Memorial Drive, Suite 201 
P.O. Box 50935 
Idaho Falls. ID 83404 
Tel. (208) 524-5400 
Fax (208) 524-7167 
Attorney for DePatco, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL 
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR 
THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC., a Utah 
Limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES. LLC., 
A Utah limited liability company, 
ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC., 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
a Utah limited liability company, ) 
AMERITITLE COMPANY; ZBS, LLC., ) 
An Idaho limited liability compr.:ny, ) 
DEPATCO, INC .. an Idaho corporation, ) 
SCHEISS & ASSOCIATES, PC., an Idaho ) 
Professional service corporation, HD 
SUPPLY WATERWORKS, LTD, DOES 
1-3 and ALL PERSONS IN POSSESSION 
OF REAL PROPERTY DESCRIBED 
HEREIN. 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-08-4395 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS; 
AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY RE: 
ATTORNEY TIME AND COSTS 
Mark R. Fuller. being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS; AFFIDAVIT Of ATTORNEY RE: ATTORNEY TIME 
r--, D 1 AND COSTS - Pg. 1 of 22 () '-_) -1.. 
r'-, 
c.: S9 
1. That your Affiant, a resident of ihe City of Idaho Falls, County of Bonneville, 
State of Idaho, is an attorney at law and was retained on or about October 15, 2008, to 
represent DePatco, Inc., in the above-entitled contested case. 
2. That your Affiant has reviewed his time and billing records maintained on the 
above matter and upon such review represents that the following services have been 
provided and costs expended in connection with this matter: 
Date Hours Timekeeper Amount 
10/15/08 .25 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
10/16/08 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
10/20/08 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
10/22/08 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
11/18/08 1.00 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $200.00 
11/20/08 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
12/1/08 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
12/2/08 .25 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
12/3/08 .125 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $25.00 
12/4/08 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
12/9/08 .125 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $25.00 
12/30/08 .125 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $25.00 
1/6/09 .50 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
1/7/09 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
1/16/09 .25 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS; AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY RE: ATTORNEY TIME 
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1/22/09 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
1/27/09 .25 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
1/28/09 .50 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
2/9/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
2/19/09 .25 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
2/24/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
2/25/09 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
2/26/09 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
3/18/09 .25 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
3/20/09 2.00 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $400.00 
3/30/09 .50 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
3/31/09 .25 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
4/9/09 .25 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
4/10/09 1.00 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $200.00 
4/10/09 3.00 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $450.00 
4/13/09 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
4/13/09 2.75 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $412.50 
4/14/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
4/14/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
4/14/09 2.25 Daniel Beck@$150.00 per hour $337.50 
4/15/09 .50 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
4/15/09 .25 Daniel Beck@$150.00 per hour $37.50 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS; AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY RE: ATTORNEY TIME 
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AND COSTS - Pg. 3 of22 
4/16/10 I .5o Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
41/6/09 3.25 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $487.50 
4/17/09 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
4/17/09 3.00 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $450.00 
4/20/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
4/20/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
4/20/09 1.00 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $150.00 
4/21/09 .50 Mark Fuller@$200.00 per hour $ 100.00 
4/22/09 1.25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $250.00 
4/22/09 2.25 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $337.50 
4/23/09 1.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $300.00 
4/23/09 3.25 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $487.50 
4/24/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
4/24/09 .25 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $37.50 
4/27/09 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $ 150.00 
4/27/09 .25 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $37.50 
4/28/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
4/29/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
4/30/09 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
4/30/09 1.25 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $187.50 
5/l/09 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
5/1/09 1.25 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $187.50 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS; AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY RE: ATTORNEY TIME 
AND COSTS - Pg. 4 of22 
5/4/09 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
5/5/09 1.25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $250.00 
5/5/09 1.50 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $225.00 
5/11/09 .75 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
5/14/09 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
5/18/09 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
5/19/09 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
5/21/09 1.25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $250.00 
5121109 1.00 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $150.00 
,:§8ilI5{l} · 
5/22/09 1.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $300.00 
5/22/09 .75 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $112.50 
5/26/09 3.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $700.00 
5/26/09 .75 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $112.50 
·~~1S:7,§0. )I',:,,,·, 
5/27/09 1.00 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $200.00 
5/27/09 .50 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $75.00 
5/29/09 .50 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $75.00 
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5/29/09 1.50 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $300.00 
1/nO .... :iJrO.Or Paill Fli11ef@'$35:oo per hoLrr • ·. ""''i"'> ;$35:00' 
... , 
6/1/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
6/2/09 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
6/3/09 1.00 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $150.00 
6/3/09 1.50 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $300.00 
6/4/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
6/5/09 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
6/16/09 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
'\t .... 
•_;:;!;'>fL~:·.::oc ... /-h--,•,;, ,;c;"_ I··" 
6/17/09 2.75 PaufFulle1'@ $35.00 per h011r· ,$96.25. 
6/17/09 1.25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $250.00 
6!rs109 · 2.25 •,/ Patil FUil er@0$ 3 5 ,00. per hour . .. 3.s.c:;;c,; ·$ .75 
6/18/09 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
6/1 ': :2 .. ~ .Paul.fuller@.$3,5.00,per hour $105,00 = vv • U,',;c;;,1> 
6119/09 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
.••. 
6/22/09"''.t'fi ''J.stf' ::<,·n:\\J/'/ 'Paul Fuller@ $35.00 perhour $122:50 
6/23/09'"'*'7' ··+l*'/J . . Paul Fuller@$35,00:perhol1f <,;-_;/I,;;:,: ;S:; .,,,.,.,,,"'·<··v;.:,/>i '$61.25 
6/24/09 .25 Daniel I3eck @ $150.00 per hour $37.50 
6/24/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
6/29/09 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
7/1/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
7/2/09 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
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7/7/09 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
7/9/09 .50 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
7/13/09 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
7 /14/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
7/20/09 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
7/21/09 .50 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
7/21/09 .75 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $112.50 
7/23/09 .25 Daniel Beck@$150.00 per hour $37.50 
7/(\0 :,,J,,0Q+;lfJs!j.;•.}; i,PauLEuller,;@,$35,OQ !"Prhrn1r $105 
.. 
. 
7/28/09 1.00 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $200.00 
7130/09 .75 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $112.50 
8/3/09 A~j/}f' l"<'t::2~-"Z," >>.4 :Paul Fuller @$75.00 per hour $93.75 .:.) . 
~cs::" 
8/3/09 .::L.50" ,,:.,·:::,.s ,Paul Fi.:tller,@4 $75,00. perhour , $262.50 
8/3/09 4.25 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $637.50 
8/ 4/09,0"'24">'1: ,75 ·· Paul Fuller@ $75.00 per hour $56.25 
8/4/09 ·~,5 Paul Fuller@$75.00 per hour $187.50 
8/4/09 1.25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $250.00 
8/4/09 5.25 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $787.50 
8/5/09 ,,. (\ Paul Fuller@$75.00 per hour $37.50 ''-"V 
8/5/09 .,s,,/7 Paul Fuller@ $75.00 per hour $56.25 
8/5/09 2.00 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $400.00 
8/5/09 3.75 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $562.50 
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8/6/09 2.00 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $400.00 
8/6/09 3.75 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $562.50 
8/7/09 .75 Paul Fuller@ $75.00 per hour $56.25 
8/7/09 .50 Paul Fuller@ $75.00 per hour $37.50 
8/7/09 1.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $300.00 
8/10/09 9.75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $1,950.00 
8/10/09 3.00 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $450.00 
8/11 /09 1.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $300.00 
8/11/09 1.25 Daniel Beck @$150.00 per hour $187.50 
8/17/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
8/19/09 .50 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $ I 00.00 
8/27/09 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
9/2/09 .50 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
9/3/09 .50 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
9/8/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
9/14/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
9/29/09 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
10/5/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
10/6/09 .75 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
10/8/09 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
10/9/09 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
10/13/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
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10/15/09 .50 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
I Oil 6109 1.25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $250.00 
10116/09 .75 Paul Fuller@ $75.00 per hour $56.25 
10/19/09 .75 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
I 0/20/09 1.00 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $200.00 
10/21/09 1.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $300.00 
10/22/09 1.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $300.00 
10/22/09 .50 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $75.00 
I 0/23/09 .25 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
10/26/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
10/27/09 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
l 0/29/09 .75 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $ 150.00 
10/30/09 2.00 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $300.00 
11/03/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $ 100.00 
11/4/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
11/5/09 .75 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
11/9/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
11/10/09 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
11/18/09 .50 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
11/19/09 .25 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
11/20/09 .50 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
12/8/09 .50 Mark FuJler @ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
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12/10/09 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
12/14/09 .125 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $25.00 
12/15/09 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
12/17/09 1.00 Paul Fuller@ $75.00 per hour $75.00 
";c> V 
12/18/09 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
12/22/09 .125 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $25.00 
12/23/09 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
12/24/09 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
12/24/09 .50 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $75.00 
112/28/09 1.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $300.00 
12/29/09 1.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $300.00 
12/31/09 .25 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
1/4/10 .25 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
1/4/10 1.00 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $200.00 
1/4/10 1.00 Paul Fuller@ $75.00 per hour $75.00 
1/5/10 .50 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
1/8/10 .25 Mark Fu1\er @ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
1/11/10 . 125 Mark Fu1ler @ $200.00 per hour $25.00 
1/12/10 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
1/12/10 .25 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $37.50 
1/13/10 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
1/19/10 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
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1/20/10 .50 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
1/21/10 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
1/22/10 1.25 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $250.00 
1/25/10 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
1/26/10 1.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $300.00 
I 1/26/10 4.50 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $675.00 
1/27/10 2.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $500.00 
1/27/10 4.75 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $712.50 
1/28/10 1.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $300.00 
1/28/10 5.25 Daniel Beck@$150.00 per hour $787.50 
1/29/10 1.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $300.00 
1/29/10 1.75 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $262.50 
2/1/10 1.25 Daniel Beck@$150.00 per hour $187.50 
I 
2/3/10 .125 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $25.00 
2/4/10 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
2/5/10 1.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $300.00 
2/8/10 3.75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $750.00 
I 2/8/10 2.00 Daniel Beck@$150.00 per hour $300.00 
2/9/10 2.50 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $500.00 
2/10/10 3.75 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $750.00 
2/11/10 1.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $300.00 
2/11/10 2.25 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $337.50 
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2/12/10 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
2/12/10 2.25 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $337.50 
2/16/10 .75 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
2/16/10 5.00 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $750.00 
2/17/10 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
2/17/10 3.00 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $450.00 
2/22/10 1.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $300.00 
2/23/10 2.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $500.00 
2/24/10 .75 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
2/25/10 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
2/25/10 1.75 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $262.50 
2/26/10 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
3/1/10 2.25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $450.00 
3/1/10 3.25 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $487.50 
3/2/10 1.75 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $350.00 
3/2/10 3.50 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $525.00 
3/3/10 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
3/3/10 3.25 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $487.50 
3/4/10 1.75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $350.00 
3/4/10 2.50 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $375.00 
3/5/10 7.00 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $1,400.00 
3/5/10 3.25 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $487.50 
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3/8/10 1.75 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $350.00 
3/8/10 1.25 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $187.50 
3/9/10 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
3/10/10 .25 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
3/11/10 1.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $300.00 
3/12/10 .75 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $112.50 
r 
3/15/10 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
3/16/10 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
3/17/10 1.00 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $200.00 
3/18/10 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $ 150.00 
3/18/10 1.25 Daniel Beck@$150.00 per hour $ 187.50 
3/19/10 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
3/19/10 .50 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $75.00 
3/22/10 1.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $300.00 
3/22/10 4.75 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $712.50 
3/23/10 .75 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $ 150.00 
3/23/10 3.25 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $487.50 
3/24/10 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
3/25/10 1.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $300.00 
3/26/10 1.75 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $350.00 
3/29/10 1.75 Daniel Beck@$150.00 per hour $262.50 
4/2/10 1.25 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $250.00 
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I 4/2/1 o 1.25 ! Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $187.50 
I 
4/5/10 1.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour • $300.00 
4/5/10 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
4/5/10 1.75 Daniel Beck @$150.00 per hour $262.50 
4/6/10 6.25 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $937.50 
4/6/10 . 4.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $900.00 
4/7/10 4.75 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $712.50 
4/7/10 2.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $500.00 
4/8/10 3.75 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $562.50 
4/9/10 3.75 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $562.50 
4/12/10 2.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour . $500.00 
4/12/10 5.25 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $787.50 
4/13/10 2.50 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $375.00 
i 
4/13/10 2.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $500.00 I 
4/14/10 3.25 Daniel Beck @$150.00 per hour $487.50 
I 
4/14/10 .75 [ .\.1ark Fuller $200.00 per hour $150.00 
4/15/10 5.75 Daniel Beck@$150.00 per hour $862.50 
I 
4/15/10 3.50 • Mark Fuller $200.00 per hour . $700.00 
4/16/10 3.75 Daniel Beck $150.00 per hour $562.50 
4/16/10 .50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $100.00 
4/19/10 1. 75 Daniel Beck $150.00 per hour $262.50 
14/19/10 1.50 Mark Fuller $200.00 per hour $300.00 
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4/20/10 2.25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $450.00 
4/22/10 1.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $300.00 
4/26/10 .25 Daniel Beck @ $150.00 per hour $37.50 
4/27/10 .75 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
4/28/10 .25 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
4/28/10 .25 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $37.50 
4/30/10 .25 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $50.00 
5/3/10 .75 Mark Fuller @ $200.00 per hour $150.00 
5/4/10 4.50 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $900.00 
5/4/10 2.25 Daniel Beck@ $150.00 per hour $337.50 
5/5/10 1.00 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $200.00 
5/17/10 1.00 Mark Fuller@ $200.00 per hour $200.00 
TOTAL $64,386.25 
Mark Fuller: 187.125 hours at $200.00 per hour equals $37,425.00 
Daniel Beck: 166 hours at $150.00 per hour equals $24,900.00 
Paul Fuller: 30.5 hours at $35.00 per hour equals $1,067.50 
Paul Fuller: 13.25 hours at $75.00 per hour equals $993.75 
COSTS: 
10/27/08 Recording Fee - Mechanic's Lien $9.00 
2/9/09 Court Clerk- Filing Fee $58.00 
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4/15/09 Recording Fee -- Lis Pendens $9.00 
4/15/09 Court Clerk- Filing Fee $14.00 
4/16/09 Matt Tolman - Service Fee $30.00 
8/17/09 Baker & Harris- Mediation Fee $350.00 
3/24/10 Copies for Depositions $45.40 
3/25/10 Deposition Fees- Boswell and Clark $LJ 87.50 
--
4/6/10 Service Fee -- Kurtis Roland Subpoena $25.00 
4/24/10 Copies $21.20 
TOTAL $1.749.10 
Total costs and attorney fees equal $66,135.35 
4. I am familiar with the basis and method of computation of attorneys' fees 
claimed, set fees being generated on an hourly basis at the rate of $200.00 per hour for Mark 
R. Fuller, at the rate of$] 50.00 per hour for Daniel Beck, at the rate of $35.00 per hour from 
October. 2008 through July, 2009 for Paul Fuller and at the rate of $75.00 per hour for Paul 
Fuller from August. 2009 to the present. All bills are prepared at these hourly rates. A copy 
of excerpts of Affianf s billing statements which support this claim for attorney fees are 
attached as Exhibit "A'". 
5. Affiant verifies that to the best of Affianf s knowledge and belief~ the above items 
of costs and attorney fees are correct and are submitted in compliance with IRCP 54(d)(5) 
and Idaho Code §12-120 and §45-513 and were necessarily expended and incurred in 
pursuing the contested case. 
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6. On October 20, 2008, DePatco, Inc., recorded a Materialman's Lien in the total 
amount of $818,436.02 as Bonneville County Instrument No. 1314 766. A copy of that Lien 
is attached as Exhibit "A" to the Answer and Cross Claims filed by DePatco, Inc. The 
outstanding principle balance set forth in the Materialman's Lien was $784,949.00. Interest 
has accrued on said principle balance at the rate of eighteen percent (18%) per annum from 
July 25, 2008. 
6. On January 12, 2009, Plaintiff filed an Amended Complaint with the above 
entitled Court. DePatco filed its Answer and Cross Claims on or about April 15, 2009. 
7. On December 22, 2009 this Court entered Summary Judgment in favor of 
DePatco. Inc., in the amount of $729,357.51, plus interest accruing thereon at the rate of 
5.625% per annum. 
8. On April 2, 2010 this Court entered its Opinion, Decision and Order regarding 
DePatco's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment which held that the alleged debt secured 
by Plaintiff's Deeds of Trust be re-characterized as a capital contribution to Teton View 
Golf Estates, LLC., and be subordinated to the claims of Teton View's legitimate creditors. 
including DePatco. 
9. At the May 4, 2010 hearing the Court granted DePatco's motion for joint 
foreclosure by ZBS, DePatco and Schiess pursuant to the Settlement Agreement entered into 
by ZBS, DePatco and Schiess, dated April 20, 2010. 
10. Pursuant to IRCP 54( d)(l ), Defendant, DePatco, Inc., is clearly the prevailing 
party having recovered 100% of the lien amount sought by DePatco and being granted 
Summary Judgment. In addition, DePatco has prevailed against Idaho Development, Jnc. 
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9. Affiant makes the following statements with regard to the factors set fo1th in 
IRCP 54(e)(3) in support of DePatco's Motion for Attorney Fees: 
(A) The Time and Labor Required: As set forth above Affiant 
verifies that Defendant's counsel have devoted a total of 396.875 hours of 
labor to litigate this matter. 
(B) The Novelty and Difficulty of the Questions: The equitable 
subordination and re-characterization issues addressed in DePatco's Motion 
for Summary Judgment required extensive research and briefing and 
addressed difficult and novel issues seldom considered by Idaho courts. 
Such motion was strenuously opposed by Idaho Development and addressed 
a second time in a Motion for Reconsideration. 
(C) The Skill Requisite to Perform the Legal Services Properly and 
the Experience and Ability of the Attorney in the Particular Field of Law: 
Affiant verifies that Afliant has practiced in the area of constrnction 
litigation for a period of 28 years and has filed hundreds of materialman's 
liens, and has the requisite skill to defeat Idaho Development's priority 
secured creditor claim. 
Affiant's associate has practiced for approximately five years. The 
skill level of Affiant anci Affianrs associate \Vere required to perform the 
type of legal services addressed in defeating motions by Idaho Development 
and to assist in legal research. 
(D) The Prevailing Charges for Like Work: Affiant bills DePatco 
and other similarly situated corporate clients at the rate of $200.00 per hour 
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for all attorney services. Affiant' s a<;sociate, Daniel Beck bills at the rate of 
$150.00 per hour for attorney services. Affiant's paralegal, Paul Fuller. a 
recent law school graduate, bills presently at the rate of $75.00 per hour for 
services. 
(E) Whether the Fee is Fixed or Contingent: Affiant verifies that the 
attorney fee is fixed at $200.00 per hour for Affiant at the present time and 
$150.00 for Affiant's associate, Daniel Beck and $75.00 per hour for 
Affiant's paralegal, Paul Fuller. No portion of the work involved in this case 
was based upon a contingent fee agreement. 
(F) The Time Limitations Imposed by the Client or the 
Circumstances of the Case: This factor is not significant in addressing 
attorney fees as no special limitations were imposed by client or the 
circumstances of the case. 
(G) The Amount Involved and the Results Obtained: Affiant 
verifies that the amount involved was significant. 
. Defendan_l sought l~ 
enforce a lien of $818,436.02. ~aR~d~\,N-VH,US',---,;SIHUff\6f'ICCE"'S;i',Siflfi::-t1d-ttlft'l-ff'8C6SlO:}Jl\I:fi,'€~f+ilil:i+g1-..+thi::i.e5-+t~ 
amount of such cl.:iirn,.. Affiant was successful in enforcement of the lien and 
has been granted foreclosure rights equal to all other secured parties. 
(H) The Undesirability of the Case: This is not a significant factor 
for consideration in the award of attorney fees. 
(I) The Nature and Length of the Professional Relationship with the 
Client: Affiant verifies that Affiant has represented DePatco, Inc., for 
approximately 9 years. Affiant has served as corporate counsel for DePatco, 
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Inc., including litigation of multiple claims and lien foreclosures and all 
collection actions required of corporate counsel. 
(J) Award in Similar Cases: Because the attorney fees are fixed at 
an hourly rate, and such rates are prevailing charges for like work, awards in 
similar cases, based on an hourly rate, will be substantially similar to the 
attorney fees sought herein. 
(K) The Cost of Automated Legal Research: The cost of automated 
legal research is not sought as part of this claim for attorney fees and costs. 
8. Based upon a review of the above factors regarding prevailing party status 
under IRCP 54(e)(3), and the factors evaluated under IRCP 54(d)(l)(B), it is Affianfs belief 
thai the Court should award DePatco's attorney fees and costs in the total amount of 
$66,135.35. 
9. Further this Affiant sayeth not. 
~ 
DATED this (~ day of May, 2010. 
Mark R. Fuller 
Attorney for DePatco, Inc. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Bonneville ) 
itlr-
On this ti day of May, 2010, before me, the tmdersigned notary public, in and for 
the State of Idaho, personally appeared, Mark R. Fuller, having first been duly sworn under 
oaih, deposes and states that he has read the Memorandum of Costs; Affidavit of Attorney 
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Re: Attorney Time and Costs and Prejudgment Interest set fo11h above, and verifies that the 
facts as stated therein are true to the best of his knowledge and belief. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official 
seal the day and year first above written. 
Notar pub! c for Idaho 
Residing at Rigby 
My commission expires: 06-28-2011 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I served a true and correct copy of the following 
described pleading or document on the attorney listed below on this L day of May. 
2010: 
Document Served: 
Attorneys/Persons Served: 
Alan R. Harrison. Esq. 
ALAN HARRISON LAW. PLLC 
497 N. Capital Ave .. Ste. 210 
ldaho Falls. ID 83402 
Jeffrey Brunson. Esq. 
BEARD ST. CLAIR 
2105 Coronado 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Karl Decker. Esq. 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO 
P.O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Rick Hajek (Amerititle) 
1650 Elk Creek 
Idaho Falls. ID 83404 
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Mark R. Fuller 
FULLER& CARR 
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LAW OFFICES OF 
FULLER & CARR 
P.O. BOX 50935 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0935 
DEPATCO, INC. 
P.O. BOX 246 
May 13, 2010 
17-1 
ST. ANTHONY, ID 83445 
CASE NO.: CV-08-4395 
services: 
10/15/08 MRF Fee: .25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
office conference with Greg on Teton view. 
10/16/08 MRF Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone conference with Greg regarding Teton 
view Golf Estates; revise lien for new 
interest rate; prepare demand letter to 
Versteeg. 
10/20/08 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone conference with Greg regarding 
Teton view Golf Estates collection; 
revise and record Teton 
view Estates lien. 
10/22/08 MRF Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone conference with Greg regarding Teton 
View Golf Estates. 
10/27/08 MRF Expense 
11/18/08 MRF 
11/20/08 MRF 
12/01/08 MRF 
12/02/08 MRF 
12/03/08 MRF 
Recorder (Teton view) 
Fee: 1.00 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Travel to st. Anthony for meeting with Paul, 
Greg, Troy and Daniel to discuss 
pending litigation and collection 
actions regarding Teton View Golf Estates lien 
foreclosure. 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone conference with Greg; review pay 
estimate #3 on Teton view regarding payoff 
calculations. 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone conference with DeVerl Stoddard 
regarding Teton view resolution and payment. 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone call to Kevin Christensen regarding 
status of HD supply waterworks claims 
against Teton view Golf Estate Property. 
Fee: 0.125 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone conference with Greg regarding 
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Teton view. 
12/04/08 MRF Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with Kevin 
Christensen regarding HD Supply Waterworks 
resolution; Phone conference with Greg 
Stoddard. 
12/09/08 MRF Fee: 0.125 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone conference with Greg Stoddard 
regarding Teton view lien. 
12/30/08 MRF Fee: 0.125 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone conference with Greg and Daniel 
regarding Teton View status. 
01/06/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with Alan 
Harrison regarding Idaho Development; Phone 
conference with Greg Stoddard regarding 
Teton view case. 
01/07/09 MRF Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with Greg 
regarding meeting with Tony versterg; Phone 
call to Greg. 
01/16/09 MRF Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Review documents from Alan 
Harrison; sign and fax acknowledgment of 
service with copies of all to client. 
01/22/09 MRF Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone conference with Greg regarding 
scheiss/Teton view litigation. Phone 
conference with David scheiss. 
01/27/09 MRF Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone conference with Craig Simpson 
regarding Teton view Golf Estates/Versteeg 
project;two Phone calls to Greg Stoddard. 
01/28/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view Golf Estates) Phone conference 
with Greg Stoddard regarding bridge loan 
acquired by Burton and Versteeg and need to 
subordinate lien claim; Phone conference 
with Jana Bishoff regarding Hancock; Two 
phone calls Greg Stoddard. 
Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
02/09/09 MRF (Idaho Development) Prepare and revise 
Notice of Appearance and phone conference 
with Alan Harrison regarding status of 
bridge loans. 
02/19/09 MRF Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Idaho Development) office conference with 
Alan Harrison regarding Idaho Development 
hesitation to subordinate to $1.3 Million 
Bank loan and conditions needed for 
subordination. 
02/24/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
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04/10/09 MRF 
04/10/09 DRB 
04/13/09 MRF 
Three phone conferences with Greg; prepare 
and fax partial lien release on Teton view 
project to get $10k 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Three phone conferences with Greg regarding 
Teton view, Idaho Development. 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone conference with Greg; phone call to 
Alan Harrison regarding Idaho Development 
regarding subordination agreement. 
Expense 
Clerk (Idaho Development) 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone conference with Alan Harrison 
regarding Teton view; Phone conference with 
Greg Stoddard regarding Teton view. 
Fee: 2.00 hours@ $200.00/hour 
office conference with Greg regarding 
pending case tn Idaho Development 
dispute; Phone conference with Alan Harrison 
regarding Melinda Boswell deed of trust 
status; plan general litigation strategy. 
Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Two phone conferences with Greg regarding 
status of Idaho Development case; Phone 
conference with Alan Harrison regarding 
investor options for Versteeg and Spafford 
on Idaho Development; 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Phone conference with Greg 
regarding Teton view and zundell issues. 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Idaho Development) Phone conference with 
Greg; revise and e-mail Bill of sale for 
gravel on site. 
Fee: 1.00 hours@ $200.00/hour (Idaho Development) Three office conferences 
with Dan regarding preparation of answer and 
counterclaim to foreclose materialman's lien 
at Teton view Golf Estates; Phone conference 
with Jeff Brunson and Greg Calder regarding 
David Schiess lien enforcement. 
Fee: 3.00 hours@ $150.00/hour 
(Idaho Development) Meeting with Mark; 
reviewing file; reviewing Amended complaint 
from Idaho Development and Answers from 
various defendants; checking status of Idaho 
Development on secretary of state website; 
researching case law regarding LLCs, owners 
and capital contributions and equitable 
subordination 
Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour 
office conference with Dan regarding 
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04/14/09 DRB 
04/15/09 MRF 
research on Idaho Development/Teton 
view case and defense strategy; further 
Phone conference with Greg Stoddard 
regarding Teton View Golf Estates. 
Fee: 2.75 hours@ $150.00/hour 
(Idaho Development) Drafting Answer and 
Counterclaims 
Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Phone conference with Greg 
regarding settlement options with Boswell 
and answer and lien foreclosure crossclaim; 
office conference with Dan regarding 
progress on pleading and litigation strategy 
in equitable subordination claims. 
Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Idaho Development) office conference with 
Dan; review answer and cross claim to 
foreclose materialman's lien and fax to Greg 
for review. 
Fee: 2: 25- hours @ $150. 00/hour 
(Idaho Development)Drafting Answer and 
Crossclaims; meeting with Mark; researching 
case law and statutes for possible claims 
Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Two phone conferences with Greg 
regarding credits and offsets to reduce lien 
claim; revise answer and cross-claim to 
foreclose lien. 
04/15/09 MRF Expense 
Recorder (Teton View) 
04/15/09 MRF Expense 
Clerk (Teton View) 
04/15/09 DRB Fee: 0.25 hours@ $150.00/hour 
(Idaho Development) Revising Answer and 
Crossclaims 
04/16/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton View) Phone conference with Greg; 
office conference with Dan regarding 
discovery, documentation to Karl Decker 
regarding ZBS, Inc, and General trial 
strategy to Defeat Idaho Development 
security status. 
04/16/09 DRB Fee: 3.25 hours@ $150.00/hour 
(Idaho Development) Reviewing repository; 
drafting discovery requests including 
interrogatories; requests for admission; and 
requests for production directed at Idaho 
Development; meeting with Mark; phone call 
to Karl Decker 
04/17/09 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Idaho Development) Two phone conferences 
with Alan Harrison regarding construction 
manager charge Order; Phone conference with 
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Greg regarding negotiations with Idaho 
Development to finish project upon payment 
of outstanding lien debt. 
Fee: 3.00 hours@ $150.00/hour 
(Idaho Development) Drafting discovery 
requests to Idaho Development; Drafting 
discovery requests to Teton view; Drafting 
Discovery Requests to ZBS Inc. 
Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Review and revise discovery 
requests to Idaho Development, Teton view 
and ZBS, LLC; Phone conference with Greg. 
04/20/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Research on form contract for 
construction management of project; Phone 
conference with Alan Harrison; Phone 
conference with Greg regarding construction 
Management contract. 
04/20/09 DRB Fee: 1.00 hours@ $150.00/hour 
(iJc.: ;u Development) Revising discovery 
requests to multiple parties; meeting with 
Mark 
04/21/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with Scott 
Hookland for HD Waterworks regarding Susan 
McArthur trust subordination issues; 
Phone conference with Greg Stoddard 
regarding multiple issues. 
04/22/09 MRF Fee: 1.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Idaho Development) office conference with 
Dan; review file and research on Motion to 
Set Aside Default obtained by Idaho 
Development; Phone conference with Greg 
Stoddard, Jeff Brunson and Doug Hookland's 
associate regarding MacArthur Trust Deed of 
Trust Foreclosure on commercial zoned 
Property in subdivision; work with Dan on 
Motion to set aside default in support of 
Spofford and Versteeg. 
04/22/09 DRB Fee: 2.25 hours@ $150.00/hour 
Phone conversation with Jeff Brunson 
regarding Idaho Development case; meeting 
with Mark; reviewing Defendant's Motion to 
vacate Default Judgment; researching case 
law; meeting with Mark; phone call to Alan 
Harrison; drafting Motion to Join in Motion 
to vacate Default Judgment 
04/23/09 MRF Fee: 1.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) office conference with Dan 
regarding motion to withdraw default judgment by Versteeg and Spofford and 
Harrison motion to amend Judgment and 
further litigation strategy; Phone 
conference with Lynn Spafford; Phone 
conference with Greg Stoddard; review 
responsive pleadings and motions for 
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Spafford; revise brief in Opposition to 
Motion to Amend Judgment and in Support of 
Motion to set aside Default Judgment. 
04/23/09 DRB Fee: 3.25 hours@ $150.00/hour (Idaho Development) Drafting Motion to Join 
in Motion to Vacate; meeting with Mark; 
reviewing letter from Karl Decker; drafting 
letter to all counsel regarding exhibits to 
discovery; researching case law regarding 
default judgment 
04/24/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with Alan 
Harrison regarding construction manager 
contract; Phone conference with Greg 
Stoddard; Phone conference with Doug 
Hookland regarding HD waterworks and pending 
motions. 
04/24/09 DRB Fee: 0.25 hours@ $150.00/hour (Idaho Development) Revising motion to 
vacate 
04/27/09 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour (Idaho Development) Review supporting briefs 
of scheiss and Associates and of HD 
Waterworks regarding motion to vacate 
default judgment by Teton view; Phone 
conference wita Alan Harrison regarding 
setting aside default; Phone conference with 
Greg Stoddard. 
04/27/09 DRB Fee: 0.25 hours@ $150.00/hour (Idaho Development) Reviewing documents 
filed by other parties; meeting with Mark 
04/28/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with Lynn 
Spafford regarding stipulation to judgment 
and status conference; stipulation to set 
aside default; Phone call to to Greg 
Stoddard; Phone conference with Greg. 
04/29/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Review answer and cross-claims, 
etc from scheiss and Associates; Phone 
conference with Alan Harrison regarding 
status conference on Monday; forward 
documents to client; Phone call to Jeff 
Brunson regarding Answer and Cross-claims. 
04/30/09 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton View) Phone conference with Greg 
regarding stipulation to Judgment with 
Spafford and Versteeg; begin dictation 
of Stipulation to Judgment. 
04/30/09 DRB Fee: 1.25 hours@ $150.00/hour (Idaho Development) Reviewing answer, cross 
claim and third party claim filed by 
Schiess; meeting with Mark; researching 
statutes and case law regarding lien 
priorities 
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05/04/09 MRF 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Phone conference with Greg; 
office conference with Dan; review letter 
and stipulation from Hookland; research on 
lien priority procedures. 
Fee: 1.25 hours@ $150.00/hour 
(Idaho Development) Researching case law 
regarding lien priorities; reviewing answer 
and cross claims filed by Schiess 
Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Prepare for and attend hearing 
on Motion to set aside default and status 
conference; Phone call to Greg; office 
conference with Decker, Harrison, and 
Bunson. 
50.00 
187.50 
150.00 
05/05/09 MRF Fee: 1.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 250.00 (Teton view) Phone conference with Greg 
regarding status conference, litigation 
strategy and discovery needed to defeat 
scheiss lien claim priority; Phone 
conference with Doug Hookland's office 
regarding service of counterclaims/ Cross 
claims, etc; revise discovery requests to 
scheiss; office conference with Dan on 
litigation strategy. 
05/05/09 ORB Fee: 1.50 hours@ $150.00/hour 225.00 (Idaho Development) Meeting with Mark; 
reviewing documents filed by Schiess; 
drafting discovery requests to Schiess 
05/11/09 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour 150.00 (Teton view) Reorganize discovery file; 
review answer and crossclaim from HD 
waterworks and review personal guarantee; 
Phone conference with Greg and Daniel 
Stoddard regarding status of case. 
05/14/09 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour 150.00 (Teton view) Review personal guarantee 
documents on HD waterworks; review JBL 
commercial Loan documents from Versteeg; 
Phone conference with Greg Stoddard on 
pending cases and trial strategy; Phone 
conference with Dick Trethaway regarding 
Susan MacArthur trust lien enforcement and 
HD 
05/18/09 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour 150.00 
Review discovery response and documents from 
Trethaway re~arding Teton View; Phone 
conference with Greg regarding HD waterworks 
lien claim to commercial Property; Phone call 
to Doug Hookland regarding Mac Authur Trust sale. 
05/19/09 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour 150.00 
(Teton view) Phone conference with Lynn 
Spafford regarding extension of time on 
answer to counterclaim and joinder in Motion 
for summary Judgment on Idaho Development; 
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05/21/09 MRF 
05/21/09 ORB 
Phone conference with Doug Hookland on HD 
waterworks claim to Commercial Property and 
foreclosure of Mac Authur Trust Deed of 
Trust. 
Fee: 1.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone conference with Greg regarding Teton 
View; review discovery responses from Idaho 
Development and forward to client; Phone 
call to Dick Trethaway on MacArthur Trust 
foreclosure; work with Paul on briefing 
regarding equitable subordination. 
Fee: 1.00 hours@ $150.00/hour (Idaho Development) Meeting with Mark 
Paul; researching case law regarding 
equitable subordination 
and 
05/21/09 PAUL Fee: 2.50 hours@ $35.00/hour 
Researching equitable subordination 
05/22/09 MRF Fee: 1.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Exchange emails wlcf, Douglas 
Hookland regarding HD Waterworks delivery of 
materials; two phone conferences with Greg 
and office conference with Dan regarding 
effect of erroneous delivery invoice on 
validity of HD's lien on commercial 
property; review HD's lien and invoices; 
phone conference with Alan Harrison 
regarding extension of time to file 
discovery responses. 
05/22/09 ORB Fee: 0.75 hours@ $150.00/hour (Idaho Development) Researching case law 
regarding subordination for motion for 
summary judgment 
05/22/09 PAUL Fee: 3.25 hours@ $35.00/hour 
Drafting Motion for summary Judgment on 
Equitable subordination 
05/26/09 MRF Fee: 3.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Review Answer to Amended 
complaint from Spafford; dictate Stipulation 
to Judgment and order regarding DePatco lien 
validity; review ZBS discovery responses 
from Carl Decker; work with Dan and Paul on 
Motion for summary Judgment on priority of 
Idaho Development lien; dictate Answer to 
scheiss cross claim. 
05/26/09 DRB Fee: 0.75 hours@ $150.00/hour (Idaho Development) Reviewing discovery 
responses received from Teton view and Idaho 
Development; researching case law; meeting 
with Mark and Paul concerning case strategy 
05/26/09 PAUL Fee: 4.50 hours@ $35.00/hour 
Drafting Motion for Summary Judgment on 
Equitable subordination 
05/27/09 MRF Fee: 1.00 hours@ $200.00/hour 
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Three phone conferences with Greg regarding 
Teton view, revise answer to scheiss cross 
claim, Teton view Stipulation and order and 
fax to Greg for review and approval. 
05/27/09 ORB Fee: 0.50 hours@ $150.00/hour (Teton view) Reviewing and revising 
stipulation and answer to scheiss cross 
claim. 
05/27/09 PAUL Fee: 2.00 hours@ $35.00/hour 
Drafting Motion for Summary Judgment on 
Equitable subordination 
05/28/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton View) Revise brief in support of 
Motion for summary Judgment on lien 
priority; Phone conference with Greg. 
05/28/09 PAUL Fee: 1.00 hours@ $35.00/hour 
Drafting Motion for summary Judgment on 
equitable subordination. 
· - 05/29/09 MRF Fee: 1.50 hours@ $200.00/hour -(Teton view) office conference with Dan and 
Paul on Motion for summary Judgment on Idaho 
Development priority status and new case law 
located by Paul; Phone conference with Greg 
Stoddard; revisions to Teton View 
stipulation and fax and e-mail to Lynn 
Spafford for signature. 
05/29/09 ORB Fee: 0.50 hours@ $150.00/hour (Idaho Development) Meeting with Mark and 
Paul; revising brief regarding equitable 
subordination. 
06/01/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with Lynn 
Spafford regarding execution of Stipulation 
to Judgment; Two phone calls Greg regarding 
removal of valves and return to HD 
Waterworks; Two phone conferences with Greg 
regarding valve removal. 
06/01/09 PAUL Fee: 1.00 hours@ $35.00/hour 
Drafting Motion for summary Judgment on 
Equitable subordination 
06/02/09 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton View) Revise brief supporting summary 
Judgment on equitable subrogation; Two phone 
conferences with Greg regarding conversation 
with Lynn Spafford. 
06/03/09 MRF Fee: 1.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) revise Motion for Partial 
summary Judgment and fax to Spafford; revise 
answer to scheiss crossclaim; research on 
Utah LLC statutes; Phone conference with 
Lynn Spafford; Phone conference with Greg 
Stoddard; office conference with Dan and 
Paul on further briefing and litigation 
strategy; file answer to scheiss crossclaim. 
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06/03/09 ORB 
06/04/09 MRF 
Fee: 1.00 hours@ $150.00/hour (Idaho Development) Participating in phone 
conversation with Spafford; meeting with 
Mark; drafting email; researching Utah LLC 
laws regarding owner creditors 
Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with Greg; 
review line item calculation sent to 
Spafford; revise Stipulation to Judgment and 
e-mail to Spafford. 
06/05/09 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton View) Phone conference with Lynn 
Spafford; Phone conference with Greg 
Stoddard; revise stipulation to sum certain 
Debt and refax to Spafford; review discovery 
responses from scheiss. 
06/16/09 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton View) Phone conference with Lynn 
Spafford regarding stipulation to sum 
certain debt; e-mail revi stipulation to 
Spafford; e-mail to Greg and Daniel to push 
on stipulation; Phone conference with Greg; 
e-mail to Spafford on stipulation and Motion 
for summary Judgment. 
06/17/09 MRF Fee: 1.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Review emails from Spafford and 
respond; TWo phone conferences with Greg 
Stoddard to discuss options and begin 
preparations of Motion for summary Judgment 
against Teton view Golf Estates; review 
files and work with Paul on bri ng. 
06/17/09 PAUL Fee: 2.75 hours@ $35.00/hour 
Drafting Motion for summary Judgment on 
Breach of Contract 
06/18/09 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with Greg 
regarding Spafford modifications to 
stipulation and loan negotiations and status 
of Motion for summary Judgment; revise brief 
on summary Judgment 
06/18/09 PAUL Fee: 2.25 hours@ $35.00/hour 
Drafting Motion for summary Judgment on 
Breach of contract; organizing Documents 
06/19/09 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with Greg; Two 
phone conferences with court clerk to 
schedule Motion for summary Judgment on 
Teton view and on Idaho Development; office 
conference with Dan on Motion strategy and 
scheduling; review Idaho Development answer 
to third party complaints and additional 
claims against Teton View. 
06/19/09 PAUL Fee: 3.00 hours@ $35.00/hour 
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organizing documents. 
06/22/09 PAUL Fee: 3.50 hours@ $35.00/hour (Teton view) organizing Documents 
06/23/09 PAUL Fee: 1.75 hours@ $35.00/hour (Teton View) organizing Documents 
06/24/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton View) Review mediation email from 
Decker; Phone conference with Greg; office 
conference with Dan regarding mediation 
options, Strategy and position paper 
drafting; e-mail to Decker on Scheduling. 
06/24/09 ORB Fee: 0.25 hours@ $150.00/hour (Idaho Development) Meeting with Mark 
concerning strategy and mediation 
06/29/09 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with Karl 
Decker; Phone conference with Judge's clerk 
to reschedule Motion for summary Judgment; 
revsie notice of hed.1 h,;,J; email to Decker 
and client regarding Motion for summary 
Judgment and mediation; phone conference 
with Greg regarding mediation preparation. 
07/01/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Review mediation documents from 
Karl Decker and fax to Greg for review; 
Phone conference with Kip Manwaring's office 
regarding Motion for summary Judgment. 
Review documents from Decker regarding ZBS / 
Idaho Title Stipulation and order. 
07/02/09 MRF Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton View) Review documents on Alliance 
title appearance; review Dwight Baker 
mediation letter on mediation rules and 
forward to client. 
07/07/09 MRF Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) review scheiss and Associates 
answer to ZBS counterclaim. 
07/09/09 MRF 
07 /13/09 MRF 
07/14/09 MRF 
07/20/09 MRF 
Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with Lynn 
Spafford on Stipulation and Motion for 
summary Judgment; Phone conference with 
Greg. 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Review proposed amended 
stipulation and brief from Spafford in 
support of Motion to strike Idaho 
Development Third Party claims. 
Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Review proposed Stipulation 
from Lyn Spafford; Phone call to Greg; Phone 
conference with Greg. 
Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour 
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(Teton View) review Motion to continue 
hearing on Motion for summary Judgment and 
Motion to Amend responses to Request for 
Admissions; research and dictate responses 
to both motions; revise Motion and fax to 
Stoddard for review. 
07/21/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone conference with Greg Stoddard 
regarding Teton view; review brief objecting 
to Motion to continue; office conference 
with Dan regarding affidavit from Greg to 
oppose Motion to Amend Request for Admission 
responses. 
07/21/09 ORB Fee: 0.75 hours@ $150.00/hour 
(Idaho Development) Reviewing objection to 
Motion to Continue and Motion to Amend 
Response to Requests for Admissions 
07/23/09 ORB Fee: 0.25 hours@ $150.00/hour 
(Teton view) Reviewing opposition to motion 
to continue motion for summary judgment and 
Teton view's M0t;o,r to set aside admissions 
07/27/09 PAUL Fee: 3.00 hours@ $35.00/hour (Teton View) Motion for summary Judgment -
Stoddard 
07/28/09 MRF Fee: 1.00 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) work with Paul on revisions to 
Motion for Partial summary Judgment to get 
Daniel Stoddard personal guarantee 
cancelled; review Delaware, Florida, 
Georgia, and Idaho corporate records on 
various HD supply entities to support 
motion. 
07/30/09 ORB Fee: 0.75 hours@ $150.00/hour 
Reviewing discovery responses filed by Idaho 
Development 
08/03/09 ORB Fee: 4.25 hours@ $150.00/hour 
(Teton view) Drafting mediation position 
statement 
08/03/09 PAUL Fee: 1.25 hours@ $75.00/hour 
Stamping/scanning Documents; Motion for 
summary Judgment - Daniel Stoddard 
08/03/09 PAUL Fee: 3.50 hours@ $75.00/hour 
Motion for summary Judgment drafting 
08/04/09 MRF Fee: 1.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton View) three office conferences with 
Dan; review Stoddard affidavit support 
Motion for summary Judgment; review response 
briefing affidavits, notice of 
nonparticipation from Lyn Spafford; office 
conference with Paul on Motion for summary 
Judgment against scheiss and associates 
regarding validity of lien and invalid 
service on property owner. 
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08/04/09 DRB Fee: 5.25 hours@ $150.00/hour 
(Teton view) Drafting mediation pos1t1on 
statement; drafting reply to Teton view's 
opposition to motion for summary judgment; 
drafting affidavit for Greg Stoddard; 
meeting with Mark regarding case 
08/04/09 PAUL Fee: 0.75 hours@ $75.00/hour 
Motion for summary Judgment 
08/04/09 PAUL Fee: 2.50 hours@ $75.00/hour 
Motion for summary Judgment - scheiss Lien 
08/05/09 MRF Fee: 2.00 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Phone conference with Greg 
Stoddard regarding removal of excess pipe 
materials and revisions to affidavit; revise 
brief on Partial summary Judgment to get 
Daniel Stoddard out of case; office 
conference with Greg; revise reply brief, 
affidavit and mediation position paper. 
08/05/09 DRB Fee: 3.75 hours@ $150.00/hour 
· (Teton view) Revising mediation position 
statement; revising reply to Teton view's 
opposition to motion for summary judgment; 
phone conversation with Greg Stoddard; 
meeting with Mark; revising affidavit of 
Greg Stoddard; meeting with Greg Stoddard 
08/05/09 PAUL Fee: 0.50 hours@ $75.00/hour 
Motion for summary Judgment drafting 
08/05/09 PAUL Fee: 0.75 hours@ $75.00/hour 
Motion for summary Judgment - scheiss Lien; 
Updating Affidavits 
08/06/09 MRF Fee: 2.00 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Two office conferences with Dan 
to work on strategy for Motion and 
mediation; review Dan's affidavit regarding 
professional status of Steven Walker; review 
all discovery responses from Teton view; 
prepare for mediation. 
08/06/09 DRB Fee: 3.75 hours@ $150.00/hour 
(Teton view) Reviewing discovery responses 
from Schiess; meeting with Mark to discuss 
strategy at mediation; researching Steven 
walker on the internet; drafting affidavit 
regarding Steven Walker; reviewing Motion 
for Partial summary Judgment to invalidate 
Schiess lien. 
08/07/09 MRF Fee: 1.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Phone conference with Alan 
Harrison; Two phone conferences with Greg 
Stoddard on preparation for mediation. 
08/07/09 PAUL Fee: 0.75 hours@ $75.00/hour 
Updating Motion for summary Judgment 
08/07/09 PAUL Fee: 0.50 hours@ $75.00/hour 
Updating Motion for summary Judgment 
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08/10/09 MRF Fee: 9.75 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) (5:00-5:45 am) Prepare for and 
attend hearing on Motion for summary 
Judgment and Motion by Spafford to withdraw; 
office conference with Greg Stoddard; attend 
mediation in Karl Decker's office (8:30-12:30 pm and 2:30 - 7:30 pm) 
08/10/09 DRB Fee: 3.00 hours@ $150.00/hour (Teton view) Meeting with Mark to discuss 
hearing; attending hearing; attending 
mediation 
08/11/09 MRF Fee: 1.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Two phone conferences with Greg 
Stoddard; Phone conference with Alan 
Harrison on Mediation completions; review 
McArthur trust Utah complaint against 
Spafford, Versteeg and Teton view; Three 
office conferences with Dan regarding 
negotiations with Teton view and HD 
Waterworks following mediation. 
08/11/09 DRB Fee: 1.25 hours@ $150.00/hour 
Meeting with Mark concerning Mediation and 
litigation strategy; reviewing complaint and 
answers filed with regard to the 4 acre 
commercial property; 
08/17/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton View) Review order from Judge and 
letter and documents from Harrison; fax all 
to client. 
08/17/09 MRF Expense 
Baker and Harris Mediation Fee 
08/19/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Review documents from Harrison 
and order from court on Default; Phone 
conference with Greg Stoddard; office 
conference with Dan on trial strategy. 
08/27/09 MRF Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) office conference with Dan; 
phone conference with Greg; Phone conference 
with court clerk regarding entry of Default 
and Motion for summary Judgment on Teton 
view. 
09/02/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Review Teton view calculations from Greg to 
complete Teton view Project; Phone 
conference with Greg; forward calculations 
to Alan Harrison. 
09/03/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton View) Review and forward Harrison 
email to Greg; Phone conference with Alan 
Harrison regarding costs to complete 
project; Phone conference with Greg. 
09/08/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
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(Teton view) Review email from Hookland 
regarding HD waterworks demands; forward to 
Greg; Phone conference with Greg regarding 
response and litigation strategy. 
09/14/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton View) Two phone conferences with Greg 
regarding discussions with Oswald and 
respond to email from Doug Hookland; two 
emails to Doug Hookland requesting details 
on HD billing calculations. 
09/29/09 MRF Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Review proposed affidavits from 
Kip Manwaring regarding HD waterworks lien 
claim and respond by email; forward 
affidavit to Greg. 
10/05/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Two phone conferences with 
Greg; Phone conference with Alan Harrison 
review emails from Dave Clark regarding 
financing and Kip Manwaring regarding 
Mcai·i.J,c;r trust. 
10/06/09 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton View) Phone conference with Greg 
Stoddard regarding Idaho Development 
partnership plan and negotiations with HD 
Waterworks to compromise account; review 
file and fax invoices and pay applications 1 
and 2 to Alan Harrison; email to Kip 
Manwaring regarding joint settlement of HD 
waterworks lien claims. 
10/08/09 MRF Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Phone conference with Kip 
Manwaring's office regarding Greg's proposed 
affidavit in HD Waterworks and my prior 
email on compromise payment of HD. 
10/09/09 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with DeVerl 
regarding status of litigation; emails to 
Alan Harrison and Greg Stoddard review 
status of case online and prior orders on 
obtaining Judgment against Teton View. 
10/13/09 MRF 
10/15/09 MRF 
10/16/09 MRF 
Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Two phone conferences with Greg 
Stoddard; Phone conference with Kip 
Manwaring; Phone call to and with Alan 
Harrison regarding payment of settlement 
amount to HD waterworks. 
Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Two phone conferences with Greg 
regarding loan funds and settlement with HD 
waterworks; email to Alan Harrison regarding 
taking Judgment against Teton view next 
week. 
Fee: 1.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Phone conference with Greg; 
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review equitable subordination brief on 
Idaho Development and forward it to Karl 
Decker for review regarding zss; office 
conference with Paul regarding research and 
revisions to Equitable subordination 
briefing; Two phone conferences with Alan 
Harrison regarding loans to Teton view; 
three phone calls to Greg. 
10/16/09 PAUL Fee: 0.75 hours@ $75.00/hour 
Reviewing Motion on Equitable subordination 
10/19/09 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Phone conference with Greg; 
Phone call to and email to Karl Decker; 
dictate affidavit of default and interest 
accrual and order of summary Judgment 
against Teton view Golf Estates, LLC. 
10/20/09 MRF Fee: 1.00 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teten view) revise affidavit of default and 
order on summary Judgment; Two phone 
conferences with Greg Stoddard review email 
~;::~;_er from Hookland and forwat·d·to Greg; -- --
Phone conference with Alan Harrison; emails 
to Karl Decker. 
10/21/09 MRF Fee: 1.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teten View) Phone conference with Karl 
Decker; Three phone conferences with Greg 
Stoddard regarding Motion for summary 
Judgment for Equitable subordination; email 
to Alan Harrison re~arding Subordination of 
Idaho developments interest in project; 
email to Kip Manwaring on Mac Arthur trust 
increasing contribution to HD payment; Phone 
conference with Alan Harrison. 
10/22/09 MRF Fee: 1.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Revise affidavit and order on 
summary Judgment; email to Kipp Manwaring on 
HD Settlement; two phone conferences with 
Greg regarding HD negotiations and other 
issues; Phone call to Doug Hookland 
regarding HD settlement proposal; Phone 
conference with Hookland. 
10/22/09 ORB Fee: 0.50 hours@ $150.00/hour 
Meeting with Mark to discuss trial strategy 
and discovery in Teton view case 
10/23/09 MRF Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Phone conference with Greg 
regarding litigation strategy and settlement 
with HD waterworks. 
10/26/09 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Two phone conferences with 
Greg; Phone call to Doug Hookland regarding 
HD supply; Phone conference with Doug 
Hookland on settlement offer. 
10/27/09 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Phone conference with Alan 
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Harrison regarding Joint venture options. 
Two phone conferences with Greg regarding HD 
waterworks negotiations; Phone conference 
with Deverl regarding pending cases. 
MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Two phone conferences with Kip 
Manwaring regarding Trethaway payment; Phone 
conference with Greg Stoddard; email to Doug 
Hookland regarding payment of settlement 
amount; preparation of documents, lien 
releases, etc. with copy to all counsel; 
exchange emails with Hookland, etc. 
DRB Fee: 2.00 hours@ $150.00/hour 
Multiple phone conversations with Greg 
Stoddard and Doug Hookland; reviewing lien 
release and settlement agreement documents; 
phone conversation with Mark and with Alan 
Harrison 
MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) review all HD settlement 
·--- documents and emai 1 to Hoo kl and, manwai"i iig--
and Harrison; Phone conference with Greg 
regarding signing second draft of Mutual 
release. 
MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Review and respond to emails 
regarding resolution documents on HD 
waterworks; emails to Hookland, Harrison and 
Manwaring. 
MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Two phone conferences with 
DeVerl Stoddard regarding Motion for summary 
Judgment on equitable subordination. 
MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) email to all counsel involved 
to obtain signatures on stipulations for 
dismissal and mutual release; Exchange 
emails with Hookland and Mollerup; Phone 
call to Idaho Title regarding stipulation. 
MRF Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
office conference with Greg regarding Teton 
view litigation. 
MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton View) E-mails to Hookland, Brunson, 
Manwaring, Watson, to get signatures on 
stipulation; Two phone calls Ed Watson; 
deposit McArthur settlement funds. 
MRF Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) office conference with Gil 
Gardner to get stipulation signature from 
Idaho Title; email to Doug Hookland to 
complete stipulation and get lien release 
recorded. 
MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
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12/17/09 PAUL 
12/18/09 MRF 
12/22/09 MRF 
3/09 MRF 
12/24/09 MRF 
12/24/09 DRS 
12/28/09 MRF 
12/29/09 MRF 
Phone conference with Greg regarding Teton 
view, review LLC Proposal from Zundel 
regarding Teton view; Email to 
Hookland on HD Paperwork. 
Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton View) Revise affidavit regarding 
default order on Teton view. 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Final revisions to order on 
summary Judgment and Default and submit to 
court. 
Fee: 0.125 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone conference with Greg regarding Teton 
View Motion strategy. 
Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with Greg; 
Phone conference with Alan Harrison 
regarding application for default and 
settlement options. 
Fee: 1.00 hours@ $75.00/hour 
Reviewing Motion on Equitable Subordination 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) office conference with Greg 
Stoddard and Deverl Stoddard regarding 
pending and future motions. 
Fee: 0.125 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone conference with Greg regarding Teton 
View. 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton View) Phone conference with Dick 
Trethaway regarding sale of McArthur trust 
commercial property; Phone conference with 
Greg. 
Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton View) Revise brief on equitable 
subordination and office conference with Dan 
on motion scheduling; Phone conference with 
court clerk to set hearing on Motion for 
Summary Judgment. 
Fee: 0.50 hours@ $150.00/hour 
Reviewing and revising motion for summary judgment regarding equitable subordination 
Fee: 1.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Review order on summary 
Judgment in Teton view case and fax to 
client; work with Paul on further briefing 
on equitable subordination Motion for 
summary Judgment against Idaho Development. 
Fee: 1.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton View) Revise briefing and affidavits 
to support Motion for summary Judgment on 
equitable subordination against Teton View 
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01/11/10 MRF 
01/12/10 MRF 
01/12/10 DRB 
01/13/10 MRF 
01/19/10 MRF 
and to defeat lien by scheiss; revise 
notices of hearing; email briefs to 
Stoddard; Phone conference with Greg; 
forward briefs to Greg Stoddard. 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) organize exhibits for 
affidavits supporting summary Judgment 
Motions against scheiss and Idaho 
Development. 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone conference with Deverl Stoddard 
regarding Teton view Motion status. 
Fee: 1.00 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) work with Paul on revisions to 
briefing and affidavits in Motion for 
summary Judgment against Idaho Development 
and Teton view; file all motions against 
Teton view and serve on all counsel. 
Fee: 1.00 hours@ $75.00/hour 
Revising Motion on Equitable subordination/ 
Recharacterization; Revising scheiss Motion 
Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Two phone conferences with Greg regarding 
Teton view; Phone conference with Alan 
Harrison regarding Motion for summary 
Judgment and meeting; Phone conference with 
Greg stddard regarding meeting with Idaho 
Development and zundells. 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view Phone call to Karl Decker to set 
meeting with zss clients; Phone conference 
with Greg; Phone conference with Karl Decker 
regarding ZBS. 
Fee: 0.125 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone conference with Greg regarding Teton 
view. 
Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) office conference with Greg 
regarding negotiations with zundell and 
possible meeting with Idaho Development. 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $150.00/hour 
Meeting with Mark and Greg Stoddard to 
discuss motion for summary judgment in Teton 
view/Idaho Development case 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with Alan 
Harrison regarding Teton view Motions and 
possible meeting; Phone conference with Greg 
Stoddard. 
Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone conference with Greg Stoddard 
Greg Stoddard regarding zss meeting; 
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email to Alan Harrison that meeting will not 
occur; Phone call to earl Decker to schedule 
meeting on ZBS. 
01/20/10 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Two phone conferences with troy regarding 
valley view; Phone conference with Greg 
regarding Teton view Motion for summary 
Judgment and Phone call by Greg to Steve 
zundell and Lynn Spafford; Phone conference 
with earl Decker regarding ZBS Meeting; 
Phone conference with greg regarding meeting 
with ZBS. 
01/21/10 MRF Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone conference with Greg regarding 
Teton view motions and meeting with 
ZBS tomorrow. 
01/22/10 MRF Fee: 1.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with Greg; 
office conference with Greg and Karl Decker 
regarding ZBS support for ,,iut.,01; for summary 
Judgment on Equitable subordination of Idaho 
Development Deed of Trust. 
01/2 5/10 MRF Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Review brief from scheiss 
supporting Motion on Equitable subordination 
and forward to client. 
01/26/10 MRF Fee: 1.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Review briefing and all 
affidavits from Harrison, Clark & Boswell; 
review support brief from ZBS, LLC; Phone 
conference with Greg; two office conferences 
with Dan regarding reply briefing. 
01/26/10 DRB Fee: 4.50 hours@ $150.00/hour (Teton view) Reviewing Idaho Development's 
opposition to Motion for summary Judgment; 
researching case law cited by Harrison's 
brief; drafting notes for reply brief 
01/27/10 MRF Fee: 2.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton View) Three office conferences with 
Dan regarding reply brief on Motion for 
summary Judgment on equitable subordination; 
two phone conferences with Greg; complete 
review of all affidavits and briefing from 
Alan Harrison; work on revision to reply 
brief. 
01/27/10 DRB Fee: 4.75 hours@ $150.00/hour (Teton View) Meeting with Mark; researching 
case law; drafting reply in support of 
Motion for summary Judgment 
01/28/10 MRF Fee: 1.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) work on revisions to Reply 
brief on Equitable subordination and 
recharacterization of Idaho Development 
debt. 
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02/01/10 DRB 
Fee: 5.25 hours@ $15O.OO/hour (Teton view) Drafting reply in support of 
Motion for summary Judgment; researching 
cases related corporate ownership and 
agency; meeting with Mark; reviewing 
pleadings filed by the parties in the case 
Fee: 1.50 hours@ $2OO.OO/hour 
Further revisions to Reply brief in Teton 
view; office conference with Dan on changes 
and email to Greg; office conference with 
Alan Harrison; review additional documents 
from Harrison in opposition to Motion for 
summary Judgment; Phone conference with Greg 
regarding Teton view and summit properties 
transcactions. 
Fee: 1.75 hours@ $15O.OO/hour 
(Teton view) Revising reply brief 
Fee: 1.25 hours@ $15O.OO/hour (Teton view) Reviewing documents to 
Harrison's second Affiu~vit~ revising Reply 
Brief 
02/03/10 MRF Fee: 0.125 hours@ $2OO.OO/hour 
Phone conference with Greg regarding 
Teton view case. 
02/04/10 MRF Fee: 0.25 hours@ $2OO.OO/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with Karl 
Decker regarding briefing and argument on 
Motion for summary Judgment 
02/05/10 MRF Fee: 1.50 hours@ $2OO.OO/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with Alan 
Harrison; Phone conference with Greg 
Stoddard; Two office conferences with Dan 
regarding files and prepare for argument on 
Equitable subordination. 
02/08/10 MRF Fee: 3.75 hours@ $2OO.OO/hour (Teton view) 2ocw Dan; prepare for and 
attend hearing on equitable subordination of 
Idaho Develpmentl oan; office conference 
with Greg and Deverl Stoddard; office 
conference with earl Decker; office 
conference with Alan Harrison; Phone 
conference with Karl Decker regarding 
Deposition scheduling; Phone conference with 
Jeff Brunson; email to all counsel regarding 
deposition scheduling review statutes 
regarding redemption rights on lien 
foreclosure; forexlosures; forward email to 
Greg on redemption rights; work on rev1s1ons 
to Motion to defeat schuss lien claim. 
02/08/10 DRB Fee: 2.00 hours@ $15O.OO/hour 
Meeting with Mark to prepare for hearing; 
attending hearing; researching case law and 
statutes related to ability to redeem from a 
lien foreclosure 
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02/09/10 MRF Fee: 2.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Research and work on revi son 
to brief supporting Motion for sum~ary 
Judgment against scheiss lien; revise 
Supporting Affidavit; revise Notice of 
Hearing; Two office conferences with Dan 
Beck regarding technical application of lien 
statute regarding verification of lien. 
02/10/10 MRF Fee: 3.75 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) four phone conferences with 
Greg; research on validity of Deed of Trust 
filed by Idaho Development and ZBS; work on 
revisions to Motion for summary Judgment 
regarding scheiss lien claim; research on 
Alpha Mechanical lien case and attach 
decision to briefing. 
02/11/10 MRF Fee: 1.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Review discovery responses from 
Schiess and work on bri ng to support 
Motion for summary Judgment to defeat 
Schiess lien; revise affidavit of Fuller 
with all ,exhibits. 
02/11/10 DRB 
02/12/10 MRF 
Fee: 2.25 hours@ $150.00/hour (Teton view) Drafting deposition questions 
for Melinda Boswell 
Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with Alan 
Harrison regarding depositions for Spafford 
and Versteeg and further discovery and trial 
preparation; office conference with Dan 
regarding pending motions. 
02/12/10 DRB Fee: 2.25 hours@ $150.00/hour (Teton View) Drafting deposition questions 
for Melinda Boswell; reviewing discovery 
responses and pleadings 
02/16/10 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton View) final revisions to Motion for 
summary Judgment on scheiss and Fuller 
affidavit and forward to Greg Stoddard for 
review. 
02/16/10 DRB Fee: 5.00 hours@ $150.00/hour (Teton view) Revising Notice of Deposition 
Duces Tecum for Melinda Boswell; drafting 
deposition questions for Melinda Boswell; 
drafting deposition questions for David 
Clark 
02/17 /10 MRF 
02/17/10 DRB 
Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) office conference with Dan 
regarding briefing on Scheiss lien; office 
conference with Dan regarding preparation 
for Boswell and ark Deposition; Phone 
conference with Greg Stoddard; revise 
notices for depositions duces Tecusm for 
Boswell and Clark. 
Fee: 3.00 hours@ $150.00/hour 
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(Teton view) Rev1s1ng Motion for summary 
Judgment RE: Schiess Lien; drafting 
deposition questions for Melinda Boswell and 
David clark 
Fee: 1.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) work on deposition questions 
for Dave cl ark and Melinda Boswell; review 
further discovery responses from Idaho 
Development; revise affidavit exhibits 
regarding Scheiss Motion for summary 
Judgment on invalid lien; Prepare 
acknowledgment of service regarding Dave 
Clark. 
Fee: 2.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) continue preparation for Clark 
and Braswell depositions; prepare and revise 
subpoenas; acknowledgments of service, 
letter to Alan Harrison; copy and mark all 
exhibits for depositions; office conference 
with Dan regarding stipulations and other 
documents needed for exhibits. 
Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Review discovery requests from 
scheiss and office conference with Dan to 
work wtrate~y to seek protective order or 
object to Discovery method which prejudices 
Depatco lien interests. 
Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Phone call to Alan Harrison; 
research on possible options to oppose 
discovery requests by scheiss; fax discovery 
documents to Greg for review and response. 
Fee: 1.75 hours@ $150.00/hour (Teton view) Researching case law and rules 
related to requests for admissions 
Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) phone conference with Alan 
Harrison regarding discovery, depositions 
and resolution options; Phone conference 
with Greg regarding settlement discussions 
and discovery. 
Fee: 2.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton View) Phone conference with Greg; 
office conference with Dan regarding liens; 
Phone conference with Jeff Brunson; review 
discovery requests from ZBS and fax to Greg; 
dictate letter to Jeff Brunson regarding 
settlement conference with Schiess and ZBS 
and Depatco; Phone call to Karl Decker; 
Phone conference with Greg, Daniel, Jed, 
etc. regarding setting up settlement 
conference with ZBS and Scheiss; revise 
letter to Brunson and fax with Alpha 
Mechanical decision; review discovery 
requests from Idaho Development; Two phone 
calls Greg; Phone conference with Karl 
Decker regarding possible settlement 
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conference. 
Fee: 3.25 hours@ $150.00/hour 
(Teton view) Reviewing discovery requests 
from Schiess and ZBS; phone conversation 
with Jeff Brunson; phone conversation with 
Greg Stoddard; meeting with Mark to discuss 
strategy and settlement options; revising 
deposition questions for Clark and Boswell 
487. 50 
03/02/10 MRF Fee: 1.75 hours@ $200.00/hour 350.00 
Dictate Motion regarding scheiss and 
revise Brief; review discovery from Idaho 
Development in Teton view and office conference 
with Dan regarding responses; revise depo questions 
for Boswell and Clark and fax to Greg; 
office conference with Kirk Woolf regarding 
scheiss and associates and contact with Kurt 
Roland; revise scheiss Motion; Phone 
conference with Karl Decker; review 
Affidavit of Versteeg, Spafford and Burton 
and modify scheiss Motions and Briefing to 
include citations and quotes. 
03/02/10 DRB Fee: 3.50 hours@ $150.00/hour 
(Teton view) Drafting discovery responses to 
Schiess and Associates Discovery Requests. 
03/03/10 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Final revisions to Brief 
supporting scheiss Motion for summary 
Judgment; office conference with Dance; 
discovery responses to scheiss, Idaho 
Development and ZBS; work on revision to 
questions for Clark and Boswell; Phone 
conference with Jeff Brunson regarding 
meeting with scheiss and Motion for summary 
Judgment on scheiss lien. 
03/03/10 DRB Fee: 3.25 hours@ $150.00/hour 
(Teton view) Drafting discovery responses to 
Schiess and Associates discovery Requests. 
Drafting responses to ZBs's discovery 
requests 
03/04/10 MRF Fee: 1.75 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Two phone calls Greg; complete 
preparation for Boswell and clark 
depositions and copy all exhibits for 
depositions; Phone conference with Kurt 
roland regarding scheiss lien; Phone 
conference with Greg regarding deposition 
questions. Dictate affidavit for Kurt 
Roland regarding property ownership by Teton 
view Golf Estates, LLC 
03/04/10 DRB Fee: 2.50 hours@ $150.00/hour 
(Teton view) Drafting discovery responses to 
Schiess and Associates discovery Requests. 
Drafting responses to ZBS's discovery 
requests 
03/05/10 MRF Fee: 7.00 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton view) Attend depositions of Boswell 
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525.00 
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375. 00 
1,400.00 
03/05/10 DRB 
03/08/10 MRF 
03/08/10 DRB 
03/09/10 MRF 
03/10/10 MRF 
and Clark; office conference with clients 
regarding ement proposals. 
Fee: 3.25 hours@ $150.00/hour (Teton view) Meeting with Mark to prepare 
for depositions; drafting discovery 
responses to Idaho Development's Discovery 
requests. 
Fee: 1.75 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Two phone conferences with Kurt 
Roland regarding affidavit; Phone conference 
with Jeff Brunson regarding possible 
settlement conference with scheiss and zss; 
office conference with Dan regarding issues 
discussed in Boswell and Clark depositions; 
final review and filing review and filing of 
Motion Affidavit, Notice and brief on 
scheiss lien Motion for summary Judgment; 
dictate letter to Harrison regarding 
document production after deposition; Phone 
conference with Greg regarding depositions; 
review Expert witness di osure from 
Roland; Fhune conference with Brunson 
regarding Roland. 
Fee: 1.25 hours@ $150.00/hour (Teton view)Revising discovery responses to 
Idaho Development, Schiess, and ZBS 
Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) office conference with Dan on 
discovery responses; Two phone conferences 
with Greg regarding Expert witnesses and 
settlement negotiations. 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Email to all counsel regarding 
scheduling depositions of scheiss expert 
witnesses. 
03/11/10 MRF Fee: 1.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Review supplemental discovery 
responses from Harrison; Two phone 
conferences with Greg; Phone conference with 
Rick Hajek at Amerit1tle regarding documents 
on subordination; Phone conference with Alan 
Harrison; workon revisions to discovery 
requests from ZBS, Idaho Development and 
scheiss. 
03/12/10 DRB Fee: 0.75 hours@ $150.00/hour (Teton view) Meeting with Mark to discuss 
trial strategy; researching case law 
03/15/10 MRF Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with Karl 
Decker regarding ZBS position on scheiss 
Motion for summary Judgment 
03/16/10 MRF Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) review settlement proposal from 
Alan Harrison and Email to Greg Stoddard; 
Phone conference with Greg regarding 
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negotiation strategy. 
03/17/10 MRF Fee: 1.00 hours@ $2OO.OO/hour (Teton view) complete revisions of discovery 
responses to Schiess, Idaho Development, ZBS 
and zundells. 
03/18/10 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $2OO.OO/hour (Teton view) further revisions to discovery 
responses to Idaho Development; Phone 
conference with Judge's clerk regarding 
notice of hearing on scheiss Motion for 
summary Judgment; office conference with 
Greg regarding negotiation for release of 
Schiess lien. 
03/18/10 DRB Fee: 1.25 hours@ $15O.OO/hour (Teton view) Revising discovery responses to 
ZBS, Schiess, and Idaho Development 
03/19/10 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $2OO.OO/hour (Teton view) Review documents produced to 
Idaho Development by amerititle to locate 
subordh,ati on agreement by ZBS; fax 
amerititle officer's notes to client; Two 
phone conferences with Greg Stoddard 
regarding continued settlement negotiating 
with ZBS and with Idaho Development and 
Schiess and associates. 
03/19/10 DRB Fee: 0.50 hours@ $15O.OO/hour (Teton view) Revising discovery responses to 
ZBS, Schiess, and Idaho Development 
03/22/10 MRF Fee: 1.50 hours@ $2OO.OO/hour (Teton view) Review briefing and affidavits 
by Scheiss in opposition to Motion for 
summary Judgment and email to Greg regarding 
deposition of Burton; two office conferences 
with Dan regarding reply briefing strategy; 
Phone conference with DeVerl Stoddard. 
03/22/10 DRB Fee: 4.75 hours@ $15O.OO/hour (Teton view) Revising discovery responses to 
ZBS, Schiess, and Idaho Development; 
organizing exhibits for use at trial; 
reviewing response to motion for summary judgment filed by Schiess and Associates; 
researching case law for response brief 
03/23/10 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $2OO.OO/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with Alan 
Harrison regarding Schiess Motion for 
summary Judgment and settlement 
negotiations; emails to greg regarding 
discovery and Burton Deposition; office 
conference with Dan regarding Scheiss reply 
brief; Phone conference with Greg. 
03/23/10 DRB Fee: 3.25 hours@ $15O.OO/hour (Teton view) Revising discovery responses to 
Schiess; organizing exhibits; meeting with 
Mark to discuss upcoming hearing on Motion 
for summary Judgment regarding Schiess's 
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lien; researching case law for response 
brief 
03/24/10 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 100.00 
(Teton view) Review Supplemental affidavit 
of Lance Schuster and research on reply 
brief for scheiss lien Motion for summary 
Judgment; two office conferences with Dan 
regarding status of further research. 
03/24/10 MRF Expense 45.40 (Teton view) copies for Depositions 
03/25/10 MRF Fee: 1.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 300.00 (Teton view) Research and work on brief in 
reply to Schiess briefing on Schiess lien 
Motion for Summary Judgment; 3 phone 
conferences with Gerg Stoddard regarding 
possible continuance and/or affidavit from 
Jeff Burton; office conference and phone 
conference with Dan regarding Motion for 
Summary Judgment. 
03/25/10 MRF apcnse --- 1,187.50 
(Teton view) Deposition fees - Boswell and 
Clark 
03/26/10 MRF Fee: 1.75 hours@ $200.00/hour 350.00 (Teton view) Two phone conferences with Greg 
regarding discovery response supplements; 
dictate additional witness disclosures; 
revise and file amended Notice of hearing on 
scheiss Motion for summary Judgment; revise, 
copy and mail discovery responses to all 
parties; review revised sheiss Exhibits. 
03/29/10 DRB Fee: 1.75 hours@ $150.00/hour 262.50 (Teton view) Phone conversation with Greg 
Stoddard regarding appraisal from Teton view 
and settlement proposal from ZBS. Reviewing 
discovery responses from Idaho Development; 
reviewing discovery responses from Schiess 
04/02/10 MRF Fee: 1.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 250.00 (Teton view) Review decision on Motion for 
Summary Judgment regarding 
recharacterization of Idaho Development 
investment; office conference with Dan; 
Phone conference with Greg on Saturday (4/3) 
to discuss recent decision and plans for 
further litigation strategy. 
04/02/10 DRB Fee: 1.25 hours@ $150.00/hour 187.50 
04/05/10 MRF 
(Teton view) Reviewing court's decision on 
Motion for Summary Judgment; meeting with 
Mark to discuss trial strategy on remaining 
issues 
Fee: 1.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton View) Forward recent decision to 
Decker and Stoddard; Phone conference with 
Karl Decker regarding settlement letter and 
effect of recent decision and Motion for 
summary Judgment against Scheiss and 
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04/06/10 MRF 
04/06/10 MRF 
04/06/10 ORB 
04/07 /10 MRF 
04/07 /10 ORB 
Associates; Emails to Brunson, Harrison, 
Decker and Roland regarding depositions of 
scheiss and Roland; Phone conference with 
Alan Harrison regarding recent decisions and 
further litigation progress and Motions; 
office conference with Dan regarding 
deposition questions for Schiess and Roland. 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton View) Review Motion for Partial 
summary Judgment filed by Scheiss and office 
conference with Dan regarding revised Motion 
for Summary Judgment on Schiess lien 
priority. 
Fee: 1.75 hours@ $150.00/hour 
(Teton view) Reviewing motion for summary judgment filed by Schiess and Associates; 
researching case law; meeting with Mark; 
drafting deposition questions for Kurt 
Roland Deposition 
Expense (Teton view) Kurtis Roland - subpoena 
fee 
Fee: 4.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Work on revisions to Scheiss 
Motion for summary Judgment; Exchange emails 
regarding Schiess and Roland depositions; 
Phone conference with Karl Decker regarding 
ZBS Motion for Summary Judgment; revise 
Motion and review Scheiss Motion for summary 
Judgment briefing and affidavit; review 
Motion by Schiess and second affidavit from 
David Schiess; review Motion for Summary 
Judgment briefing from ZBS; review Motion 
from Scheiss regarding Judgment against 
Teton View; Phone call to and office 
conference with Greg Stoddard regarding 
Teton view; Prepare and revise deposition 
notices, subpoena and letter to process 
server regarding Roland Deposition. 
Fee: 6.25 hours@ $150.00/hour 
(Teton view) Researching case law regarding 
engineers and mechanic's liens; drafting 
Brief in support of Amended Motion for 
summary Judgment; meeting with Mark; Meeting 
with Greg Stoddard; organizing documents in 
file; reviewing discovery responses from ZBS 
and Schiess; reviewing Request for Default 
filed by Schiess 
Fee: 2.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton View) Three phone conferences with 
Greg; Two office conferences with Dan 
regarding settlement negotiations with ZBS 
and Schiess and Phone conference with Jeff 
Brunson; review Motions from Schiess and ZBS 
on default Judgment and Motion for summary 
Judgment 
Fee: 4.75 hours@ $150.00/hour 
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262.50 
25.00 
900.00 
937.50 
500.00 
712.50 
04/08/10 ORB 
04/09/10 ORB 
04/12/10 MRF 
(Teton View) Drafting deposition questions 
for Kurt Roland and David Schiess; phone 
conversation with Jeff Brunson regarding 
Schiess' claim; phone conversation with Greg 
Stoddard regarding settlement options; 
drafting email to DePatco regarding trial 
strategy; meeting with Mark 
Fee: 3.75 hours@ $150.00/hour 
Drafting deposition questions for Kurt 
Roland and David Schiess; reviewing 
documents received from ZBS on CD disk 
Fee: 3.75 hours@ $150.00/hour 
Drafting deposition questions for Kurt 
Roland and David Schiess; organizing 
documents to be used at deposition. 
Fee: 2.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) office conference with Dan 
regarding deposition questions for Schiess 
and Roland; Two phone conferences with Greg; 
office conference with Dan regarding 
settlement negotiations with schies~di~ 
Zundells; Phone conference with Greg 
Stoddard; Phone call to Karl Decker 
regarding zundell meeting; work on revisions 
to Roland and Schiess depositions. 
04/12/10 DRB Fee: 5.25 hours@ $150.00/hour 
Drafting Deposition questions for Kurt 
Roland and David Schiess depositions; 
researching case law regarding agency for 
reply brief; phone conversation with Karl 
Decker; two phone conversations with Greg 
Stoddard; meeting with Mark; reviewing email 
from Jeff Brunson 
04/13/10 MRF Fee: 2.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) complete preparation for 
Schiess and Roland depositions; Phone 
conference with Karl Decker; Phone 
conference with Greg Stoddard; Phone 
conference with Jeff Brunson regarding 
meeting scheduling and settlement 
negotiations. 
04/13/10 DRB Fee: 2.50 hours@ $150.00/hour (Teton view) Revising deposition questions 
for Schiess and Roland; phone conversation 
with Karl Decker; meeting with Mark; 
drafting reply to Schiess' Motions for 
Partial summary Judgment 
04/14/10 MRF Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton View) Phone conference with Karl 
Decker to set meeting; Two phone conferences 
with Greg Stoddard; ZBS Schiess negotiations 
revise settlement agreement drafted by Dan 
regarding Schiess and ZBS 
04/14/10 ORB Fee: 3.25 hours@ $150.00/hour (Teton View) Drafting Settlement Agreement 
to Allow Joint Foreclosure; revising 
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deposition questions. 
04/15/10 MRF Fee: 3.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Five Phone conferences with 
Karl Decker; office conference with Greg 
Stoddard regarding revisions to settlement 
agreement on Stoddard/ scheiss / ZBS; 
negotiations on partial settlement; email to 
Kurt Roland regarding cancellation of 
depositions. 
04/15/10 ORB Fee: 5.75 hours@ $150.00/hour (Teton view) Preparing for depositions; 
multiple phone conversations with Jeff 
Brunson and Karl Decker; meeting with Mark 
and Greg Stoddard; phone conference with 
Greg Stoddard, Mark Fuller and oeverle 
Stoddard; drafting settlement Agreement 
04/16/10 MRF Expense 
(Idaho Development) Matt Tolman 
04/16/10 MRF Fee: 0.50 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Two phon-e confereiiCb with Greg 
Stoddard; office conference with Dan 
regarding revisions to settlement agreement 
with ZBS and Schiess. 
04/16/10 DRB Fee: 3.75 hours@ $150.00/hour (Teton view) Phone conversation with Greg 
Stoddard regarding settlement; phone 
conversation with Karl Decker; phone 
conversation with Jeff Brunson; revising 
settlement agreement; meeting with Mark; 
drafting email to Karl Decker and Jeff 
Brunson 
04/19/10 MRF Fee: 1.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton View) Two phone conferences with 
Greg; review final compromise agreement and 
forward to Jeff Brunson for signature by 
Schiess; Three phone conferences with Jeff 
Brunson regarding Schiess signing; two 
office conferences with Dan regarding final 
Motion for Judgment and for Rule 54(b) 
certificate. 
04/19/10 DRB Fee: 1.75 hours@ $150.00/hour (Teton View) Phone conversation with Greg 
Stoddard; reviewing emails from Karl Decker 
and Jeff Brunson; meeting with Mark 
04/20/10 MRF Fee: 2.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) office conference with Dan; 
review all prior Judgments and dictate 
Motion, Notice and order approving 
settlement agreement and Grantiing Rule 
54(b) certificate; Phone conference with 
Greg; review revised motion and Notice of 
Hearing from Schiess; revise Motion Notice 
and order and file with court; fax copy to 
client. 
04/22/10 MRF Fee: 1.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
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04/26/10 DRB 
04/27 /10 MRF 
04/28/10 MRF 
04/28/10 DRB 
04/30/10 MRF 
05/03/10 MRF 
05/04/10 MRF 
05/04/10 DRB 
(Teton view) Review Idaho Development 
opposition briefing and affidavits regarding 
ZBS summary Judgment motion; Phone 
conference with Alan Harrison; Phone call to 
Karl Decker; Phone conference with Greg 
regarding all parties and enforcement of ZBS 
Deed of Trust and settlement agreement; 
Phone conference with Karl Decker regarding 
response to Teton view Briefing. 
Expense: 212@ $0.10 each 
(Teton view) copies 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $150.00/hour 
Reviewing Plaintiff's response to ZBS's 
Motion for summary Judgment. 
Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Review response brief, affidavit and 
default documents from ZBS regarding 
Motion for Summary Judgment. 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Phone conference with Greg reya, ·din~ 
ZBS reply brief and further proceedings 
in foreclosure. 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $150.00/hour (Teton View) Reviewing response briefing 
from ZBS; meeting with Mark to discuss 
upcoming hearing. 
Fee: 0.25 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton View) Review Harrison response to 
Motion for Judgment on Foreclosure and 
Motion to Stay execution. 
Fee: 0.75 hours@ $200.00/hour (Teton view) Phone conference with Gre~ 
regarding hearings tomorrow on ZBS Motion 
for summary Judgment and DePatco's Motion 
to Enforce Stipulation on Foreclosure; 
emails to Greg; phone conference with 
Karl Decker regarding Alliance Title 
default issues at trial. 
Fee: 4.50 hours@ $200.00/hour 
(Teton View) Prepare for and attend 
hearing on ZBS Motion for Summary 
Judgment; Sheiss Motion for Default 
and DePatco Motion for Final Judgment 
on Foreclosure; phone conference with 
Karl Decker; office conference with 
Harrison, Brunson and Decker regarding 
settlement options; phone conference 
with Greg Stoddard regarding Motion 
for Reconsideration; email proposed final 
Judgment to Karl Decker; office conference 
with Dan regarding briefing and argument 
on Motion to Reconsider. 
Fee: 2.25 hours@ $150.00/hour (Teton view) Meeting with Mark to prepare 
for hearing; reviewing affidavit of 
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05/05/10 MRF 
05/17 /10 MRF 
Melinda Boswell and Motion to Reconsider 
filed by Harrison. 
Fee: 1.00 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Dictate, review and revise Brief 
in Opposition to Motion for 
Reconsideration 
Fee: 1.00 hours@ $200.00/hour 
Review billing statements; review 
and revise Motion for Attorney Fees, 
Notice of Hearing and Memorandum of 
Attorney Fees and Costs. 
Hours: 396.875 Fees: $64,386.25 
Expenses: 1,749.10 
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MARK R. FULLER (ISB No. 2698) 
FULLER & CARR 
410 MEMORIAL DRIVE, SUITE 201 
P.O. Box 50935 
IDAFO FALLS, ID 83405-0935 
TELEPHONE: (208) 524-5400 
FACSIMILE: ( 2 08) 52 4-7167 
ATTQRNEY FOR DEFENDANT -- DEPATCO, INC. 
1 0 hfW 20 rt: : i 6 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL 
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR 
THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IDAHO 
LLC., a 
company, 
DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, ) 
Utah limited liability) 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC., 
a Utah limited liability 
company, ROTHCHlLD PROPERTIES, 
LLC., a Utah limited 
liability, WESTERN EQUITY, 
LLC., a Utah limited liability 
company, AMERITITLE COMPANY, 
ZBS, LLC., an Idaho limited 
liability company, DEPATCO, 
INC., an Idaho corporation, 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, PC., an 
Idaho Professional Service 
Corporation, HD SUPPLY 
WATERWORKS, LTD., DOES 1-3, 
and ALL PERSONS IN POSSESSION 
OF REAL PROPERTY DESCRIBED 
HEREIN, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-08-4395 
JUDGMENT AND ORDER APPROVING 
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT TO 
PERFORM JOINT FORECLOSURE 
AND CERTIFICATE OF FINAL 
JUDGMENT 
Whereas the above-entitled matter came before this Court 
pursuant to the Motion of DePatco, Inc., to approve the Settlement 
JUDGMENT AND ORDER APPROVING SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT TO PERFORM JOINT FORECLOSURE ANG CERT1F 
(ff FI'\JAL ,JUDGMENT - J 
,_ ... ,., - ..... ·- - - =· -- - - -- ~ .. -
Agreement to Perform Joint Foreclosure, dated April 19, 2010, and 
for Certificate of Final Judgment; and 
WHEREAS, DePatco, Inc., appeared by its counsel of record, 
Mark R. Fuller, Schiess & Associates, P.C., appeared by its 
counsel, Jeff Brunson, ZBS, LLC., appeared by its counsel, Karl 
Decker, and Idaho Development, LLC., appeared by its counsel, Alan 
Harrison, and the Court being fully informed in the premises 
enters the following Judgment and Order: 
1. The Judgments previously awarded to DePatco, Inc., in 
the amount of $729,357.51 plus accruing interest from December 22, 
2009, at the rate of 5.625% per annum, together with the Judgments 
awarded to ZBS, LLC., and to Schiess & Associates, P.C., pursuant 
to separate Judgments, shall be jointly foreclosed against the 
subject property, with each claim having an equal priority. 
2. DePatco, ZBS and Schiess & Associates shall jointly 
issue a single credit bid against the property which shall include 
all principle, interest and any attorney fees and costs awarded to 
each party. If a third party's bid exceeds the credit bid, 
DePatco, ZBS, and Schiess & Associates shall be paid in full, with 
any remaining funds being paid to Idaho Development, LLC., through 
its counsel of record. If no third party bid exceeds the combined 
credit bid, then the parties shall take the property jointly, 
subject to any redemption rights of Teton View Golf Estates, LLC. 
3. Any claims by Schiess & Associates against Brad Zundel 
cTUDGMENT AND ORDER APPROVING SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT TO PERFORM ,JOINT FORECLOSURE AND CERT~ E 
OF FINAL JUDGMENT - 2 
946 
Z l personally, are hereby DISMISSED with p udice. 
DATED this --4 day of May, 2010. 
JU['GMENT ANLJ CIRLJER APPROVING SETTLEMENT lc..GREEMENT TO PERFORM JOINT FORECLOSURE AND CE 
OF FINAL JUDGMENT - 3 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above Judgment 
and Order it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), 
IRCP, that the Court has determined that there is no just reason 
for delay of the entry of a final Judgment and that the Court has 
and does hereby direct that the above Judgment or Order shall be a 
final Judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be 
taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
DATED this day of May, 2010. 
Jon Shindurling 
District Judge 
JUDGMENT ANO ORDER APPROVING SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT TO PERFORM ,JOINT FORECLOSURE AND CERTH 
OF FINAL JUDGMENT - 4 
9 .l\ 0 l.l Al ; .. '_, 
NOTICE OF ENTRY 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I mailed a conformed copy of the 
foregoing JUDGMENT AND ORDER to the parties listed below on this 
day of , 2009. 
Mark R. Fuller, Esq. 
FOLLER & CARR 
P.O. Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Alan R. Harrison, Esq. 
ALAN HARRISON LAW, PLLC 
497 N. Capital Ave., Ste. 210 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Jeffrey Brunson, Esq. 
BEARD ST. CLAIR 
2105 Coronado 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Karl Decker, Esq. 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO 
P.O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Rick Hajek (Amerititle) 
1650 Elk Creek 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
BY: 
CLERK 
c7UDGMENT JI.ND ORDER APPROVIN(; :;EcTU:I<JENT AGREEMENT TO PERFORM JOINT FORECLOSURE AND CERTIF 
Of FINAL JUDGMENT - 5 
h. t1 9 ' "1 ._, 
Karl R. Decker, ISB #3390 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
P.O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone 208-523-0620 
Facsimile 208-523-9518 
Attorneys for ZBS, LLC 
- · 1· __ ·, ._ 1 ·.s-,, ; ,·1 ,-:,i· /J -
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company; 
AMERITITLE COMP ANY; ZBS, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; 
DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation; 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an 
Idaho Professional Services 
Corporation; HD SUPPLY 
WATERWORKS, LTD; DOES 1-3 and 
ALL PERSONS IN POSSESSION OF 
REAL PROPERTY DESCRIBED 
HEREIN, 
Defendants. 
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's Fees 
gr:)r \. ,) 
Case No. CV-2008-4395 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S 
FEES 
Page - 1 
ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, 
VS. 
Counterclaimant/ cross-
claimant/third-party 
plaintiff 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company 
Counter-defendant, 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
AMERITITLE COMP ANY; 
DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation; 
SCHIESS &ASSOCIATES, P.C., an 
Idaho Professional Services 
Corporation; 
HD SUPPLY WATERWORKS, LTD; 
Cross-defendants, 
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., 
an Idaho corporation, as and only as 
trustee, 
IDAHO TITLE & TRUST, INC., as and 
only as trustee, 
DOES 1-20; 
Third-party defendants. 
Defendant/ counterclaimant/ crossclaimant ZBS, LLC, by and through its counsel 
of record, Karl R. Decker of Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C., hereby submits this 
Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys Fees pursuant to Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure. By submitting this Memorandum, ZBS, LLCs is claiming the right, 
pursuant to the contract between the parties, Idaho Code §12-120(3) and Rule 54 of the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, to recover from Defendant, Teton View Golf Estates, 
LLC, the costs and fees set forth in the attached Affidavit. 
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's Fees Page - 2 
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To the best of the knowledge and belief of Karl R. Decker, the amounts set forth 
herein for fees are correct and such costs and fees are claimed by ZBS, LLC in 
compliance with Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. This Memorandum of 
Costs and Attorneys Fees is supported by the Affidavit filed simultaneously ,vi.th this 
Memorandum and incorporated herein by reference. 
ZBS, LLC has incurred costs in the above-entitled action in the amount of 
$1,033.12, which costs are specifically described and itemized in the Affidavit filed 
simultaneously with this Memorandum and incorporated herein by reference. 
ZBS, LLC has incurred attorney's fees in the above-entitled action in the amount 
of $57,004.00, which fees are specifically described and itemized in the Affidavit in 
Support of Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys Fees, filed simultaneously with this 
Memorandum and incorporated herein by reference. 
DATED this f q day of May, 2010. 
Karl R. Decker 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. 
attorneys for ZBS, LLC, Jim Zundel and 
Brad Zundel 
G IWPDATAIKRD\15389, ZBS LLC\03 Pleadings\Fees, Memorandum 2010-05-13.wpd 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, with my 
office in Idaho Falls, Idaho, and that on May j_g_, 2010, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document on the persons listed below by first class mail, with the 
correct postage thereon, or by causing the same to be delivered in accordance with Rule 
5(b), I.R.C.P. 
Persons Served: 
Alan R. Harrison 
ALAN R. HARRISON LAW, PLLC 
497 N. Capital Avenue, Suite 210 
Idaho Falls ID 83402 
Jeffrey D. Brunson 
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY, PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls ID 83404-7495 
Mark Fuller 
FULLER & CARR 
410 Memorial Dr. St. 201 
PO Box50935 
Idaho Falls ID 83405-0935 
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's Fees 
[XI Mail [ ] Hand [ ] Fax 
[_:iMail [ ] Hand [ ] Fax 
[)JMail [] Hand [] Fax 
Karl R. Decker 
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Karl R. Decker, ISB #3390 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
P.O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone 208-523-0620 
Facsimile 208-523-9518 
Attorneys for ZBS, LLC 
· ·'u::ry 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company; 
AMERITITLE COMP ANY; ZBS, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; 
DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation; 
SCHIESS &ASSOCIATES, P.C., an 
Idaho Professional Services 
Corporation; HD SUPPLY 
WATERWORKS, LTD; DOES 1-3 and 
ALL PERSONS IN POSSESSION OF 
REAL PROPERTY DESCRIBED 
HEREIN, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2008-4395 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MEMORANDUM 
OF COSTS AND ATI'ORNEYS FEES 
Affidavit in Support of Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's Fees Page - 1 
ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, 
VS. 
Counterclaimant/ cross-
claimant/third-party 
plaintiff 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company 
Counter-defendant, 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
AMERITITLE COMPANY; 
DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation; 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an 
Idaho Professional Services 
Corporation; 
HD SUPPLY WATERWORKS, LTD; 
Cross-defendants, 
ALLIANCE TITLE & ESCROW CORP., 
an Idaho corporation, as and only as 
trustee, 
IDAHO TITLE & TRUST, INC., as and 
only as trustee, 
DOES 1-20; 
Third-party defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Bonneville ) 
I, KARL R. DECKER, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that the testimony given in 
this sworn statement is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, that it is 
made on my personal knowledge, and that I would so testify in open court if called upon 
to do so. 
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And being so sworn I depose and say: 
1. I am a member of the law firm of Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P .L.L.C., 
counsel for defendant/ counterclaimant/ crossclaimant ZBS, LLC, in this matter. 
I have practiced law in Idaho continuously since September 27, 1985. 
2. This Affidavit is made on my OvVIl personal knowledge, except to the extent of 
allegations made on information and belief, and in support of the ZBS, LLC's 
Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys Fees. 
3. I am familiar with the prevailing charges in this community for legal work similar 
to that performed by the attorneys in this case. 
4. I have reviewed the time and cost records of Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, 
P.L.L.C. maintained on the above matter, and represent that, to the best of my 
knowledge and belief, the following items are claimed in compliance with Rule 54 
of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, are reasonable and were necessarily 
expended and incurred in the above entitled action on behalf of ZBS, LLC. 
5. The law firm of Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. has expended 274.50 
hours in prosecuting the above-entitled action for the ZBS, LLC through May 13, 
2010 . An itemization of the legal services provided by Holden Kidwell Hahn & 
Crapo, P.L.L.C. in connection with such matters is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 
The law firm of Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. has invoiced ZBS, LLC 
for the legal services itemized on Exhibit 1 attached hereto the total amount of 
$57,004.00. 
6. The obligation of ZBS, LLC to pay these attorney's fees is not contingent upon any 
event or occurrence. 
7. The law firm of Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. has incurred costs as a 
matter of right through May 13, 2010 in prosecuting the above-entitled action for 
ZBS, LLC in the amount of $671.12. An itemization of the costs incurred by 
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. in connection with such matter is 
Affidavit in Support of Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's Fees Page - 3 
attached hereto as Exhibit 2. The law firm of Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo, 
P.L.L.C. has invoiced ZBS, LLC for the costs itemized on Exhibit 2 attached hereto 
the total amount of $1,033.12. 
8. The costs as a matter of right pursuant to I.R.Civ.P. 54(d)(1)(C) include filing fees 
in this matter. 
9. The costs as a matter of right pursuant to I.R.Civ.P. 54(d)(1)(C) include the cost 
of a copy of depositions in this matter. 
10. That discretionary costs of $362.00, including $12.00 for recording a Notice of 
Pending Litigation and $350.00 as ZBS, LLC's share of the cost of comt ordered 
mediation were necessarily incurred in litigating this matter, were reasonably 
incurred, and, further, that such costs are exceptional in that such costs are not 
required in all litigation, but because of the nature of a foreclosure action with 
court ordered mediation are necessary in such actions. 
11. The obligation of ZBS, LLC to pay these costs is not contingent upon any event or 
occurrence. 
12. The sum of $58,037.12 represents a reasonable sum for costs and fees for services 
provided by the law firm of Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. in 
prosecuting the above-entitled action on behalf of ZBS, LLC. 
Dated: IAad Ii', lo( D 
KARLR. DECKER 
I CJ day of May, 010. / 
Notary Public for Idah 
Residing at Blackfoot, Idaho 
My Commission Expires: ~1=1_,_/2=8=-,....c/I=-3.,__ __ _ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, with my 
office in Idaho Falls, Idaho, and that on May J!L, 2010, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document on the persons listed below by first class mail, with the 
correct postage thereon, or by causing the same to be delivered in accordance with Rule 
s(b), I.R.C.P. 
Persons Served: 
Alan R. Harrison 
ALAN R. HARRISON LAW, PLLC 
497 N. Capital Avenue, Suite 210 
Idaho Falls ID 83402 
Jeffrey D. Brunson 
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY, PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls ID 83404-7495 
Mark Fuller 
FULLER & CARR 
410 Memorial Dr. St. 201 
PO Box50935 
Idaho Falls ID 83405-0935 
G:\WPDATA\KRD\15389, ZBS LLC\03 Plsadings\Fees, Affidavit 2010-05-13 wpd 
Karl R. Decker 
Affidavit in Support of Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's Fees 
rn. Mail [ ] Hand [ ] Fax 
M Mail [ J Hand [ ] Fax 
&(I Mail [ ] Hand [ J Fax 
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EXHIBIT 1 
Date Lawyer/Hours Hours Fees Description 
/Rate 
Jan 8/2009 KRD 0.30 Hrs 0.30 63.00 Telephone conference with Billy G. DuPree regarding 
X 210.00 parties in foreclosure action. Review names for conflicts' 
check. 
Jan 12/2009 KRD 0.50 Hrs 0.50 105.00 Intraoffice conference regarding conflict issues. Review 
X 210.00 Idaho Case Repository report regarding appearance of 
attorneys for Schiess & Associates and Depatco. 
Jan 13/2009 KRD 1.10 Hrs 1.10 231.00 Work on conflict issues. Telephone conference with David 
X 210.00 Schiess, memo to file. Telephone conference with Billy 
Du Pree regarding status of conflict resolution. 
Jan 14/2009 KRD 0.50 Hrs 0.50 105.00 Work on conflict regarding Depatco. 
X 210.00 
Jan 14/2009 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Telephone conference with Alan Harrison regarding 
X 210.00 acceptance of service issues, conflict waiver issues, memo 
to file. 
Jan 15/2009 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Work on conflict waiver issue. Review voice message from 
X 210.00 Alan Harrison, memo to file. Telephone conference with 
Alan Harrison regarding conflict issues, memo to file. 
Jan 16/2009 KRD 1.80 Hrs 1.80 378.00 Confirm no conflict regarding Depatco. Telephone 
X 210.00 conference with Alan Harrison, memo to file. Telephone 
conference with Billy Du Pree, memo to file. Preparation of 
engagement letter. Telephone conference with Alan 
Harrison to confirm that we received documents from 
him, memo to file. Preparation of engagement letter with 
ZBS. LLC. 
Jan 20/2009 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Preparation of correspondence to attorney Alan Harrison. 
X 210.00 
Jan 22/2009 KRD 2.10 Hrs 2.10 441.00 Telephone conference with Jim Zundel regarding case 
X 210.00 issues, engagement letter, memo to file. Review 
correspondence from Billy DuPree with copy of 
documents from his file. 
Jan 26/2009 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Review email from Jim Zundel with his contact 
X 210.00 information. 
Jan 26/2009 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Prepare and file notice of appearance in matter. 
X 210.00 
Jan 29/2009 KRD 0.30 Hrs 0.30 63.00 Review emails from Billy DuPree regarding engagement. 
X 210.00 Preparation of email to Billy Du Pree regarding status. 
Feb 6/2009 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Review emails from Jim Zundel and Billy DuPree. 
X 210.00 
Feb 9/2009 KRD 0.40 Hrs 0.40 84.00 Review emails from Jim Zundel. 
X 210.00 
qr.) q 
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EXHIBIT 1 
Date Lawyer/Hours Hours Fees Desc ri ptio n 
/Rate 
Feb 16/2009 KRD 0.80 Hrs 0.80 168.00 Review attachments to email from Jim Zundel. Telephone 
X 210.00 call to Jim Zundel, leave voice message, memo to file. 
Feb 17 /2009 KRD 0.50 Hrs 0.50 105.00 Telephone conference with Jim Zundel regarding 
X 210.00 background facts and issues, memo to file. Reminder to 
file to review lien documents and evaluate priorities. 
Feb 19/2009 KRD 1.10 Hrs 1.10 231.00 Review email from Jim Zundel. Review email from Billy 
X 210.00 Du Pree. Review loan application of Tony Versteeg for 
loan of $3 million in 2 phases. 
Feb 20/2009 KRD 0.70 Hrs 0.70 147.00 Telephone conference with Alan Harrison, memo to file. 
X 210.00 
Feb 24/2009 KRD 0.40 Hrs 0.40 84.00 Telephone conference with Jim Zundel regarding loan 
X 210.00 proposal, memo to file. Telephone conference with Alan 
Harrison regarding loan proposal issues, memo to file. 
Feb 27 /2009 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Review notice of appearance by attorney Jeffrey Brunson 
X 210.00 for Schiess & Associates 
Mar 11/2009 KRD 0.40 Hrs 0.40 84.00 Review email from Jim Zundel. Preparation of email to Jim 
X 210.00 Zundel regarding status of parties in matter. 
Mar 25/2009 KRD 0.60 Hrs 0.60 126.00 Telephone conference with Jim Zundel regarding default 
X 210.00 of some parties. Review case record on Idaho Case 
Repository database. Follow up requesting copy of 
pleadings to evaluate status of matter and develop advise 
for Jim Zundel. 
Mar 27/2009 KRD 0.90 Hrs 0.90 189.00 Review fax from Alan Harrison of default judgment against 
X 210.00 Teton View. Review official case docket. Preparation of 
correspondence to Jim Zundel regarding case issues. 
Mar 30/2009 KRD 0.10 Hrs 0.10 21.00 Review email from Jim Zundel. 
X 210.00 
Apr 1/2009 KRD 0.10 Hrs 0.10 21.00 Review email from Jim Zundel regarding information that 
X 210.00 Depatco may have. Reply to email from Jim Zundel. 
Apr 9/2009 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Review voice message from Steve Zundel regarding 
X 210.00 Depatco argument about priority, memo to file. 
Apr 16/2009 KRD 1.90 Hrs 1.90 399.00 Review voice message from Jim Zundel. Review Idaho 
X 210.00 case repository record. Telephone conferences with Jim 
Zundel regarding status and steps to take, memo to file. 
Telephone conference with Dan Beck at Fuller & Carr 
attorneys for Depatco. Review answer, counterclaim and 
third party complaint of Lynn Spafford and Tony Versteeg. 
Telephone conference with Alan Harrison, left voice 
message for him to call me. 
9GO 
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EXHIBIT 1 
Date Lawyer/Hours Hours Fees Description 
/Rate 
Apr 16/2009 KRD 0.40 Hrs 0.40 84.00 Review pleadings filed by Spafford and Versteeg. 
X 210.00 
Apr 17 /2009 KRD 1.30 Hrs 1.30 273.00 Telephone conference with Alan Harrison regarding 
X 210.00 motion regarding default, memo to file. Conference with 
Alan Harrison. 
Apr 21/2009 KRD 0.50 Hrs 0.50 105.00 Review DePatco's first discovery requests to ZBS, LLC, 
X 210.00 Idaho Development LLC and Teton View Golf Estates. 
Apr 22/2009 KRD 0.30 Hrs 0.30 63.00 Review document received from Tony Versteeg and Lynn 
X 210.00 Spafford. Preparation of correspondence to Jim Zundel 
with discovery and other documents received in last two 
days. Preparation of correspondence to attorney Mark 
Fuller regarding exhibits referred to in discovery requests. 
Apr23/2009 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Review correspondence from Mark Fuller regarding 
X 210.00 exhibits to discovery requests. Review documents from 
Lynn Spafford and Tony Versteeg. 
Apr 24/2009 KRD 0.30 Hrs 0.30 63.00 Review voice message from Jim Zundel. Telephone 
X 210.00 conference with Jim Zundel regarding priority issues, 
memo to file. 
Apr 25/2009 KRD 1.90 Hrs 1.90 399.00 Review memorandum in support of Depatco's motion to 
X 210.00 set aside default, review Versteeg and Spafford's motion 
to set aside default, review Idaho Development's motion 
for entry of terms of default, review answer and cross 
claim of Depatco. Review loan documents. 
Apr 28/2009 KRD 1.20 Hrs 1.20 252.00 Review correspondence from attorney Douglass Hookla nd 
X 210.00 for HD Waterworks with memorandum in support of 
motion to vacated default. Review case docket. 
Preparation of email to Jim Zundel. 
Apr 29/2009 GLM 0.50 Hrs 0.50 112.50 Intraoffice conference concerning rights of member of 
X 225.00 limited liability company to be investors and creditors of 
company 
Apr 29/2009 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Review Schiess & Associates joinder in opposition to 
X 210.00 plaintiff's motion for judgment on the pleadings. 
Apr 29/2009 KRD 2.00 Hrs 2.00 420.00 Intraoffice conference regarding equitable subordination 
X 210.00 argument. Review documents received today from 
attorneys for Schiess & Associates containing claims 
against Jim Zundel and Steve Zundel. Review pleadings. 
Review loan documents. 
Apr 30/2009 KRD 0.30 Hrs 0.30 63.00 Review issues to respond to motion to determine default 
X 210.00 judgment. Preparation of memorandum in opposition to 
motion to amend default judgment. 
~fl 
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EXHIBIT 1 
Date Lawyer/Hours Hours Fees Description 
/Rate 
Apr 30/2009 KRD 1.00 Hrs 1.00 210.00 Review fax from Alan R. Harrison of stipulation to set 
X 210.00 aside order of default and default judgment entered on 
March 16, 2009. Sign stipulation, email correspondence 
to Alan Harrison regarding stipulation. Review pleadings. 
May 1/2009 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Review correspondence from Douglas Hookland regarding 
X 210.00 stipulation to set aside default. 
May 4/2009 KRD 2.00 Hrs 2.00 420.00 Telephone conference with Alan Harrison regarding 
X 210.00 stipulation to set aside default and default judgment. 
Appear at hearing, conference with counsel following 
hearing. Review signed stipulation as filed with the court. 
Review email from Jim Zundel regarding assumption by 
Teton View Golf of Schiess obligation. Review "Order to 
Set Aside Default and Default Judgment Entered on March 
16, 2009" received from the court today. 
May 5/2009 DLH 0.20 Hrs 0.20 22.00 Conference with KRD regarding cross-claim 
X 220.00 
May 5/2009 KRD 2.00 Hrs 2.00 420.00 Telephone conference with Debbie at Doug Hookland's 
X 210.00 office about acceptance of service of HD Waterworks 
claims against ZBS, LLC, memo to file. Intraoffice 
conference regarding third party procedure. Review 
email from Jim Zundel. Review answer of Schiess & 
Associate to cross claim filed by Depatco. Preparation of 
email to Jim Zundel regarding priority issues. Intraoffice 
conference with Dan Dansie regarding issues to research 
related to priority of liens. 
May 5/2009 DD 0.20 Hrs X 0.20 25.00 Intraoffice conference with Karl Decker. 
125.00 
May 7/2009 DD 2.40 Hrs X 2.40 300.00 Review of documents and pleadings; computer-assisted 
125.00 legal research; review case law regarding foreclosure 
priority. 
May 11/2009 KRD 0.60 Hrs 0.60 126.00 Review correspondence from attorney Douglas Hookland 
X 210.00 received today including answer and cross claim. Execute 
acceptance of service. 
May 11/2009 DD 2.40 Hrs X 2.40 300.00 Computer-assisted legal research regarding priority of 
125.00 material men's liens; draft memo to Karl Decker 
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Date Lawyer /Hou rs 
/Rate 
May 12/2009 KRD 1.00 Hrs 
X 210.00 
May 12/2009 DD 1.90 Hrs X 
125.00 
May 13/2009 KRD 0.10 Hrs 
X 210.00 
May 14/2009 KRD 0.20 Hrs 
X 210.00 
May 14/2009 KRD 0.70 Hrs 
X 210.00 
May 19/2009 KRD 0.10 Hrs 
X 210.00 
May 21/2009 KRD 2.50 Hrs 
X 210.00 
May 22/2009 KRD 4.50 Hrs 
X 210.00 
May 27 /2009 KRD 0.50 Hrs 
X 210.00 
Jun 1/2009 KRD 3.10 Hrs 
X 210.00 
Hours 
1.00 
1.90 
0.10 
0.20 
0.70 
0.10 
2.50 
4.50 
0.50 
3.10 
EXHIBIT 1 
Fees Description 
210.00 Preparation of correspondence to Douglas Hookland with 
acceptance of service. Review documents from Douglas 
Hookland. Review documents received past few days 
from other attorneys. Telephone conference with Lois at 
First American Title requesting a copy of all instruments 
referred to in Litigation Guaranty 294068-IF issued to HD 
Supply Waterworks. 
237.50 Continue drafting memo regarding priority of 
materialmens liens to Karl Decker. 
21.00 Review email from Lois at First American Title with copy 
of documents referred to in Litigation Guaranty filed by 
HD Waterworks. 
42.00 Review plaintiffs answer to HD Supply Waterworks cross 
claim received today. 
147.00 Telephone conference with Jim Zundel regarding case 
issues, memo to file. Review file and discovery requests. 
Preparation of email to Jim Zundel with copy of discovery 
request of Depatco. 
21.00 Review email from Jim Zundel. 
525.00 Preparation of draft discovery responses for ZBS to 
Depatco's requests. Telephone conference with Jim 
Zundel regarding email with discovery requests. Review 
answers of Teton View Golf to Depatco's discovery. 
Review answer of Idaho Development to Schiess 
counterclaim. 
945.00 Review documents received from Idaho Development in 
response to discovery requests of Depatco. Telephone 
conference with Jim Zundel regarding documents to 
produce, memo to file. Review recorded documents in 
email from First American Title. Review email from Jim 
Zundel. Final draft of discovery response. Office 
conference with Steven Zundel executing discovery 
resoonse. 
105.00 Review correspondence from Douglas Hookland regarding 
motion to serve defendants Teton View, Rothschild, 
Western Equity and Sandra MacArthur outside the state 
of Idaho. Review answer of Defendants Teton View Golf, 
Rothschild and Western Equity to cross-claim of Schiess & 
Associates. 
651.00 Preparation of draft answer to complaint of Idaho 
Development. 
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Date Lawyer/Hours Hours 
/Rate 
Jun 3/2009 DLH 0.20 Hrs 0.20 
X 220.00 
Jun 3/2009 DD 0.30 Hrs X 0.30 
125.00 
Jun 3/2009 KRD 5.80 Hrs 5.80 
X 210.00 
Jun 4/2009 KRD 0.30 Hrs 0.30 
X 210.00 
Jun 5/2009 KRD 0.10 Hrs 0.10 
X 210.00 
Jun 9/2009 KRD 4.60 Hrs 4.60 
X 210.00 
Jun 9/2009 CAH 0.10 Hrs 0.10 
X 225.00 
Jun 9/2009 DD 3.70 Hrs X 3.70 
125.00 
Jun 10/2009 DD 3.10 Hrs X 3.10 
125.00 
EXHIBIT 1 
Fees 
44.00 
37.50 
1218.00 
63.00 
21.00 
966.00 
22.50 
462.50 
387.50 
Description 
Conference with Karl Decker regarding procedures for 
disclosure of electronic documents 
Intraoffice conference with Karl Decker regarding priority 
issues. 
Continue drafting answer. Intraoffice conference with Don 
Harris regarding discovery response with electronic 
documents. Begin preparation of counterclaim and cross-
claim for foreclosure. Intraoffice conference with Dan 
Dansie regarding research of mechanic's lien priorities. 
Review documents from Jim Zundel via email. Evaluate 
documents for privilege. Research effect of recording 
deed of trust prior to obtaining title to property. 
Review cases regarding priority of mechanic's liens. 
Review Depatco's answer to Schiess cross claim. Notice of 
appearance of Kipp Manwaring for Sandra MacArthur. 
Review discovery response from Schiess & Associates. 
Continue drafting answer to complaint, counterclaim and 
cross-claim for foreclosure. Review order referring case to 
mediation. Preparation of correspondence to opposing 
counsel regarding nomination of Dwight Baker as 
mediator. Telephone conference with Jim Zundel 
regarding title insurance issues, memo to file. 
Interoffice conference 
Computer assisted legal research regarding equitable 
subordination and reformation of instruments; draft 
memo regarding same issues to Karl Decker. 
Additional computer assisted legal research related to 
priority issues; research LLC statutes in Utah and Idaho; 
edit and revise memorandum to Karl Decker. 
Q L' ·' 
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Date Lawyer/Hours 
/Rate 
Jun 10/2009 KRD 6.40 Hrs 
X 210.00 
Jun 11/2009 DD 0.30 Hrs X 
125.00 
Jun 11/2009 KRD 1.20 Hrs 
X 210.00 
Jun 15/2009 KRD 3.20 Hrs 
X 210.00 
Jun 16/2009 DD 3.00 Hrs X 
125.00 
Jun 16/2009 KRD 7.00 Hrs 
X 210.00 
Hours 
6.40 
0.30 
1.20 
3.20 
3.00 
7.00 
EXHIBIT 1 
Fees Description 
1344.00 Continue drafting counterclaim, cross-claim, third party 
complaint to assert ZBS claims for foreclosure of ZBS deed 
of trust. Telephone conference with Rich Hajek at 
AmeriTitle regarding closing date on ZBS sale to Teton 
View Golf Estates, memo to file. Evaluate documents 
from Jim Zundel. Telephone conference with AmeriTitle 
escrow department in Payette regarding payments on 
Teton View's promissory note to ZBS, memo to file. 
Preparation of interest calculation spreadsheet to 
calculate amount due today. Obtain and review partial 
release of ZBS deed of trust. Evaluate legal descriptions 
resulting from partial release. 
37.50 Intraoffice conference with Karl Decker. 
252.00 Review documents. Continue drafting counterclaim, cross-
claim, third-party complaint for foreclosure. Intraoffice 
conference with Dan Dansie regarding research results 
regarding equitable subordination, Utah limited liability 
company law. Review research memoranda regarding lien 
priority issues. 
672.00 Continue drafting answer and counterclaim for 
foreclosure, evaluate various legal descriptions used for 
property. 
375.00 Computer assisted legal research regarding chain of title 
issue; draft memorandum analyzing research to Karl 
Decker. 
1470.00 Final draft of answer, counterclaim, cross-claim and third-
party claim answering the Idaho Development complaint 
and setting out ZBS claim for foreclosure. Review claims 
in cross-claim of Teton View Golf Estates to confirm that 
no claims are raised against ZBS, Steve Zundel or Brad 
Zundel. Evaluate Depatco cross-claim. Preparation of 
answer to Depatco cross-claim. Telephone conference 
with Jim Zundel regarding reasons to get a litigation title 
report. Review claims of HD Supply. Preparation of answer 
to HD Supply. Preparation of answer for ZBS to Schiess 
cross-claim and third-party complaint. Telephone 
conference with Jim Zundel regarding contract issues with 
Schiess. Begin preparation of answer for Brad Zundel and 
Jim Zundel to Schiess third party complaint. 
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EXHIBIT 1 
Date Lawyer/Hours Hours Fees Description 
/Rate 
Jun 17/2009 DD 1.40 Hrs X 1.40 175.00 Additional computer-assisted legal research regarding 
125.00 chain of title issue; edit and revise memorandum to Karl 
Decker. 
Jun 17/2009 KRD 3.90 Hrs 3.90 819.00 Intraoffice conference regarding new waiver of conflict 
X 210.00 issue regarding Depatco, preparation of email to Jim 
Zundel regarding conflict of interest [.3 no charge]. 
Continue preparing answer to Schiess & Associates third 
party claim for Brad Zundel and Jim Zundel. Preparation of 
final draft of answers to third party complaint against Brad 
Zundel and Jim Zundel. Preparation of final revision of 
answer of ZBS to cross claims of Schiess & Associates, 
DePatco, and HD Supply. Preparation of final revision of 
answer to complaint of Idaho Development adding 
affirmative defenses. Preparation of lis pendens to record 
in county real property records to give notice of 
foreclosure of deed of trust. Record lis pendens in 
Bonneville County. Review third party defendants 
Melinda Boswell and David Clark's answer to third party 
complaints of Teton View and Rothschild. Review Idaho 
Development's reply and additional claims. 
Jun 18/2009 KRD 1.10 Hrs 1.10 231.00 Review correspondence from attorney Jeffrey Brunson for 
X 210.00 Schiess & Associates regarding service on Brad Zundel. 
Begin review of discovery responses of Schiess & 
Associates. Review email from Jeffrey Brunson regarding 
mediator selection. Preparation of email to Brad Zundel 
and Jim Zundel regarding answer to third party complaint. 
Jun 18/2009 KRD 0.10 Hrs 0.10 21.00 Intraoffice conference with Dan Dansie regarding research 
X 210.00 into chain of title issues on validity of deed of trust. 
Jun 19/2009 KRD 0.90 Hrs 0.90 189.00 Review documents in file. Review emails from attorneys 
X 210.00 approving Dwight Baker as mediator. Email counsel 
regarding schedule for selecting mediator. Review memo 
regarding telephone conference with to Alliance Title 
regarding service of process. 
Jun 22/2009 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Review fax correspondence from Jeffrey Brunson 
X 210.00 regarding service on Jim Zundel and Brad Zundel. Review 
emails from counsel for MacArthur, HD Supply and 
Depatco regarding mediation. 
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Jun 23/2009 KRD 1.20 Hrs 1.20 252.00 Preparation of correspondence to Idaho Title & Trust 
X 210.00 regarding acceptance of service of summons and third-
party complaint. Preparation of draft stipulation for entry 
of judgment for Idaho Title & Trust. Preparation of draft 
stipulation for entry of judgment for Alliance Title & 
Escrow Corp. Preparation of draft stipulation for entry of 
judgment for AmeriTitle, Inc. 
Jun 23/2009 KRD 0.70 Hrs 0.70 147.00 Review recorded abstract of judgment. Review email 
X 210.00 from Jim Zundel. Telephone conference with Steve 
Zundel regarding communication of documents in case, 
case status, mediation process, memo to file. 
Jun 24/2009 KRD 3.60 Hrs 3.60 756.00 Review available dates for mediator Dwight Baker. 
X 210.00 Preparation of email to opposing counsel regarding 
available dates for mediation. Revise and final draft 
correspondence with acknowledgment of acceptance of 
service, and proposed stipulations for entry of judgment 
as to trustees on deeds of trust to Idaho Title & Trust, 
AmeriTitle, and Alliance Title. Review verification of 
discovery responses received today. Review discovery 
responses of Schiess & Associates. Telephone conference 
with Alan Harrison regarding mediation schedule, memo 
to file. Review email from Mark Fuller regarding 
mediation schedule. Review email from Alan Harrison 
regarding mediation schedule. 
Jun 24/2009 DD 0.30 Hrs X 0.30 37.50 Intraoffice conference with Karl Decker regarding priority 
125.00 issues. 
Jun 26/2009 KRD 0.50 Hrs 0.50 105.00 Review email from parties regarding mediation schedule. 
X 210.00 Telephone conference with attorney Jeffrey Brunson, left 
voice message, memo to file. Telephone conference with 
attorney Kipp Manwaring, left voice message, memo to 
file. Review update of message from Jeffrey Brunson's 
office. 
Jun 29/2009 KRD 1.30 Hrs 1.30 273.00 Review schedule of availability for mediation. Telephone 
X 210.00 conference with attorney Mark Fuller regarding 
availability on August 10, 2009 for mediation, memo to 
file. Review email from Mark Fuller regarding mediation 
schedule. Preparation of correspondence to Dwight Baker, 
mediator, copy to parties, confirming mediation schedule 
for August 10, 2009 starting at 10:00 a.m. 
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Jun 30/2009 KRD 0.10 Hrs 0.10 21.00 Schedule facilities for mediation on August 10, 2009. 
X 210.00 
Jun 30/2009 KRD 0.50 Hrs 0.50 105.00 Review Acknowledgment of Acceptance of Service from 
X 210.00 Idaho Title & Trust. Review Stipulation for Entry of 
Judgment from Idaho Title & Trust. File documents from 
Idaho Title & Trust with court. 
Jun 30/2009 DD 2.50 Hrs X 2.50 312.50 Computer assisted legal research regarding priority issues 
125.00 related to mechanic's liens. 
Jul 2/2009 KRD 0.70 Hrs 0.70 147.00 Intraoffice conference with Dan Dansie regarding facts 
X 210.00 related to research memorandum. Review 
correspondence from attorney Dick Mollerup with notice 
of appearance in matter. Review correspondence from 
mediator Dwight Baker with mediation agreement and 
rules for mediation. 
Jul 2/2009 DD 2.70 Hrs X 2.70 337 .50 Additional computer assisted legal research regarding 
125.00 mechanic's liens; draft memorandum to Karl Decker 
regarding effect of a contract of sale on the priority of a 
mechanic's lien. 
Jul 6/2009 KRD 0.40 Hrs 0.40 84.00 Work on mediation scheduling issues. Preparation of 
X 210.00 notice of schedule of mediation to file with the court. 
Preparation of correspondence to Steve Zundel with copy 
of mediation agreement. File notice of scheduling of 
mediation. File acceptance of service by Alliance Title. 
Jul 10/2009 KRD 0.60 Hrs 0.60 126.00 Review voice message from Lynn Spafford. Telephone 
X 210.00 conference with Lynn Spafford, memo to file. 
Jul 13/2009 KRD 1.30 Hrs 1.30 273.00 Review motion for summary judgment filed by DePatco. 
X 210.00 Review fax motion to strike or dismiss filed by Spafford 
and Versteeg as members of Teton View Golf Estates 
regarding "additional claims" filed by Idaho Development, 
LLC. Review email from Jim Zundel with closing statement 
showing$75.00 charge to ZBS for issuance of lender's 
policy of title insurance. Preparation of correspondence 
to Steven Zundel requesting information about title 
insurance policy. Review notice of non-participation in 
mediation by Alliance Title. Review Schiess answer to 
ZBS. Review Idaho Development to ZBS. Review research 
memorandum regarding effect of contract on mechanic's 
lien rights. 
Jul 14/2009 KRD 0.30 Hrs 0.30 63.00 Calendar hearing on DePatco motion for summary 
X 210.00 judgment for August 10, 2009. Preparation of 
correspondence to Steven Zundel and Jim Zundel. 
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Jul 15/2009 KRD 0.50 Hrs 0.50 105.00 Review email from Rich Hajek regarding stipulation for 
X 210.00 foreclosure. Revise draft stipulation and email to Rich 
Hajek. 
Jull?/2009 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Review Stipulation for entry of judgment received from 
X 210.00 AmeriTitle. 
Jul 20/2009 KRD 0.10 Hrs 0.10 21.00 Review email from Teton View Golf Estates regarding 
X 210.00 motion to continue hearing on motion for summary 
judgment. 
Jul 20/2009 KRD 0.10 Hrs 0.10 21.00 Review correspondence from Lynn Spafford. 
X 210.00 
Jul24/2009 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Review objection to motion to continue, forward copy to 
X 210.00 client. 
Jul 31/2009 KRD 0.90 Hrs 0.90 189.00 Review discovery responses of Idaho Development. 
X 210.00 
Aug 3/2009 KRD 0.50 Hrs 0.50 105.00 Review documents from Lynn Spafford: motion to 
X 210.00 withdraw memorandum in support of motion to amend 
requests for admission; notice of service, amended 
answer to Depatco's request for ad missions. 
Aug 4/2009 KRD 5.00 Hrs 5.00 1050.00 Review correspondence from Lynn Spafford including: 
X 210.00 notice of hearing, notice of non-participation, 
memorandum in opposition to motion for summary 
judgment, affidavit of Jeffrey A. Burton, affidavit of Steven 
K. Walker. Review project plans and project plat. Site 
visit regarding allegations that DePatco removed installed 
valves. Preparation of correspondence to Steven Zundel 
copy of documents from Lynn Spafford. Telephone 
conference with Jim Zundel regarding mediation issues, 
discovery of possible damage to installed water system by 
DePatco, memo to file. Begin preparation of draft 
confidential mediation statement of ZBS. 
Aug 5/2009 KRD 4.50 Hrs 4.50 945.00 Continue preparation of draft confidential mediation 
X 210.00 statement. 
Aug 10/2009 KRD 13.60 13.60 2856.00 Review pleadings from DePatco and from Teton View 
Hrs X 210.00 received Thursday, Friday and Today. Appear at hearing 
on DePatco's motion for summary judgment. Appear and 
participate in all day mediation session. 
Aug 11/2009 KRD 1.10 Hrs 231.00 Memo to file regarding mediation. Review discovery 
X 210.00 documents and pleadings received from opposing parties. 
Office conference with City Attorney Dale Storer regarding 
application of Annexation Agreement if settlement is not 
1.1 reached. 
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Aug 12/2009 KRD 0.80 Hrs 0.30 168.00 Telephone conference with Alan Harrison regarding his 
X 210.00 success in resolving matters with Spafford and Versteeg to 
get them to sign stipulation, memo to file regarding how 
he would like to proceed. Preparation of email to Jim 
Zundel regarding settlement issues. 
Aug 17 /2009 KRD 0.70 Hrs 0.70 147.00 Review correspondence from Alan Harrison regarding 
X 210.00 settlement. Review attached pleadings. 
Aug 26/2009 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Review order adopting stipulation. 
X 210.00 
Aug 28/2009 KRD 0.40 Hrs 0.40 84.00 Telephone conference with Alan Harrison regarding ZBS 
X 210.00 settlement amounts, memo to file. Preparation of email 
to Alan Harrison 
Aug 31/2009 KRD 0.10 Hrs 0.10 21.00 Review email from Alan Harrison. 
X 210.00 
Oct 16/2009 KRD 0.50 Hrs 0.50 105.00 Review email from Alan Harrison. Review email from 
X 210.00 Mark Fuller. Forward copies to Jim Zundel. 
Oct 19/2009 KRD 0.70 Hrs 0.70 147.00 Review email from Jim Zundel. Review voice message 
X 210.00 from Mark Fuller. Preparation of email to Mark Fuller 
regarding merits of equitable subordination argument. 
Forward copy to Jim Zundel. Review voice message from 
Jim Zundel. Telephone conference with Jim Zundel. 
Oct 20/2009 GLM 1.60 Hrs 1.60 360.00 Conference with KRD concerning equitable subordination, 
X 225.00 research equitable subordination 
Oct 20/2009 KRD 2.70 Hrs 2.70 567.00 Review information from Mark Fuller regarding equitable 
X 210.00 subordination argument. Intraoffice conference with 
GLM. Review equitable subordination research. 
Telephone conferences with Jim Zundel, memo to file. 
Oct 21/2009 DLH 0.40 Hrs 0.40 88.00 Conference with KRD regarding summary judgment 
X 220.00 (equitable subordination) 
Oct 21/2009 KRD 5.20 Hrs 5.20 1092.00 Review Alaska case. Additional research of cases related 
X 210.00 to equitable subordination arguments. Intraoffice 
conference with DLH. Telephone conference with Mark 
Fuller regarding summary judgment motion. Telephone 
conference with Jim Zundel, memo to file. Preparation of 
correspondence to Jim Zundel regarding equitable 
subordination issues. 
Oct 22/2009 KRD 0.90 Hrs 0.90 189.00 Review voice message from Jim Zundel. Telephone 
X 210.00 conference with Jim Zundel regarding effect of change in 
ownership, memo to file. 
Nov 4/2009 KRD 0.30 Hrs 0.30 63.00 Review email from Mark Fuller regarding settlement with 
X 210.00 HD Supply, forward to Jim Zundel. 
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Nov 9/2009 KRD 0.30 Hrs 0.30 63.00 Review file for legal description of affected property. 
X 210.00 
Nov 9/2009 KRD 0.30 Hrs 0.30 63.00 Review email from Mark Fuller regarding settlement with 
X 210.00 HD Supply. Forward copy to Jim Zundel requesting 
confirmation that it is acceptable to ZBS. 
Nov 12/2009 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Review status. Telephone conference with Jim Zundel 
X 210.00 regarding stipulation to release HD Supply, memo to file. 
Nov 17 /2009 KRD 0.70 Hrs 0.70 147.00 Review email from Jim Zundel. Review email from Mark 
X 210.00 Fuller. Review and execute release documents, email to 
Mark Fuller. 
Dec 4/2009 KRD 0.10 Hrs 0.10 21.00 Review order dismissing HD Supply received from 
X 210.00 Bonneville County Court. 
Dec 16/2009 KRD 0.30 Hrs 0.30 63.00 Review "affidavit of default" received from Mark Fuller. 
X 210.00 Preparation of email correspondence to Jim Zundel. 
Dec 22/2009 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Telephone conference with Jim Zundel. Telephone 
X 210.00 conference with Steve Zundel. 
Jan 6/2010 KRD 0.80 Hrs 0.80 168.00 Review motion for summary judgment and affidavit in 
X 210.00 support of motion for summary judgment regarding 
plaintiff's priority filed by DePatco. 
Jan 8/2010 KRD 0.40 Hrs 0.40 84.00 Review voice message from Mark Fuller. Telephone 
X 210.00 conference with Mark Fuller, memo to file. Telephone 
conference with Steve Zundel, memo to file. 
Jan 12/2010 KRD 0.80 Hrs 0.80 168.00 Telephone conference with Steve Zundel regarding 
X 210.00 schedule for meeting with DePatco, memo to file. 
Telephone conference with Jim Zundel, memo to file. 
Jan 14/2010 KRD 0.30 Hrs 0.30 63.00 Review email from Brad Zundel. Preparation of email to 
X 210.00 Mark Fuller. 
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Jan 19/2010 KRD 4.30 Hrs 4.30 903.00 Review email from Brad Zundel. Telephone conference 
X 210.00 with Mark Fuller's office, left voice message for Mark to 
call to schedule meeting. Review memorandum in 
support of motion for summary judgment to evaluate 
argument. Computer-aided legal research regarding cases 
cited by DePatco. Telephone conference with Mark Fuller 
tentatively scheduling meeting for Friday this week. 
Preparation of email to Brad Zundel and Jim Zundel. 
Telephone conference with Mark Fuller, voice message 
regarding time to meet on Friday. Telephone conference 
with Steve Zundel, memo to file. Email Brad Zundel and 
Jim Zundel regarding time for meeting. Telephone 
conference with Brad Zundel, memo to file. 
Jan 20/2010 KRD 2.00 Hrs 2.00 420.00 Telephone conference with Mark Fuller confirming 
X 210.00 meeting, memo to file. Continue research cases and 
authorities cited by DePatco's brief in support of motion 
for summary judgment. 
Jan 20/2010 KRD 1.10 Hrs 1.10 231.00 Continue research regarding equitable subordination of 
X 210.00 recharacterization of debt to equity. 
Jan 21/2010 KRD 2.50 Hrs 2.50 525.00 Continue research regarding equitable subordination or 
X 210.00 recharacterization of debt to equity. 
Jan 22/2010 KRD 4.30 Hrs 4.30 903.00 Continue research regarding equitable subordination. 
X 210.00 Prepare for meeting with Mark Fuller and Greg Stoddard. 
Meeting with Mark Fuller and Greg Stoddard, memo to 
file. Telephone conference with Brad Zundel regarding 
meeting schedule, memo to file that the meeting was 
cancelled. Telephone conference with Steve Zundel 
regarding case issues, Melinda's involvement in 
corporation that defrauded, memo to file. 
Jan 25/2010 KRD 1.10 Hrs 1.10 231.00 Review Schiess & Associates response to DePatco's 
X 210.00 Motion for Summary Judgment. Preparation of response 
to DePatco's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
Jan 27/2010 KRD 3.30 Hrs 3.30 693.00 Review email from Alan Harrison. Review Idaho 
X 210.00 Development's response to DePatco's motion for 
summary judgment, forward copy to clients. Review voice 
message from Jim Zundel. Telephone Jim Zundel, memo 
to file. Review cases cited by Idaho Development. 
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Jan 28/2010 KRD 0.90 Hrs 0.90 189.00 Review cases cited by Idaho Development. 
X 210.00 
Feb 3/2010 KRD 1.40 Hrs 1.40 294.00 Review email from Mark Fuller. Review documents from 
X 210.00 parties regarding motion for summary judgment 
response. 
Feb 4/2010 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Telephone call from Mark Fuller regarding status and 
X 210.00 issues on summary judgment, memo to file. 
Feb 8/2010 KRD 2.90 Hrs 2.90 609.00 Hearing preparation. Telephone call with Jim Zundel, 
X 210.00 memo to file. Appear at hearing. Conference with parties 
and counsel following hearing. 
Feb 9/2010 KRD 1.10 Hrs 1.10 231.00 Telephone call from Jim Zundel, memo to file. Review 
X 210.00 minute entry from court, forward copy to clients. Review 
email from Mark Fuller. Review correspondence from 
Jeffrey Brunson regarding deposition schedule. 
Feb 10/2010 KRD 0.10 Hrs 0.10 21.00 Review correspondence from Alan Harrison regarding 
X 210.00 deposition schedule. 
Feb 11/2010 KRD 0.30 Hrs 0.30 63.00 Review email from Mark Fuller regarding deposition 
X 210.00 schedule, calendar tentative date for March 5, 2010, 
email Jim and Brad with date. 
Feb 24/2010 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Review correspondence from Mark Fuller with copies of 
X 210.00 notices of deposition and subpoena duces tecum of David 
Clark and Melinda Boswell. 
Feb 25/2010 KRD 0.80 Hrs 0.80 168.00 Review discovery requests from Schiess & Associates. 
X 210.00 Review case deadlines, last date to serve discovery by 
hand delivery or fax is 2/27/2010. 
Feb 26/2010 KRD 4.60 Hrs 4.60 966.00 Preparation of first discovery requests to Idaho 
X 210.00 Development, Schiess & Associates, and DePatco. 
Mar 1/2010 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Review voice message from Mark Fuller. Telephone call 
X 210.00 Mark Fuller 
Mar 2/2010 KRD 1.20 Hrs 1.20 252.00 Review discovery requests from Idaho Development. 
X 210.00 Telephone Jim Zundel regarding request for meeting. 
Telephone Steve Zundel regarding request for meeting. 
Telephone conference with Mark Fuller, memo to file. 
Mar 3/2010 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Review email from Jim Zundel. 
X 210.00 
Mar 5/2010 KRD 6.50 Hrs 6.50 1365.00 Prepare for depositions of Melinda Boswell and David 
X 210.00 Clark. Appear and examine at depositions of Melinda 
Boswell and David Clark. Conference with parties and 
counsel immediately following depositions. 
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Mar 8/2010 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Review subpoena for records of AmeriTitle received from 
X 210.00 Idaho Development. 
Mar 8/2010 KRD 1.90 Hrs 1.90 399.00 Review subpoena from Alan Harrison to AmeriTitle. 
X 210.00 Telephone Mark Fuller regarding status following 
depositions, memo to file. Review correspondence from 
Alan Harrison, respond with copy of discovery requests. 
Review correspondence from Jeffrey Brunson with 
supplemental discovery responses of Schiess & Associates, 
P.C., identifying expert witnesses. Review 
correspondence from Mark Fuller with partial motion for 
summary judgment regarding lien claim of Schiess & 
Associates. 
Mar 9/2010 KRD 0.10 Hrs 0.10 21.00 Review email from Alan Harrison. 
X 210.00 
Mar 10/2010 KRD 0.30 Hrs 0.30 63.00 Review correspondence from Mark Fuller regarding 
X 210.00 production of additional documents as agreed in 
deposition. Review email correspondence from Mark 
Fuller regarding deposition of Schiess experts. 
Mar 12/2010 KRD 0.70 Hrs 0.70 147.00 Review email from Jeff Brunson regarding deposition of 
X 210.00 Kurt Roland. Review voice message from Jim Zundel. 
Telephone Jim Zundel regarding status, issues. 
Mar 15/2010 KRD 0.30 Hrs 0.30 63.00 Telephone conference with Mark Fuller, memo to file. 
X 210.00 Review email from Alan Harrison. 
Mar 15/2010 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Review settlement correspondence from Alan Harrison. 
X 210.00 
Mar 16/2010 KRD 0.60 Hrs 0.60 126.00 Preparation of correspondence to Jim Zundel and Brad 
X 210.00 Zundel forwarding email from Alan Harrison, preparation 
of correspondence to Steve Zundel with ha rd copy of 
correspondence. 
Mar 19/2010 KRD 0.40 Hrs 0.40 84.00 Review order changing hearing date. Prepare email to Jim 
X 210.00 Zundel and Brad Zundel, mail copy to Steve Zundel. 
Mar 19/2010 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Review email from Jim Zundel. Telephone Jim Zundel, 
X 210.00 memo to file. 
Mar 22/2010 KRD 1.40 Hrs 1.40 294.00 Review documents from AmeriTitle. Review 
X 210.00 correspondence with summary judgment response of 
Schiess & Associates including memorandum in 
opposition, affidavits of Kurt Roland, David Schiess, and 
Lance Schuster. 
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Mar 23/2010 KRD 2.30 Hrs 2.30 483.00 Telephone Alan Harrison regarding documents from 
X 210.00 AmeriTitle, memo to file. Review documents from 
AmeriTitle, forward copy to clients. Telephone 
conference with Jim Zundel regarding case settlement 
issues. Review fax from Lance Schuster for Schiess s& 
Associates. 
Mar 24/2010 KRD 8.00 Hrs 0.80 1680.00 Review documents to produce in response to discovery 
X 210.00 requests. Draft discovery responses: ZBS to Schiess 
requests; Jim Zundel to Schiess requests; Brad Zundel to 
Schiess requests; ZBS to Idaho Development requests. 
Telephone conference with Jim Zundel, memo to file. 
Email discovery responses for review by Jim Zundel and 
Brad Zundel. 
Mar 24/2010 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Email transcript of Boswell and Clark depositions to Jim 
X 210.00 Zundel and Brad Zundel. 
Mar 26/2010 KRD 1.50 Hrs 1.50 315.00 Prepare draft letter to email to counsel re settlement 
X 210.00 issues. Email draft to Jim Zundel for review. 
Mar 29/2010 KRD 0.60 Hrs 0.60 126.00 Review email from Jim Zundel. Email correspondence to 
X 210.00 opposing counsel. 
Apr 2/2010 KRD 0.40 Hrs 0.40 84.00 Review discovery responses received from parties. 
X 210.00 
Apr 3/2010 KRD 1.10 Hrs 1.10 231.00 Review appraisal of property received from Idaho 
X 210.00 Development. 
Apr 5/2010 KRD 2.90 Hrs 2.90 609.00 Telephone conference with Mark Fuller regarding 
X 210.00 summary judgment decision, memo to file. Review email 
copy of summary judgment decision. Review email from 
Mark Fuller regarding deposition of Schiess witnesses. 
Review email from Alan Harrison regarding settlement 
offer. Preparation of response email to Alan Harrison 
regarding settlement in light of summary judgment. 
Preparation of email to Jim Zundel and Brad Zundel with 
copy of order granting summary judgment. Review 
discovery responses accumulated last week. Telephone 
conference with Jim Zundel regarding summary judgment 
order, memo to file. 
Apr 5/2010 KRD 1.50 Hrs 1.50 315.00 Review motion for summary judgment filed by Schiess 
X 210.00 Engineering. Preparation of draft motion for summary 
judgment. Preparation of draft memorandum in support 
of motion for summary judgment. 
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Apr 6/2010 KRD 6.10 Hrs 6.10 1281.00 Telephone conferences with Jim Zundel, memo to file. 
X 210.00 Prep a ration of draft affidavit of Steve Zundel regarding 
motion for summary judgment. Preparation of draft 
affidavit of Jim Zundel regarding motion for summary 
judgment. Preparation of final draft of motion, 
memorandum, affidavits for Steve and Jrm, notice of 
hearing. Preparation of correspondence to clerk of court 
to file documents. File documents with court. 
Apr 6/2010 KRD 0.70 Hrs 0.70 147.00 Review motion for summary judgment and default 
X 210.00 judgment against Teton View received from Schiess 
Engineering. Review revised motion for summary 
judgment received from DePatco. 
Apr 7 /2010 KRD 1.00 Hrs 1.00 210.00 Intraoffice conference with DLH regarding deemed 
X 210.00 admissions served on Teton View. Intraoffice conference 
with Dan Dansie regarding issues to address in response 
memorandum to Schiess & Associates motion for 
summary judgment. 
Apr 7 /2010 DLH 0.30 Hrs 0.30 66.00 Conference with KRD regarding effect of admissions by 
X 220.00 adverse party 
Apr 7 /2010 DD 0.20 Hrs X 0.20 26.00 Intraoffice conference with Karl Decker regarding motion 
130.00 for summary judgment. 
Apr 12/2010 KRD 0.90 Hrs 0.90 189.00 Review fax from Beard St. Clair& Gaffney. Review email 
X 210.00 from Jeff Brunson, forward copy to Jim Zundel and Brad 
Zundel. Telephone call from Mark Fuller regarding status, 
memo to file. 
Apr 13/2010 KRD 1.70 Hrs 1.70 357.00 Review voice message from Mark Fuller. Telephone 
X 210.00 conference with Mark Fuller. Telephone conference with 
Jim Zundel, memo to file. Review case issues. 
Apr 14/2010 KRD 1.40 Hrs 1.40 294.00 Telephone conference with IVlark Fuller regarding 
X 210.00 tentative meeting time tomorrow at 11:00 a.m., memo to 
file. Review voice message from Jim Zundel. Telephone 
conference with Jeff Brunson. Telephone conference with 
Dan Beck. Telephone conference with Jim Zundel, memo 
to file. Telephone conference with Dan Beck, memo to 
file. Intraoffice conference Dan Dansie regarding research 
project for response to Schiess's motion for summary 
judgment. 
Apr 14/2010 DD 2.60 Hrs X 2.60 338.00 Review motions for summary judgment filed by ZBS and 
130.00 Schiess; computer assisted legal research regarding MSJ 
issues; pre pa re outline for responsive briefs; intra office 
conference with Karl Decker. 
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Apr 15/2010 KRD 6.00 Hrs 6.00 1260.00 Review email from Dan Beck with draft settlement 
X 210.00 agreement. Forward draft settlement agreement to Jim 
Zundel. Calculate amount due ZBS on Teton View note. 
Telephone conferences with Jim Zundel. Revise draft 
agreement, email to Mark Fuller. Telephone conference 
with Mark Fuller. Telephone conference with Jim Zundel 
regarding revisions requested by Schiess. 
Apr 16/2010 KRD 1.70 Hrs 1.70 357.00 Review email from Jim Zundel regarding settlement 
X 210.00 agreement terms. Review voice message from Dan Beck 
regarding email. Review email from Dan Beck with final 
settlement agreement. Review email from Jim Zundel. 
Email final settlement agreement to Jim Zundel. Review 
email from Dan Beck approving changes. Telephone 
conference with Jim Zundel regarding final version, memo 
to file. Telephone conference with Jeff Brunson regarding 
disagreement with terms. 
Apr 19/2010 KRD 0.20 Hrs 0.20 42.00 Telephone conference with Jim Zundel regarding final 
X 210.00 terms of stipulation. Supervise forwarding of signatures. 
Apr 20/2010 KRD 1.10 Hrs 1.10 231.00 Review final stipulation signatures. Review voice message 
X 210.00 from Alan Harrison. Review voice message from Jim 
Zundel. Telephone conference with Jim Zundel, memo to 
file. Review correspondence from Schiess & Associates 
regarding motion for summary judgment. Telephone 
conference with Alan Harrison, memo to file. 
Apr 21/2010 DLH 0.10 Hrs 0.10 22.00 Conference with KRD regarding summary judgment 
X 220.00 
Apr 21/2010 KRD 1.90 Hrs 1.90 399.00 Review fax correspondence from Mark Fuller with notice 
X 210.00 vacating hearing, notice of hearing on motion for order 
approving settlement agreement. Intraoffice conference 
with DLH regarding summary judgment. Telephone 
conference with Alan Harrison, memo to file. Hearing 
preparations. 
Apr 22/2010 KRD 2.60 Hrs 2.60 546.00 Review response brief and supporting affidavits from 
X 210.00 Idaho Development, copy to clients. Final draft default 
application regarding Idaho Title & Trust. Final draft 
notice of intent to take default against AmeriTitle. 
Telephone conference with Mark Fuller, memo to file. 
Review file for Stipulation for entry of judgment against 
AmeriTitle. 
Apr 22/2010 KRD 0.70 Hrs 0.70 147.00 Review arguments in Idaho Development's response to 
X 210.00 ZBS motion for summary judgment. 
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Apr 23/2010 KRD 0.10 Hrs 0.10 21.00 Review issues. 
X 210.00 
Apr 26/2010 KRD 4.90 Hrs 4.90 1029.00 Telephone conference with Dick Mollerup regarding 
X 210.00 stipulation of AmeriTitle. Review voice message from Jim 
Zundel. Telephone conference with Jim Zundel, memo to 
file. Review email from Dick Mollerup regarding 
stipulation. Begin preparation of draft reply brief. Begin 
preparation of draft affidavit for Jim Zundel. 
Apr 27 /2010 KRD 4.60 Hrs 4.60 966.00 Continue drafting reply brief. Preparation of email to Jim 
X 210.00 Zundel with draft affidavit. Telephone conference with Jim 
Zundel, memo to file. Research cases regarding 
subordination agreement provisions. Review email from 
Jim Zundel. Final draft of reply brief. File documents with 
court and serve on opposing parties. Email Jim Zundel 
regarding status of reply. 
Apr 29/2010 KRD 0.50 Hrs 0.50 105.00 Review document from Idaho Development opposing 
X 210.00 approval of the settlement agreement. Review voice 
message from Dick Mollerup regarding intent to take 
default. Telephone conference with Dick Mollerup 
regarding matter, memo to file. 
May 1/2010 KRD 0.10 Hrs 0.10 21.00 Review voice message from Dick Mollerup. 
X 210.00 
May 3/2010 KRD 2.40 Hrs 2.40 504.00 Telephone conference with Dick Mollerup regarding 
X 210.00 pending notice of intent to take default regarding Alliance 
Title, memo to file. Review email from Dick IVlollerup with 
draft response pleading. Telephone conference with Mark 
Fuller regarding Alliance Title position. Preparation of 
email to Dick Mollerup regarding default issues with 
respect to Alliance Title. 
May 4/2010 KRD 4.50 Hrs 4.50 945.00 Prepare for hearing on summary judgment motion. 
X 210.00 Review correspondence from Alliance Title's attorney with 
"answer "filed by Alliance Title. Appear at hearing on 
motion for summary judgment against Teton View, 
receive favorable ruling. Discuss case issues with 
opposing counsel following hearing. Review motion and 
affidavits in support of motion for reconsideration filed by 
plaintiff's attorney at hearing. Telephone conference with 
Jim Zundel. Preparation of email to Jim and Brad, 
hardcopy to Steve, of hearing results. 
May 5/2010 KRD 0.10 Hrs 0.10 21.00 Review email from Tammie Whyte regarding Idaho Title & 
X 210.00 Trust. 
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EXHIBIT 1 
Date Lawyer/Hours Hours Fees Description 
/Rate 
May 6/2010 KRD 3.60 Hrs 3.60 756.00 Review order of default regarding Teton View in favor of 
X 210.00 ZBS from court. Review notice of hearing on motion to 
reconsider. Review order of default regarding Teton View 
in favor of Schiess from court. Review ema ii from Jeffrey 
Brunson regarding Schiess amount due. Preparation of 
draft summary judgment order, decree of foreclosure and 
order of sale. Preparation of email to counsel for DePatco 
and Schiess & Associates regarding draft order, decree of 
foreclosure and order of sale. 
May 7/2010 KRD 3.10 Hrs 3.10 651.00 Review email from Mark Fuller regarding draft order. 
X 210.00 Telephone conference with Mark Fuller, memo to file. 
Telephone conference with Jeff Brunson regarding draft 
order. Revise draft order. Preparation of correspondence 
to court presenting draft order for consideration. Review 
plaintiff's motion to reconsider. Review fax 
correspondence from Jeff Brunson with copy of affidavit 
of interest, and copy of proposed stipulation for dismissal 
of Jim Zundel and Brad Zundel. 
May 11/2010 KRD 0.50 Hrs 0.50 105.00 Review emails from Mark Fuller. Review copy of 
X 210.00 Judgment, Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale. 
Preparation of email to Mark Fuller. Preparation of email 
to Jim Zundel and Brad Zundel. 
May 12/2010 KRD 0.60 Hrs 0.60 126.00 Review email from Mark Fuller regarding fee applications. 
X 210.00 Review draft stipulation from Jeff Brunson. Telephone 
conference with Jeff Brunson regarding draft stipulation. 
May 13/2010 KRD 4.00 Hrs 4.00 840.00 Review email from Jeff Brunson. Review proposed 
X 210.00 stipulation. Preparation of memorandum of costs and 
attorney's fees, affidavit in support of memorandum of 
costs and attorney's fees, exhibits 1 and 2 to affidavit. 
274.50 $57,004.00 
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Date Rule 
Jan 26/2009 54(d)(l)(C)(l) 
Jun 17 /2009 54(d)(l)(C)(l) 
Mar 26/2010 54(d)(l)(C)(l0) 
Date Rule 
Jun17/2009 54(d)(l)(D) 
Aug 13/2009 54(d)(l)(D) 
TOTAL COSTS 
EXHIBIT 2 
Costs as a Matter of Right 
Amount Description 
Filing fee - Bonneville County 
$58.00 
Filing fee - Bonneville County 
$28.00 
$585.12 Copies of depositions of Melinda Boswell & David Clark -
T & T Reporting 
-----
$671.12 
Discretionary Costs 
Amount Description 
Recording fee for Lis Pendens -Bonneville County 
$12.00 
Proportionate share of mediation fee - Baker & Harris 
$350.00 
$362.00 
$1,033.12 
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